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FOHEWARD.

The history of medical and biologic science makes it clear that

major advances in basic problems of structure and function stem largely

from use of appropriate new techniques and ideas. Even the brilliant

Ludwig ($1 ) could not formulate his important theory of passive

ultrafiltration of blood plasma until Bowman had made his amazingly

detailed, accurate study of the Malpighian corpuscle ('5 ). While

Bowman, in turn, by the use of the greatly improved techniques and

microscopes of the nineteenth century was enabled to see much more than

the seventeenth century master, Malpighi,

Today's phsyical science and technology have produced an entirely

new microscope, the electron microscope. With the aid of this

instrument, a further chapter in biological history is now being written,

that of the "fine structure" or ultrastructure" of tissue ( 62 ). A

coarse probe cannot be used to search out a fine crevice. Light is the

probe that is employed in the ordinary microscope, and the coarseness of

this probe is unalterably set by the wave length of the visible light

(O.A - 0.7 ju). No matter what lens system is employed, light cannot be

used to distinguish clearly the structure of objects that are smaller and

no farther apart than about half its wave length (about 0.2 p). Since the

unaided eye can distinguish fine lines that are about 0.2 mm. apart, there

is not much point in using a magnification of more than 1,000 times in the

light microscope because the human eye at that magnification can distinguish

anything that is revealed by light at that wave length. Greater magnifications

than 1,000 times yield a larger picture but reveal no further detail.
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The revolutionary development in the microscope, which increased its

resolving power a hundred or more times, came only after physicists,

frustrated by the limitations imposed upon them by the wave length of

light, turned to electrons. The wave length of these is very short, so

short that this factor so far has not limited the resolving power of the

new instrument. Theoretically, the electron microscope is capable of

resolving particles separated by only a few Angstrom units. One angstrom

unit is 0.0000001 mm, one ten millionth of a millimetre. Under

especially favourable conditions, electron micrographs of useful magnifi¬

cations of l£ million diameters have been used to view structure at the

molecular level in metallic crystals. Such extreme magnifications are

not, at present, particularly informative or useful in the study of cellular

structures, but magnification of 100,000 diameters and more are usefully

employed in biologic and medical research. The medical and biologic

sciences have entered an era in which refined electronic instrumentation

and modern scientific techniques and ingenuity have made is possible to gain

information about the ultrastructure and microbiochemistry of cells and

their organised parts. As information of this type is obtained and

effectively correlated, useful knowledge of vitally and medically important

cellular processes results.



GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

Microanatomy of the Nephron.

The new technique of electron-microscopy of tissues has made notable

advances in our knowledge of the microstructure of the nephron, which in

turn has greatly facilitated the understanding of the functional microanatomy

and introduced a new and much more accurate concept of renal pathology.

This advance began only since about 1950 when it became possible to use the

electron microscope for histological study. In 1950 and 1951, the first

attempts of microscopists to conquer histology with the electron microscope

failed because fixation artefacts were larger than the resolving limits

even of the early electron microscopes. Only after Palade (no ) introduced

buffered osmic acid as a fixative was it posrible to eliminate artefacts

which could disturb the finest resolvable detail. Also, the technique

of thin sectioning used prior to 1953 was inadequate for obtaining

conclusive results. Therefore, the early electron microscopic studies of

the kidney by Pease and Baker (UB) and by Oberling, Gautier and Bernhard (105)

although carried out with much ingenuity, led to conclusions which more

recent studies, carried out with refined methods, can show to be

fallacious.

The first investigators to use these more advanced methods of electron

microscopy for studying the kidney structure were B. Vincent fell of the
It

Zoology Department of the University of Illinois and Fritjof S. Sjostrand,

in association with J. Hhodin, of the Karolinska Institute of Anatomy in

Stockholm. To fell is owed a major part of our present knowledge of the

structure of the renal glomerulus, while the Swedish investigators



concentrated their efforts on studying the renal tubules.

the Renal Corpuscle.

The renal corpuscles have been the subject of considerable anatomic

and functional interest since their discovery by the great anatomist

Malpighi (92)« They are a striking example of the unity of structural

and functional knowledge for, from the days of their discovery, increasing

knowledge of their structure has been paralleled by changing concepts of

their function. Malpighi discovered the glomerulus in 1669 by injection

of the renal artery, and he considered it to be a gland which gave rise to

the urinipherous tube. Schumlansky (iM) in 1782, very clearly described

the intimate arrangement between glomerulus and tubule and denied the

generally held concept that the glomerular tuft emptied directly into the

tubule. The classic studies of Bowman (\5 ) in 184.2, on the structure of

the glomerulus are quite remarkable when viewed in the light of 120

subsequent yeqrs of fairly continuous structural investigation. Bowman

injected solutions of potassium Bichromate and lead acetate into the renal

artery. This gave him the "clearest evidence tha"rTthe capsule which
is

invests the Malpighian corpuscles', in truth, the basement membrane of the

urinipherous tube expanded over the tuft of vessels". He noted that

all of the blood of the renal artery passed through the tuft and then into

a capillary plexus which surrounded the tubule, before leaving the kidney

via the renal vein. He described the course of the afferent vessel into

the glomerulus where it "perforates the capsule, and, dilating, suddenly

breaks up into two, three, four or even eight branches, which diverge in all

directions like petals from the stalk of a flower, and usually run in a

more or less tortuous manner, subdividing again once or twice as they
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advance, over the surface of the ball they are about to form. The vessels

resulting from these subdivisions are capillary in size, and consist of a

simple, homogeneous, and transparent membrane. They dip into its interior

at different points and after further twisting, reunite into a single vessel,

which varies in its size, being generally smaller than the terminal twig

of the artery. This vessel emerges between two of the primary divisions of

the terminal twig of the artery perforating the capsule close to that vessel,

and like it, adhering to this membrane as it passes through. It then

enters the capillary plexus which surrounds the tortuous urinipherous tubes."

He was explicit in his description of the basement membrane which now bears

his name. He described the difference in the shape, size, and course of

the efferent vessels as they are related to the cortical and juxtamedullary

area. He defined and described the two capillary systems of the kidney

and proposed that the vessels which carry blood between these two capillary

systems be termed a portal system. He speculated upon the function of the

Malpighian corpuscle to the effect that it was "an apparatus destined to

separate from the blood a watery portion" and "now, however, that it is

proved that each one is situated at the remotest extremity of a tube,

surrounded by a capsule, formed by its membrane and closed everywhere except

at the orifice of the tube, it is evident that conjectures on their use may

be framed with greater plausibility."

This ingenious, detailed and very accurate description of the renal

corpuscle has not been greatly surpassed till the beginning of the last decade.

Investigators in the past century have mainly confirmed Bowman's original

description. Some details of the structure of the renal glomerulus, however,

have been a matter of great controversy* The points of disagreement among

the investigators "©re summarised by Elias (35) to be concerned with the
following questions:-
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1. Is the glomerulus covered by epithelium, i.e. by a visceral layer of

Bowman's capsule?

2. Are there perforations in the walls of the glomerular capillaries?

3. Is the endothelium of the glomerular capillaries continuous?

4. Are the loops of the glomerular capillaries supported by connective

tissue in a manner similar to that of the mesentery which supports the

intestinal loops?

5. Do the glomerular capillaries form anastomosing loops?

6. Is the basement membrane of the glomerulus double or singlej that is,

does it consist of a basement membrane derived from the glomerular

epithelium and of another one derived from the glomerular capillaries,

or is there only one common basement membrane?

The use of the electron microscope in the past 10 years has advanced

significantly our knowledge of the general organisation and structure of the

glomerulus beyond that accumulated in the previous 100 years and practically

all these problems have been solved. Also notable is that, in general,

reconciliation of divergent interpretations regarding the new data has occurred

rapidly. It is agreed, too, that variations in structure between all of

the mammalian species studied are minimal. Hall's (5!58) original

observations were quickly confirmed by other renal electron microscopists

(44,um,H4>, I2£, w, , 16 it) and though there is general agreement about the

principal features of the microanatomy of the renal corpuscle among them,

controversy still persists concerning the arrangement of capillaries in the

tuft and on the presence or absence of a third type of cell in addition to

the endothelial and visceral epithelial cells, variously called "mesangial",

"intercapillary", or most recently, "intraluminal" ( 16> ).
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It is generally agreed that the renal glomerulus consists of a tuft of

capillary vessels inserted into the course of an arteriole; the efferent

part of the arteriole is narrower than the afferent. Agreement ends

regarding the organisation of the vascular bed between these two limbs.

One idea,perhaps the most papular, is that shortly after entering the capsule,

the afferent arteriole divides into a number of capillary loops which

ultimately gather up to become confluent at the efferent arteriole (31, 158 ),

The other significant concept, is that the afferent arteriole breaks up to

form several major branches, each branch giving rise to a lobe or lobule,

then subdivides many times forming a freely branching network (68,\65),

Recent investigators (l6,33,"2>5,58 .59) with their injection techniques and

meticulous reconstruction preparations represent the most satisfactory

approaches to this problem and their works are substantially in agreement

with Johnston's observations (68) of 60 years ago that the capillaries in

each lobe form an anastomosing network and that interlobular connections do

exist. The minor dispute between the latter workers concerns the degree

of anastomosis between vessels, and whether or not true lobulation exists.

Everyone recognises two cell types in the normal glomerular tuft: the

epithelium of the glomerulus and a number of cells which are called

endothelium. Buday, in 1906 ( 19 ) thought that he could differentiate them

by their relation to the basement membrane. He believed that the glomerular

epithelium lay to the capsular side of the membrane and that all other cells

were endothelium. There are, however, some who believe that a third cell

type exists in the area of the endothelial cells and have attributed to this

"third" cell many of the manifestations of disease as it occurs in the

glomerulus.

The question of whether or not a third cell exists in the glomerular
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stalk has not been answered by the electron aicroscopists, but considerable

information has been gained regarding the size, shape and position of the

endothelial cells. All, however, rather well agree that the endothelial

cell is shaped like a tube of a fairly short length. On cross section it

is "signet-ring"shaped with a thin layer of cytoplasm extending around the

capillary lumen from the mass of cytoplasm which contains the nucleus.

The cytoplasm and nuclei of the cell body proper are usually located in the

axial region of the capillary loops. The "axis", as well described by

McManus (90) refers to those portions of the capillary loops which are located

deep within the glomerular tuft in the vicinity of the afferent and

efferent arterioles? "peripheral", refers to those portions which have

access to the surface of the tuft and face the glomerular capsule. Mueller

(\oi ) postulated that the axial stalk consisted of a syncytium of endothelial

cells, the peripheral portions of which were hollowed out into spaces

forming the capillary lumena. Elius (34) considered syncytial structure

a possibility and his diagrams demonstrated this concept very clearly.

Other workers (44 i , however, have described cell boundaries for the

endothelial cells.

Ellas (34) also analysed the architecture of the renal glomerulus by the

statistico—geometrical method and verified his results by three-dimensional

models from serial sections. He found that the folds of the basement

membrane enclose a continuous flat and branched mass of cells, tunnelled by

hollow cylindrical channels through which blood flows. This tissue, being

continuous with the endothelium of afferent and efferent arterioles, is

a part of the endothelial system. However, even though blood touches

every cell of this tissue, it is not endothelium in the ordinary sense and

so he proposed to introduce the term "endenchyma" for this tissue (i*<).
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An endenchyma, he defined, is a continuous mass of cells within a basement

membrane; this mass of cells is tunnelled ty channels through which blood

flows but without basement membranes intervening between the neighbouring

channels. The cell bodies, or portions containing the nucleus, lie in the

central portions of the stalk, while the outer portions of this cell mass are

thin and attenuated and form the attenuated endothelium adjacent to the

basement membrane. In reality, his endenchyma is the same glomerular

stalk made of endothelial cells that was described by Hall and by Mueller,

The importance of his contribution lies in his having focussed attention

upon the cell mass - whether or not It is a syncytium - and the relative

de-emphasis of the importance of the capillary lumen and its outer wall.

He called the entire she t, which includes endenchyma, blood channels and

basement membrane, the "lamina vasculosa glomeruli" ( 35" ). He suggested

that the position of blood channels in such cellular tissue - on morpho¬

logical observations - might not be permanently fixed (33) but that these

channels change their locations so that under every point of the glomerular

surface, blood flow3 frequently, though not continuously. He subsequently

verified his hypothetical assumption by transillumination studies of frog

kidneys ( 35), H© maintained that this behaviour of blood channels was

possible because of two morphological conditions, namely, because there

are no basement membranes or connective tissue elements which might

intervene between adjacent blood channels, and because endenchymal cells

form a continuous mass in the functional parts of the glomerulus.

The endothelial cell is a relatively large flat cell. Immediately

around the nucleus there is a moderate amount of cytoplasm containing the

usual cytoplasmic components, including mitochondria, elements of the

endoplasmic reticulum with associated ribonucleoprotein (MP) particles
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centrioles (MM ). The thinned out portion of the endothelium lying adjacent

to the basement membrane consists of two plasma membranes of 150 % width,

separated by a 200-300 2 cytoplasmic space. (ioo ). This membrane in cross

section views appears to be discontinuous, as though it were perforated at

fairly regular intervals. In tangential views in which the endothelial

membrane appears en face, it frequently gives the appearance of "chicken-wire

fencing". This appearance initially led Hall to call it the "lamina

fenestrate" and later, when there was some question as to whether or not

the holes were artefacts or were truly present, he called it "lamina attenuate",

Mueller («Ol) has called it the "endothelial lining network." Rinehart (»35)

believes that these interruptions represent small segments of cytoplasm

devoid of fluid, or cytoplasmic vesicles involved in the transport of fluid,

thu3 giving voice to a possibility that filtration might occur via the

endothelial cytoplasm rather than through openings in the endothelium. The

size of these openings varies from 500-IG00 R in diameter. The fenestrae

are estimated collectively to account for about 30% of the total surface of

the endothelial sheets (MM),

Farquhar et al ( MM) have described that in the peripheral parts of the

loops where two endothelial cells come together they typically overlap to

some degree. Along their line of contact they observed areas of increased

density of the immediate adjacent cytoplasmic matrix and pointed to the

analogy between this appearance and that of the so-called "adhesion plates"

which are present along surfaces of contact of epithelial cells and the

"attachment belts" described in vascular endothelia. They have also observed

( MM ) that in the axial or deeper parts of the loops, the endothelial cells

were frequently grouped and showed some piling or stratification. The

superficial cells could be clearly seen to line the capillary lumen, but the
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exact relationship of the deeper cells to the lumen wqs not always evident.

Sometimes, they noticed the deeper cells to show pseudopodia which pushed

through the cytoplasm of the superficial cells to establish contact with the

lumen. They described "spurs" or processes of varied form arising from the

basement membrane in the axial regions which penetrate between endothelial

cells. In addition, spongy-appearing areas were often seen between the

basement membrane and the deeper cells or penetrating between cells of the

endothelium. The spongy areas resembled the basement membrane in density

but appeared less compact and more distinctly fibrillar.

In electron micrographs of the normal glomerulus, only Yamadu (iW»), Pak Poy (109 ),
Policard et al ( 1*2 ) and Kurtz arid McManus (16) claim to be able to

distinguish accurately three cell types - the epithelium, the endothelium

and the "third" cell. Zimmerman (165) in 1933, propounced and explicitly
—

described the "third" cell concept of the glomerulus. He rejected the idea

that all cells within the confines of the basement membrane were endothelial

cells because he found staining differences in this group of cells when he

utilized the Golgi-Kopsch stain. In addition to an endothelial cell which

bordered the capillary lumen and whose cell body usually lay on the stalk

side of the lumen, he found a large pale cell which he thought was a

fibrocyte, despite the fact that neither he nor any of the other anatomists

had found collagen in the normal glomerulus. Zimmerman believed that 25-

35% of the endothelial cells were in reality fibrocytes and that they formed

a supporting stalk which stemmed from the hilus of the glomerulus. He

labelled this stalk the "mesangium" and the fibrocytes "meaangial cells". He

stated that in man, as in all mammals investigated, a little tree of mesangium

starts from the hilus, its branches correspond to the lobules and is in

contact with all of the capillaries. It was his belief that the mesangium,
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together with the basement membrane, formed an important intralobular

supporting apparatus, and that without it the capillaries would have
f!

nothing to which to hang. Von Mollendorff (95") stated in 1927, that there

were no cells in the glomerulus other than epithelial and endothelial.

Later, under the influence of Zimmerman's observations, he became convinced

that connective tissue did exist. He described ( 96 ) a fine connective

tissue structure in each glomerulus which branched from the glomerular hilus

and to which the capillaries were attached. He, however, expressed doubt

that the quantity of 'third" cells which Zimmerman saw was really present in

the human glomerulus. He accepted Zimmerman's term "mesangium" for this

small core of connective tissue and stated that, when ever it lay adjacent

to the basement membrane, the mesangium and the membrane could not be

distinguished from one another.

The anatomists who studied the glomerulus by the use of silver stains

became interested in fibrils extending into the glomerulus from the hilum,

apparently continuous with the silver-positive network surrounding the

arterioles. Bensley ( 9 ) thought that these represented a stalk.

McGregor ( S5) in 1929, described the continuity of the endothelial cells

of the tuft with those of the afferent and efferent vessels. In a second

article (S9), she depicted intercapillary hyaline fibres at the site of the

mesangium as one of the changes which occurred in glomerulonephritis, but

paid little attention to the stalk or the mesangium concept as such.

MacCallum (&2) in 1934} reported that in the normal glomerulus special

attention was required to recognise the few connective tissue cells between

the capillaries. He felt that glomerular injury was followed by connective

tissue proliferation and, since it was proliferation of the connective tissue

rather than an increase in endothelium which eventually caused capillary

obstruction, nephritis must be intercapillary rather than intracapillary.
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Kiramelstiel and Wilson (72.) in 1936, brought the whole problem of

intracapillary versus intercapillary disease to the fore by describing hyaline

eosinophilic nodules in diabetic kidneys as "intercapillary glomerulosclerosis".

Their description rests upon MacCullum's concept of intercapillary disease,

and upon Zimmerman's concept that a stalk of fibrocytes exists in each lobule

and that there are two basement membranes. Kimmelstiel and Wilson believed

that hyaline material extended into the tuft from the efferent vessel and

that a broadening and splitting of the capillary basement membrane occurred

in addition to an accumulation of intercapillary hyaline fibres. Since the

work of Kimmelstiel and Wilson attracted attention to the "intercapillary

space", much has been written regarding the diseases which involve it,

McManus ( M) has consistently and clearly described this space as a

position within the confines of the basement membrane, occupied by cells of

unknown nature, probably endothelial. He ( ) developed and popularised

the Periodic Acid Schiff Stain to demonstrate the glomerular basement

membrane and described the capillary loop as curving around a central axis,

with the basement membrane covering both the capillary loop and the axial

space intervening between the loops. This space always contained either

cytoplasm or the nucleus of an endothelial cell. In some cases, the basement

membrane appeared thickened at the site in which it lay adjacent to the

axial space, producing one variety of axial thickening. McManus stated that

the nuclei of these axial cells stained like endothelial cells, but he could

not identify them with certainty and called them "intercapillary" or "third"

cells, feeling that they were probably the cells described by Zimmerman as

fibrocytes or by Goormaghtigh ( 5*3) as muscle cells which controlled glomerular

tone.

Most electron microscopists could not detect this "third" cell, Hamada ()
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was the first of them to describe its existence; he called it intercapillary

cell. He also commented on the spongy fingers of basement membrane material

which are present at the sites where the basement membrane is in contact

with the intercapillary or "third cell". Thickening of the basement membrane

at this point has been noted by all of the micro-anatomists. Finger-like

projections extending from the basemont membrane around and through the cells

of the stalk are present in the electron micrographs of most observers,

although Yamada was the first to bring attention to them, Yamada mentioned

that the basement membrane was often lacking or incomplete at the inner (stalk)

side of the capillary loop, and, the epithelium might then come into direct

contact with the endothelium or "third" cell. Such discontinuity in the

basement membrane has been subsequently reported only by Policard et al ( )

In the cytoplasm of th9 intercapillary cell, Yaraada (l&4) recognised

mitochondria, reticulum, vesicles, and numerous delicate fibments which

suggested a similarity to smooth muscle cells. The characteristic fibrillar

nature of these cells permitted Yaraada to distinguish them from endothelial

cells. He described small processes which extended from these cells to the

capillary lumina, there forming "intercapillary colliculi". Electron

micrographs of other workers do not show distinctions between endothelial cells

and intercapillary cells which Yamada describes, and a review of his published

electron micrographs by Mueller (\oo) showed the differences between

endothelial and "third" cells to be less apparent than his description

indicated. However, Kurtz and McManus (~16), studying the human glomerulus

by the electron microscope repeatedly observed the continuity of basement

membrane enclosing many capillary lumina and isolated masses of endothelial

cells. At the extreme periphery of the glomerulus only the basement membrane

was noted to encircle the capillary lumen in 360° fashion, thus confirming that
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the endothelial cells are axially disposed. They described that the cytoplasm

of endothelial cells related to the lumen was usually less dense than its

neighbour between lumina and explained the denseness of the axial cells to a

lesser degree of hydration than their luminal counterpart.

Considerations raised by a knowledge of the embryology of the glomerulus

61 ) and by staining properties of the diseased glomerulus ( ^ , 10 , Cl

to ,-ii.qo) led the light microscopists to a concept that the apparently single

basement membrane of the normal glomerulus was in reality composed of two

basement membranes - one continuous with the basement membrane of Bowman's

capsule (the subepithelial membrane) and the other continuous with the

basement membrane of the arterioles (the capillary membrane). These were

thought to be indistinguishable in the normal glomerulus because of their

proximity to each other, but were felt to be identifiable when separated by

disease Zimmerman 0&S) stated that he was able to distinguish

two basement membranes, which together with a thin optically-inseparable

endothelium form the capillary wall. Allen ( v ) has based his concepts of

glomerular disease upon the postulate that two basement membranes exist.

Modern techniques of electron microscopy have established that there is

actually but ONE basement membrane in the normal glomerulus, and ALL electron

microscopic studies of the glomerulus have agreed upon this point. Hall (51)

described it as a thin sheet of dense homogeneous material between the

endothelium on one side and the epithelium on the other, and called it the

"lamina densa". He believed in his earliest micrographs (51) that he could

identify tiny pores in it, but with refinement of his techniques, however,

pores have not been discernible, and other electron microscopic studies have

confirmed that it is the only continuous structure of the wall of the

glomerular tuft (n, Ufc,i?."l). Its thickness from the outer endothelial cell
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membrane to the epithelial cell membrane limiting the foot processes has been

variously reported by different authors (Table 1).

Table 1.

Author Thickness of Glomerular
Basement Membrane

Species

Hall ( 57) 600 • 800 2
'

Rat

Rinehart (&1) 800 2 Rat

Rhodin ( in ) 1250 2 Ret

DaIton ( 2S ) 1600 2 Moose

Farquhar et al iooo - 1500 2 Rat
(

Yamada (l<»4) 800 2 Mouse

Mueller et al 2000 ~ 2400 2 Man and
(ioi )

!
dog.

However, it is agreed that it is slightly thicker in the human glomerulus

than in glomeruli of most laboratory animals, and that it is thin in infants

and gets slightly thicker with age ( Mo ).

Rhodin ( ill) described the basement membrane as having three layers -

a central dense, and two outer less dense, layers. The less dense layer of

basement membrane adjacent to the epithelial processes lead Pease (llS) to

postulate that the foot processes of the epithelial cells were actually

embedded in a cement substance of the basement membrane. lamada ( 16<< ) felt

that faint membranes extended from the foot processes to the inner layer of tie

basement membrane. Such connections as these between epithelial foot
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processes and the basement membrane have not been described by other

microscopists, Pollcard ©t al ( \VL ) thought that an intermediate space

existed between the basement membrane and the foot processes, but they were

actually speaking about the light external layer of the basement membrane,

Farquhar et al ( kH ) noticed that the width of these lighter areas varies

noticeably with the amount of extraction incurred during fixation and

embedding; and maintained that in optimal preparations the lighter areas are

extremely thin, the dense layer nearly filling the space between the

endothelium and epithelium.

The glomerular basement membrane consists of a continuous layer of

moderately dense material, which appears homogeneous in unstained preparations,

with no apparent fibrils (6.33,34^5, 57,58 ,io«, ic>5,\V>- , «3"i )# Some

investigators have suggested the existence of a fundamental feltwork within

the basement membrane whose density was not so adequate for convincing

photography , {7-n , ), However, after staining with heavy metals

(lead hydroxide, uranyl acetate or phosphotungstic acid) it shows a faintly

fibrillar structure produced by the presence of fin© fibrils (30-40 2 in

diameter) which appear to be embedded in an amorphous matrix (MU ,7S\76 ,//»(»

IW ), In addition, Farquhar et al (MM) have described bundles of distinct

fibrils (110 n in diameter) in the narrow 3pace between the basement membrane

and the endothelium. They believed that these are produced by the endothelium

and might ultimately be incorporated into the basement membrane. Both

these fibrillar components are quit© distinct from mature collagen or

reticulin fibrils which ere well known from histochemical (135) and electron

microscopic evidence to be absent from the normal mammalian glomerulus.

The basement membrane of Bowman's capsule is believed to be continuous



with the basement membrane of the proximal convoluted tubule and related in

some fashion, which is still controversial, to the arterioles and capillaries

at the hilum of the glomerulus. It was shown by light microscopists to

have two layers - an outer reticular zone and an inner clear homogeneous zone

(25 ,26 .^8,82, 85,91 ). The reticulum fibrils embedded in the external surface

appear to be part of the overall supporting structure of the kidney, and not

an inherent part of either this membrane or its continuation as the basement

membrane of the tubule (25 .91 ). In this thesis, the term "capsular

basement membrane" will be used to describe the homogeneous part of that

membrane only.

Bowman (15 ) and Hall (59) stated that Bowman's capsule is pierced by the

capillary tuft, and "was certainly not reflected over the vess Is (15)". Hall

(51,58) maintained that the capillary basement membrane is continuous with that

which surrounds the hilar vessels and is not continuous with that of the

capsule and the tubules. However, neither of these authors offered tangible

evidence to this effect. McGregor (85), Bohle (12) and Elias (5H-) felt

that a basement membrane from the afferent and efferent vessels joined with

the basement membrane of Bowman's capsule to form jointly the glomerular

basement membrane. MacCullum (82) and Mueller (loo) described the capsular

basement membrane as turning back upon itself at the hilum to become the

glomerular basement membrane.

The general appearance of the substance of the capsular basement membrane

is similar to that of the glomerular basement membbane, except that it is

coarsely laminated (7fe,t00). By the electron microscope, it has been shown

to be a laminated, dense material of a fibrillar nature with a multitude of

fuzzy fibrils on the external surface, in keeping with the description of

older anatomists.
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Bowman's capsule is lined by a layer of epithelial cells which are

continuous with those lining the proximal convoluted tubule and those

covering the glomerular capillaries, but differ markedly in appearance from

either. They are usually flattened cells, with distinct cell borders, that

bulge out in the portion that contains the nucleus. Electron microscopic

examination of these cells shows them to have a few mitochondria scattered

throughout the cytoplasm but no intricate organisation of internal structure

such as characterises the cells of the proximal tubule (101 , \bk).

The glomerular capillary basement membrane is covered towards the urinary

space by epithelial cells continuous with those lining the capsular basement

membrane. These glomerular epithelial cells were first described by

Gerlach in 184-5 (Ml )| Bowman (»S) thought that the glomerular capillaries

were naked and "uncovered by any structure". Since then, however, they

have been studied by most glomerular microscopists and now are recognised

to be a very bizarre trabeculated cell whose shape defied visualisation

and accurate description, Nassbaum (103) in 1866 noticed that they project

steeply into the capsular space and observed their deeply indented nuclei,

Clara (2X) called them "'epicytes", a name subsequently used by Kulenkampff (74).
it

Von Mollendorff and Bargmann (5 ) observed long, slender processes of these

cells when preparations were stained with iron haematoxylin. Bargmann also
■v

observed that a single cell may extend across a crevice between two

capillaries, Zimmerman (165), using the light microscope, prepared the

best drawings of these cells. With silver impregnations he demonstrated

their long penniform processes. He described them as similar to twigs of

fir trees, arborising over the free surface of the capillaries in the tuft.

He called them "deckzellen" or surface cells. Kulenkampff (l4) in 1954#

utilised Zimmerman's Golgi-Kopsch stain to study some of the reactions of
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these cells. He obtained even better staining of their processes by-

using molybdic haematoxylin.

The unusual nature of these cells has been revealed by electron micro*

scopy (5"Molt They are a fairly large cell with abundant eytoplasm.

The nucleus is typically found near the cell surface facing the urinary space

and has deep incisions. In the normal glomerulus the cytoplasm extending

away from the nucleus gives rise to many arms which often exhibit a highly

ruffled contour. Each arm, in turn, is elaborately organised into a

number of secondary branches, small finger-like processes, that interdigitate

on the capsular surface of the glomerular basement membrane with similar

processes from other arms of an adjacent or of the same cell. Hall (58) has

named this cell "podocyte", its broad extensions trabeculae and the finger¬

like terminations pedicels"or foot processes. This highly organised layer

of epithelial cells has been found to cover the glomerular capillary walls

of human, other mammalian, avian, amphibian and marine elasmobranch kidneys,

In mammalian glomeruli, each individual pedicel may be 1-1,5 v1 length,

about 2.200 £ in width and about 6000 £ in height (101). Each foot process

typically has a narrow stalk at the point of origin from its trabecula, but

expands into a broader base in contact with the basement membrane. As a

result of this arrangement, the space between the foot processes forms narrow

slits, called by Hall "slit-pores'1, near the basement membrane and rapidly

increases in width towards the urinary spaces. Hall (Co) gave an

approximate width of the slit pores of 100 £, most other authors found them

slightly wider, 200-300 £ ('°')» Yamada (l6ti) in 1955, described a thin line

with ill-defined limits bridging the narrowest point of the gap between foot

processes and called it "filtration slit membrane". This filtration slit

membrane appears in Rhodin's (\Z"l) and Pollcard's (122.) pictures but is not



mentioned in the text. Pease (u6>) confirmed its presence and concluded that

the line represents the free margin of a "cement substance", whereas Yamada

has considered it as the outer layer of the cell membrane. In 1961, Farquhar

and her associates (*4*1) described a more complex organisation in the epithelial

slits. They observed thickening of the opposed cell membranes of the foot

processes, backed by an increased density of the immiately subjacent cyto¬

plasmic matrix. They also detected a linear accumulation of dense material

bisecting the filtration slit membrane". They believed that there was

a striking similarity between the structural pattern described in the slits

and that encountered in terminal bars and desmosomss. They suggested that

these sites are functionally as well as morphologically specialised.

Most microscopists feel that filtrate could pass from basement membrane

into the capsular space without traversing any epithelial protoplasmic

barrier. In the electron micrographs of most authors there are views in

which a trabecula overlies some of the foot processes. Oberling, Gautier

and Bernhard (46,105) were so much impressed by this labyrinthine aopearance

that they described the space as an "apparoil lacunaire peri-capillary" or

pericapillary sinus and suspected that this may have some function in the

regulation of filtration. Policard et al (122 ) were also Impressed by the

appearance of a pericapillary sinus and postulated that if the foot processes

should change in size, this space or sinus might act as a submicroscopic

sponge.

Most observers have commented upon the presence of mitochondria, Golgi

bodies, vesicles and other cytoplasmic inclusions in the glomerular epithelial

cells. No special study of these intracytoplasmic structures has been

reported except in 1961 by Farquhar and her colleagues (VW). They reported

that the internal organisation of these cells was as complex and intriguing as



their external features. They divided the cell arbitrarily into three zones;

the cell body or perikaryon near the nucleus, the intermediate cytoplasmic zones

constituting the trabeculae, and the peripheral foot processes. In the

perikaryon, near one pole of the nucleus, there is usually a large centrosphere

region with numerous piles of parallel, closely packed, smooth surfaced Golgi

cisternae surrounded by swarms of small vesicles (600-800 X ) and occasional

larger vacuoles. Both smooth surfaced (without attached RNP particles) and

rough surfaced (associated with RNP particles) elements of the endoplasmic

reticulum are present in abundance and are frequently seen in continuity with

Golgi elements. Mitochondria, and multivesicular bodies (first described by

Xaraada (i64)) are also typically found in this region. The intermediate

cytoplasmic zones contain a well-developed endoplasmic reticulum composed of

vesicular and tubular elements of both the smooth and rough surfaced varieties.

There are also variable numbers of free RNP particles. In these intermediate

regions one often encounters rather remarkable structures which represent large

distended cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum, measuring up to 1,5 rap in

diameter. They are limited by rough surfaced membranes and are in direct

continuity with the more common flattened cisternae. The intermediate cyto¬

plasmic areas also contain numerous small vesicles and occasional multivesicular

bodies, together with a few vacuoles and dense bodies. The vacuoles are

membrane-limited and have a content of low density! they range in size from

0.2 to 1.0 p. The dense bodies are also limited by a membrane; they range in

size from 0.1 to 0,2 p.

Farquhar et al (44) described that the membrane of these epithelial cells,

though similar to other cell membranes, is much thicker. It is composed of two

dense layers (about 40 X) separated by a space of lesser density (about 30 X ),

having a total thickness of about 110 X , After lead staining, its density
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was observed to be conspicuously higher than that of the endothelial cell

membranes.

Perhaps one of the most important and fascinating results of recent

electron microscopic research on the glomerulus has been the clearing up of

the structural basis of glomerular ultrafiltration. It is generally accepted

that urine formation begins with the passive process of ultrafiltration.

The original concept was formulated by Ludwig in 1844 (&l) and elaborated

by Cushny (n), but fully satisfying proof of this theory was only given

when Wearn, Richards and others after them, adopted and used new

quantitative physiologic and microchemical methods for the analysis of

glomerular filtrates. The original idea of a protein-free filtrate has

been modified in recent years to take into account that small quantities

of protein normally leak into the capsular space and are reabsorbed by

the tubules. Available evidence (l, , 5"S", ^3 , ) suggests that the

normal glomerulus is to some degree permeable to molecules with a mean

diameter in the range of 50-100 ft, but there is apparently progressive

restriction to passage with increasing molecular weight and average

diameter. As a result of extensive permeability studies, Pappenheiraer

and his associates (u3,"4 ) have postulated that the wall of glomerular

capillaries consists of a membrane containing pores with an effective

diameter of about 60-90 ft. Pappenheimer, however, considered the

possibility of a more complex geometry for the filtration barrier and

suggested that the channels might be formed by a gel structure or a

fibrous structure (m). Whatever the structural nature of the filtration

membranes, it would present the same barrier to hydrodynamic flow and

diffusion of solutes as would uniform cylindrical pores of radius 30 ft.
They have explained the higher filtration of glomerular capillaries by



assuming that the pores represent collectively 1-2% of the total surface

of these vessels as opposed to 0.2% in the case of muscle capillaries.

Recent electron microscopic studies indicate, however, that the two types

of capillaries differ significantly in structure; in the muscle capillaries

(98.IH ) the endothelium forms a continuous layer without fenestrations and

the outer surface of the basement membrane is in contact with the connective

tissue elements. Pores of the expected dimensions are not present in the

wall of either type. In some early electron microscopic studies, the newly

discovered fenestrae in the endothelium were identified as the pores

postulated by the filtration hypothesis, but this interpretation was quickly

discarded when it became apparent that the fenestrae are considerably larger

than the hypothetical pores and interrupt only one of the three layers of

the capillary wall.

Both the endothelial and epithelial layers of the glomerular capillary

are discontinuous. Attempts to demonstrate regular porosity in the

basement membrane have met v/ith general failure ( l2t ), This failure to

establish the presence of any regular porous structure in the basement

membrane, led Hall (60) to formulate his concept of filtration through

epithelial "slit-pores". According to this hypothesis, the size-limiting

structure is the "slit-pore" formed by the close approximation of adjacent

foot processes. These slits were presumed to impose a more precise

restriction than does the basement membrane. Hall could not bring out any-

experimental proof of his hypothesis. Against the slit-pore hypothesis,

is the fact that the slits occupy a significantly greater precentage of the

total area of the capillary wall than the pores postulated by Pappenheimer

et al (about 20% as compared to 2%).

The majority of glomerular electron microsoopists (l»5, \!~{,\<ok) have
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assumed that the glomerular basement membrane acts as the main filter,

because it is the only continuous layer found in the capillary wall; proof

for this came only very recently. In 1961, Farquhar, Wissig and Palade

(qq) reported convincing evidence on the structural basis of formation of

the glomerular fluid. They injected the electron dense ferritin molecules,

as a marker, intravenously in rats and visualised directly their pathway

across the glomerular capillary wall. They found that the concentration

of ferritin molecules fell off sharply at the level of the basement

membrane, with retention of most of the tracer molecules in the capillary

lumen. This finding amounted to a direct demonstration that the

filtration barrier is not freely permeable to molecules about 100 2
diameter. A small percentage of ferritin molecules did penetrate the

basement membrane and were subsequently picked up by the epithelium,

indicating that the basement membrane is not a perfect filter. It was

assumed that it apparently allows continuous pas.age of protein molecules

(diameter less than 100 2) in relatively small amounts, which, at least

in part, are subsequently removed from the filtrate by the pinocytic

activity of the epithelium. It appeared, therefore, that one of the

functions of the epithelium is to "check*1 the glomerular filtrate, a view

strongly supported by the finding that this activity is greatly enhanced

when appropriately challenged, i.e. when increased quantities of protein

appear in the glomerular filtrate as in the nephrotic syndrome (^2). After

its incorporation into the epithelium, the ingested protein is apparently

segregated into multivesicular bodies and vacuoles, which appear to undergo

condensation into dense bodies. These authors (qq) have postulated that tb

desmosoae-like structure which they have described in the slits might

function as a seal for the larger molecules, thus providing maximal
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opportunity for protein which leaks through the basement membrane to come

into contact with the epithelial cell surface and be Incorporated by

pinocytosis. The findings of these authors repudiate the slit-pore"

hypothesis of Hall (60) since no direct evidence for any size-limiiation

introduced by the slit pores was found; there was no piling of the marker

at the slit intraite, although molecules of the ferritin size are expected

to be extensively retained by the glomerular filter.

These recent results indicate that the formation of glomerular fluid

is a more complicated process than passive filtration through a membrane

provided with rigid pores. They suggest a definite role for each of the

components of the glomerular capillary wall in the filtration process;

the basement membrane as the principal filter} the epithelium as its

monitor? ana the endothelium as a possible valve, which by varying the

number and distribution of its fenestrae controls the area of the filter

directly exposed to the blood plasma (44). The principal filter (the

basement membrane) does not appear to be a simple sieve, but presumably

a gel-like structure with fine fibrillar components, embedded in a matrix

still amorphous at the present level of resolution. It thus comes close to

Chinard's representation (ho,2\) of the structure of the capillary wall and

dif ferent from Pappenheimer's , 114 ) and Smith's ('41) concept of a

sieve-like capillary wall provided, with pores} all these hypotheses being

primarily based on permeability studies and conducted by renal physiologists

without taking into account the recent morpholot/Lcal information on the

glomerular capillary wall. The work of Farqupar and her colleagues (44)
has shown that the tracer molecules move through a yielding substrate in

the absence of permanent pores or channels.



The Renal Tubules*

The electron microscopic study of the renal tubule3 was practically

only reported from the Karolinska Institute, Stockholm. In 1953,

Sjostrand and Rhodln («*6) published the first electron microscopic

description of the proximal convoluted tubules# This part of the renal

tubule was the site of further studies by Rhodin and formed the basis of

his thesis in 1954- (126) and a paper given by him at the Stockholm

Conference on electron microscopy in 1956 (i28). In 1958 he reported a

detailed electron microscopic study of all types of the renal tubules (t29)»

and reviewed his works on electron microscopy of the kidney (130). The

following description of the renal tubules is based largely upon Rhodin's

detailed studies.

The lumen of the proximal convoluted tubule is usually closed, and the

central part of the tubule is thus occupied by a multitude of densely-

packed microvilli. Each microvillus has a length of about 1 p. and a width

of about 700 2, There are roughly 215 microvilli per square micron in

the first part of the proximal tubule* However, the num er of microvilli

decreases towards the thin segment of Henle's loop, A distinct cell

membrane with a thickness of 40 ^ separates the lumen of the tubules from

the interior of the microvillus which is connected freely with the rest of

the cell cytoplasm. The interior of the microvillus is structureless,

and less dense than the rest of the cell cytoplasm. At the bases of the

microvilli, small holes open into coiled tubular invaginations of the

surface membrane of the cell. The width of each invagination is about the

same as that of a microvillus, whereas the length is shorter. The

invaginations are sometimes widened to small bulbs, but they do not seem
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to be connected with the large vacuoles which occur in the apical cytoplasm.

The nearby large vacuoles correspond to autofluorescent granules which
ft

Sjostrand (iM&) observed in sectioned and unstained material, prepared by

the freeze-drying technique. In close relation to the fluorescent

vacuoles, are encountered large electron-dense granules, which often display

a system of concentrically arranged thin membranes.

In the cells of the proximal tubule, there is also a Golgi zone, lying

like a halo around the apical part of the nucleus. It is composed of a

system of paired membranes parallel to each other, with small vesicles

scattered either between the paired membranes or peripherally. Rhodin

suggested that one task of the Golgi zone is to provide the necessary

supply of mitochondrial precursors.

The mitochondria of the cells of the proximal tubule occupy the largest

part of these cells and form elongated, sausage-like, colled bodies. The

fine structure of a mitochondrion consists of a surrounding triple-layered

membrane, and a system of triple-layered membranes arranged parallel to

each other in the interior of the mitochondrial body, maihly perpendicularly

to the long axis of the mitochondria, Rhodin suggested that these inner

membranes or plates presumably represented the site of the enzyme molecules

or the surfaces upon which part of the enzymatic activity can occur. He

maintained that this fine structure was probably necessary for the normal

function of a mitochondrion.

The basal part of the tubule cell is provided with a multitude of

cytoplasmic lamellae. Rhodin described them as an arrangement resembling

the cone-shaped cogwheel in a differential gear of a carj He considered

that the different tubule cells fit together by interlocking of their basal

lamellae. This organisation of the bases of the tubule cells, means that
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the basal surfaces of the cells are tremendously increased, as a result

of this lamellation, the basal cell membrane will be encountered also at

varying distances within the cell body, as seen in a section of a cell.

The mitochondria are almost exclusively located within the basal cytoplasmic

lamellae and this was considered by Rhodin as a strong support to his

idea that the multifolded cell membrane is designed In this way in order

to increase the surface upon which enzymatic activity can occur. He

drew attention to the similarity between the lamellation of the tubule cells

and the trabeculation of the glomerular epithelial cells, but he could not

define that these lamellae are divided, into smaller subunits like pedicels.

Rhodin noted that the interlocking of the cells was not well developed at

birth, but continued for 2 weeks after birth when it seems to reach its

full development at the same time as the nephron functions. In glomerular

fish (Lephius piscatorius) the proximal tubular cells lack these inflections

of the basal cell membrane, whereas glomerular fish (squalus acanthias)

do possess these structures.

The sides of the upper portion of the cells are smooth, without the

typical basally located lamellae. In transverse sections through this

region each cell displays a multi-angular shape, while in sections through

the basal part, it appears as an irregular, multipointed star. Close to

the surface of the cell, each cell is strengthened and attached to another

by the so-called"terminal bars" which represent a local thickening of the
cell membrane, oriented as a coopering band around the top part of the cell,

and almost completely filling the space between the cell borders, a space

which averages 70 & and probably is composed of at least two layers of

lipoid molecules.

The nucleus is located in the centre of the basal part of the cell.
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It does not go into the cytoplasmic lamellae. A triple-layered membrane

with a thickness of about 250 2 surrounds the nucleus, One or several

nucleoli are present, composed of fine granules, as is the rest of the nuclear

content.

The structure of the cytoplasmic ground substance is finely granulated,

with particles of RNP averaging 160 2 ,

The cells of the descending limb of Henle's loop are different from

those of the proximal part of the convolution. The number of microvilli

decreases, the mitochondria are less abundant and shorter, more like speres;

the cytoplasm itself is less dense and the basal cytoplasmic lamellae are

rare, sometimes absent (>28).

As in most squamus epithelia, the nuclei cause the top part of the

cell to bulge in the tubular lumen. The surface of the cell is fitted

with tiny microvilli, spaced apart at a distance of about 0.1 p. The

surface of the villi and that of the areas between them is covered with

a single membrane, 70 2 thick, Invaginations of the membrane do not

seem to occur in this part of the nephron. The cytoplasm is pale

and holds only a few scattered mitochondria together with a very restricted

Golgi zone, features encountered mostly in the neighbourhood of the

nucleus•

The cytoplasm of the squamous cells is extremely attenuated, the

height of the thinnest parts averages 0.5 ,u. The attenuated cytoplasm

is composed of lamellae arranged in such a way that the cells of the thin

segment resemble starfish with a multitude of arms resting on the basement

membrane. The arms do not have a straight course but a highly curved and
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wavy one, ana the arms or lamellae of one cell interdigitate with lamella

of neighbouring ceils, in a manner similar to the arrangement of the cells

of the proximal tubule, only with the exception that the cells of the

thin segment are flattened down so that the upper part of the thick portions

of the cells are not in contuct with each other. The cytoplasmic lamellae

of the cells of the thin segment are rather narrow and frequently contain

mitochondria. The lamellae are surrounded by a cell membrane which is

provided with terminal bars near the lumenal surface. The organisation

of the attenuated processes of the cell body, interdigitating and resting

on a basement membrane is almost identical with the picture of the pedicels

of the glomerular epithelial cells.

n

Following the clas ification suggested by ^Ollendorff in 1930 (96 ),

the distal tubule includes

1. The ascending thick limb of the loop of Henle.

2. The macula densa, in contact with the afferent arteriole.

3. The intercalated port-ion: the convoluted, part in the cortex

between the macula densa and the collecting tubule.

In light microscopy, the distal tubule is usually easily differentiated

from the proximal tubule owing to

a) a clear free lumen.

b) absence of a brush border,

c) very dark striations in the basal two-thirds of the cells.

d) an abundance of nuclei, compared with the proximal convolution,

located in the apical cell zone close to the lumen.

By the electron microscope, in the first purt of the ascending limb

of Hanle's loop the cells are cuboidal and characterised by a rather



clear cytoplasm resembling that of the cells of the thin segment. However,

as the neighbourhood of the glomerulus is approached, the cells become

more columnar, the cytoplasm darkens and the mitochondria increase in

number and length. The long mitochondria are particularly typical of

this part of the nephron; they contribute to the marked basal striations,

observed even in the light microscope. The diameter of the tubule is

larger than in the proximal convolution and a wide free lumen is always

present.

There is a complete lack of a true brush border, but a few small

microvilli xfith a length of about 0.4 fi are scattered over the surface

of the cells of the distal convoluted tubule. The microvilli, as well

as the free cell surface, are covered by a cell membrane 70 2 thick.

The luminal third of the cell is characterised by an abundance of

small vesicles. Those located close to the surface of the cell are now

and then in open connection with the tubule lumen, A certain number

of fluorescent granule vacuoles as wellas large electron dense granules

are present, but to a lesser extent than in the cells of the pioximal

tubules.

There is a Golgi zone with a location and fine structure similar to

that which has been described in the proximal convolution. However, the

vesicles seem to be larger in the distal convolution, almost achieving the

size of the fluorescent vacuoles# A certain number of microbodies occur

but with less abundance than in the proximal convolution.

The mitochondria of the cells of the distal convoluted tubule have a

length of about 3 H or more and their width averages 0,3 H in one direction
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whereas their thickness amounts to or even exceeds X In consequence

of this the aitocaondria. have a closer resemblance to flat icecream bars

than to sausages. This is true for the mitochondria which occupy the

basal two-thirds of the cell. In the luminal third, small spherical or
slightly oval mitochondria are seen scattered between the abundant small

vesicles already mentioned. The basal mitochondria are tightly packed,

sometimes so markedly packed that the interposed narrow strands of

cytoplasm are hard to distinguish. The fine structure is almost identical

with that described for the mitochondria of the proximal convolution

except that the inner, triple-layered membranes or plates are sometimes

seen oriented at various angles to the long axis of the mitochondrion, which

seems to indicate that their three-dintentional orientation is a helix

rather than simple straight plates across the interior of the mito¬

chondrial body.

The basal part of the cell displays cytoplasmic lamellae similar to

those found in the proximal convolution, although the lamellae seem to be

narrower, deeper or of greater abundance in the distal convolution. In

addition, terminal b^rs are present, with u structure and location

identical with that already described for this cell component in the

proximal convolution. The nucleus is placed in the luminal part of the

cell and bulges the cell surface into the lumen. The cytoplasmic ground

substance is built up of RNP-granuoles, which are abundant in the luminal

part of the cell, but almost absent in the basal part, within the cyto¬

plasmic lamellae.

The collecting tubule is wide, and as the lining cells are rather

shallow, this opens a wide and free lumen. The cells are mainly of two
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types, the light cells and the dark or lntercolated cells.

The light cells have a loose cytoplasm due to a scarcity of cell

organelles such as mitochondria and RNP granuoles. The nucleus has a

prominent location in the cell, leaving but little cytoplasm free.

Between the cells are deep indentations of the surface, which sometimes,

almost reach the basement membrane. a memhrane with a thickness of 70 2

covers the surface of the cell as well as the scattered, few and short

microvilli which emerge at a distance of about 0,5 p from each other.

Some small vesicles occur in the apical part of the cell, occasional

fluorescent granuole vacuoles and large electron dense granuoles may be

encountered. The mitochondria are few and located mostly in the basal

part of the cell. Their width averages 0,3 p . The fine structure

is identical with that of mitochondria in the proximal tubule. Micro-

bodies have not been encountered in the light cells. The Golgi ^one is

small but of regular structural appearance. It generally surrounds the

upper part of the nucleus, but it may also be more apical in position.

The basal part of the light cell shows a few shallow inflections of the

cell membrane, which may be interpretea as cytoplasmic lamellae or basal

ridges. However, they seldom interdigibate with similar structures from

neighbouring light cells, probably because they are too short and shallow

to penetrate underneath the cells and become intercolated. Lapp (n )

in I960 noted that the form of the free surface of these cells and the

extent of the lumen of the collecting tubules depended upon the functional

condition of dehydration or diuresis.

i'he dark cells of the collecting tubules were first well described

by Andrejewitseh in 1919 ( 2 )» This author also noticed a difference
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In the shape of these cells, and concluded that this was due to different

functional states in a secretory process. In 1957, OJBvor and his co¬

workers (log) by micro-dissection arid light microscopic studies, recorded

an increased number of these dark cells and a decreased number of the

light cells in the collecting tubules as a result of potassium depletion

in rats; a structural change associated with an inability to concentrate

the urine. In 1957, Clark (23 ) in an electron microscopic study concluded

that the light and the dark cells of the collecting tubules are actually

identical cells but with a variation in density because of the

difference in functional states. In 1956, Khodin (i23,150) and in I960

Lapp (11) described the electron microscopic appearance of the dark cells

in detail. They noted that they have a very dense cytoplasm mainly due
o

to an abundance of RHP granules, each with a thickness of 160 A. The

mitochondria are more numerous, larger and with a thicker matrix than the

light cells. A greater richness of compact cytosomes of varying Sizes

contributes to the dark appearance (,17 ). The basa,. cell membrane is

more deeply folded in. Rhodin (129, 130) noticed that these cells show a

certain variation in height and foria, sometimes being taller than the

light cells and sometimes more shallow with a tendency to extend underneath

the light cells, between their cell body and the basement membrane and for

this reason they have sometimes been called the "intereolated cells."

The dark cells do interdigitate with the light cells, but only in the

periphery, where the cytoplasmic lamellae are long enough to interlock

with each other. This is especially so when part of the dark cell is

intercolated between the base of a light cell and the basement membrane.

The luminal surface has an abundance of short microvilli, all surrounded

by a cell membrane. Lapp (91 ) noticed a def inite change in the
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appearance of these cells in different functional conditions; he described

that both in the lightly and sirongly concentrating states of the kidney,

these dark cells bulge for a great distance in the lumen and the compact

cytosoraes appear in greater numbers.

The main difference between Rhodin's and Lapp's description of the dark

cells of the collecting tubules is their location along the collecting

tubule. Rhodin mentioned that close to the point where the distal tubule

connects with the arched collecting tubule, the light cells are rare and

the dark cells abundant) then the dark cells become more and more rare

as we move distally along the collecting-tubule, and in the renal papilla,

the light cells predominate. Rhodin considered that the dark cells are

similar in appearance to the cells of the distal convoluted tubule and

hypothesised that they represented a certain variety of cells of the distal

convoluted tubule which are distributed along the collecting tubule towards

the papilla at a decreasing frequency. For this reason he assumed that

they chare with the cells of the distal tubules the function of secretion

of ammonia and the acidification of urine. Lapp, however, always failed

to find the dark cells in the collecting tubules in the outer medulla and

in the inner half of the inner medulla; he always found them to be well

localised to the segments of the collecting tubules in the outer naif of

the inner medulla. He is also convinced that the morphological similarity

of the dark cells to the cells of the distal convoluted tubules is slight.

However, he still ascribed to them the possible function of ion exchange

and regulation of the acid-base equilibrium.
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Within the past few years reports have started to appear indicating

an attack upon glomerular pathology by the electron microscopists.

Parquhar (do ,1,3 ) and Spiro ( ih9 ) in the States and MacDonnld (83,8

in Scotland have begun to describe the anatomic differences between the

nephroses, in which epithelial cell and basement membrane alterations are

present, and the nephritides in which endothelial and basement membrane

changes can be seen. Piel et al (120 ), Hied ( ) and Spargo et al ()

have made attempts to study experimental renal disease with the electron

microscope and much work in this field is undoubtedly forthcoming.

Newer staining techniques have recently been employed and in the years

immediately ahead much information and more accurate redescriptions of

the human renal pathology should be available through the use of
i

percutaneous renal biopsy and electron microscopy.

In this thesis an attempt has been made to restudy the micro¬

anatomy of the nephron and to clarify particularly the few points on

which electron raieroscopists still do not agree. To afaieve this, a

study of the development of the renal glomerulus was found very valuable

in addition to the study of the mature mammalian glomerulus.

Though some work has b en made to elucidate the process of

glomerular filtration through the use of electron microscopic technique

no work has yet been reported on the value of this method of study in

clarifying the function of the tubules. The recently described hair-pin

countercurrent theory for concentrating the urine and the mode of action

of the antidiuretic hormone ( *63 ) has been considered to be the most

fascinating new development in the field of renal phsyiology in the last

decade. This theory, however, still has differing versions in certain
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details and renal physiologists are trying to construct experiments to solve

the few mysterious /.olnts in this theory, It was thought that an electron

microscopic study, by revealing the ultrast ucture of the different cells

of the nephron at the molecular level, might be of value in this respect

when applied to the kidney in different functional states of forced

hydration and forced dehydration.

The study of renal physiology through a change in morphology during

the performance of specific functions has always been a fascinating approach,

and electron microscopy has made it possible. The antidiuretic hormone

and thff'paratljyroid hormone, two hormones Known to excite their main

physiological functions in the body through their effect on the renal

tubular handling of water in the first instance and of phosphates in tho

second, were chosen for such a pioneer study, which if successful would

add a new useful technique to the various methods physiologists practise

in their attempts to clarify the multiple, complicated, very important

and vital functions of the kidney.

Similarly, a study of tho effects of electrolyte imbuiaaee on the

renal fine structure and function seemed fascinating. Depletion of

potassium and magnesium, the two main intra cellular cations, were

investigated. In the clinical- and experimental potassium depletion, the

kidney is known to show morphological as well as functional changes, bince

themain functional abnormality in this condition is loss of the power of

the kidney to concentrate the urine, it was thought that a study of the

renal ultra structure might add weight to whatever findings and conclusions

might bp arrived at by the electron microscopic study of the mechanism by

which the kidney is able to concentrate the urine. Magnesium is known
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to behave like potassium in certain aspects and like calcium in other

aspects of body metabolism. The electron microscopic appearance of the

kidney in experimental magnesium depletion and its comparison with the

appearances in potassium depletion on the one hand and with those

resulting from administration of the parathyroid hormone on the other hand,

was therefore contemplated to be of value.

One of the main subjects in which I am interested is diabetic

nephropathy. Its study constituted ray M.D. thesis and appeared in a

number of publications (3fc %"b~l ,3B, ^3© , 13S ), It was natural to apply

electron microscopic technique, once I learned it, to carry further

ay previous studies on the diabetic renal lesions, particularly in

relation to their pathogenesis. This was done partly by studying

glomeruli from young human diabetic patients with normal renal histology

on light microscopy and by the electron microseopic study of the renal

lesions which result from prednisolone administration to adult rabbits,

and subsequently comparing the results obtained, with the known theories

of the pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy.
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Tissue Preparation for electron microsco y involves fixing (hardening

and preserving) the tissue, dehydrating it and infiltrating it with a

substance that can be hardened or set to give a material suitable for

cutting thin sections.

Human material was obtained by percutaneous needle biopsy, using a

Fr&nklin-Silvorman biopsy needle( and animal material was obtained by
exposing the kidney immediately after killing the animal with a blow on

the head, thus avoiding exanguination or the use of an anaesthetic which

might influence the appearance of the tissue at a final structure level.

To avoid cytolytic and post mortem changes, the tissue was brought

into contact with the fixative in less than 30 seconds after removal from

the body by transferring it into one or two drops of the fixative placed

in a Petri dish. The tissue was then cut quickly by a sharp blade into

cubes about 1 mm, in diameter, the mincing procedure stopped within

15-20 seconds even though not all of the tissue might be finished. The

small pieces were then i mediately transferred into about 2 ml, of the

fixative in a small tube.

Fixation;

Fixation is done in i/s buffered osmium tetroxide, Dalton's buffer ( 2g)

was used because it keeps its pH for a long time once adjusted, and does

not need frequent checking, A reduction of the extraction of protoplasmic

materials over that obtained by other more commonly used fixatives is also

claimed for a combination of chrome-osmium fixatives. Sucrose was added

to the buffer to increase the tonicity of the fixative and thUs to avoid
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swelling of tissue components, The fixatives must be freshly prepared

several hours before its use as follows

A. Buffer Stock Solution.

2$ potassium bichromate brought to pH 7,2 with potassium hydroxide 1 vol,
\

1,7% sodium chloride J vol,

B. 10$ Sucrose Stock Solution in distilled water.

To 5 ml. of the buffer stock solution is added

5 ml, of the sucrose stock solution and

0.1 mgm, osmium tetroxide crystals

The mixture is left in the refrigerator for a minimum period of A hours

and is used within <48 hours of its preparation.

The small pieces of the tissue are kept in the "".xative for 60 minutes,

the bottle gently 3haken two or three times during the period of fixation.

Dehydration:

Dehydration was then carried out as follows!

15 minutes 10$ ethyl alcohol,in the refrigerator

15 minutes 10$ ethyl alooh il,room temperature

30 minutes absolute alcohol, room temperature

30 minutes absolute alcohol, room temperature

30 minutes absolute alcohol, room temperature

The tissue then becomes ready for embedding.

Embedding.

Embedding was done in metnacrylate and in apaldite. The human

material was all embedded in methacrylate while the animal material from

each experiment was divided in two portions, one half embedded in
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methacrylate and the other In araldite.

j ■
A. Methacryla e embedding,

A mixture of butyl methacrylate (obtained from I.C.I,) and methyl

methacrylate (obtained from B.D.H.) 9:1 was used. This wag found to give

the optimum hardness of the final blocks.

£'iethacryiates are supplied as monomers containing hydroquinone as a

polymerization inhibitor. This is removed by washing with sodium

hydroxide as follows J

A sepaxsbory funnel is fi_led about half full with the methacrylate

and about half as much 20% sodium hydroxide in water is added. The

mixture is shaken vigorously and then allowed to layer. The sodium

hydroxide solution settles to the bottom and becomes brown in colour.

After draining off, fresh sodium hydroxide solution is added, shaken and

removed. This is repeated until the sodium hydroxide layer is no longer

discoloured, indicating that all of the hydroquinone has been removed.

The process is repeated using distilled water in place of sodium hydro¬

xide solution to wash out the sodium hydroxide, draining the water layer

each time, After draining out the last bit of the water layer, the

methacrylate is filtered through three layers of folded filter paper to

absorb most of the remaining water. Any water still remaining is removed

by shaking the filtered methacrylate with silica gel. Two grams of benzol

peroxide are then added to each 100 ml, of the "cleared" methacrylate as a

polymerization catalyst. The "catalysed" solutions of raethacrylate are

then stored in the refrigerator ready for embedding.

To embed in methacrylate the dehydrated tissue is placed in 1j1

absolute alcohol;methacrylate for 3-5 minutes, then transferred to
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methacrylate and kept at room temperature for 30 minutes. It is then

transferred into another change of raethacrylate and kept in the refrigerator

until embedded.

Embedding is done in gelatin capsules No. 00. The capsules are

filled with methacrylate, lined up in a rack, and placed in an incubation

at 56 C for IS minutes when the raethacrylate becomes syrupy in consistency.

This prepolymerization has been found to reduce greatly polymerization

damage ( 117) to which tissue embedded in aethacrylate is liable. Each

cube of tissue is then placed at the bottom of a capsule containing pre-

polymerization methacrylate syrup and polymerization is continued by

putting the capsules in another incubator at 37°C for two days.

B. Araldite Embedding.

The epoxy resin "Araldite" is an attractive alternative to the metha¬

crylate as an embedding medium for electron microscopy. The setting

process o curs uniformly with virtually no shrinkage or damage to the

tissue. However, it does not always penetrate the tissues as well and

the thin-section-cutting process is rather more difficult for blocks

embedded in araldite.

The sraldite resin system is prepared from the following materials!
X

a) Epoxy resin 'Araldite" CY 212 ) . _ _ ,r v ' obtained from Ciba,
/

b) Hardener 9&4J3 ) C.A.R.L.B,, Duxford,

c) Accelerator 964c ) Cambridge
d) Di-n-Butyl Phthal&ate obtained, from B.D.H.

Araldite and the hardener are mixed in equal parts in a large jar and

stirred with a clean glass rod from time to time and kept in the incubator

at 37°C for a few days to ensure complete and thorough mixing.
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The dehydrated blocks of tissues are then incubated at 56°C for

one hour in a few millilitres of the araldite mixture. The araldite

mixture is then replaced with fresh araldite mixture for another one or

two hours. The blocks ax'e then impregnated with araldite and can be

stored in araldite at room temperature or can be embedded in the gelatin

capsules.

For embedding an accelerator-plasticizer is prepared as follows;

Dibutyl phthalate 20 ml.

accelerator 9640 6 ml.

19 ml. of the araldite mixture is then added to 1 ml, of the

accelerator-plasticizer mixture in a well stoppered tube and thoroughly

mixed in an electric shaker for 12 hours. The blocks are then embedded

in this new mixture in the gelatin capsules, placed in the incubator at

56 C for at least three days.

Unlike methacrylate, the hardened resin is not degraded by electron

bombardment. Consequently, there is no similar clearing of the sections

in the electron beam. On account of the diminished contrast obtained for

sections embedded in araldite, staining is usually necessary.

Section cutting:

Ultrathin section cutting was done by -

1) Porter-Blum microtome, and

2) Huxley microtome.

Methacrylate embedded blocks were cut on the Porter-Blum microtome,

while araldite embedded blocks were cut on the Huxley microtome.

The Porter-Blum microtome (manufactured by Ivan Sorvall Inc., Norwalk,

Connecticut, U.S.A.) has a mechanical advance system consisting of a screw
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thread lever arm and suitably designed bearings.

The soecial specimen by-pass slide, unique to this microtome, provides

for cutting alternate thick and thin sections, without interrupting the

sectioning procedure or resetting the advance, so that light and electron

microscopy may be done on adjacent sections.

The preparation for the cutting of sections consists essentially of

trimming the embedded block to the desired face as judged by examining a

thick section on the phase contrast microscope, and mounting it in the

chuck of the microtome, fitting a knife with a trough for collecting the

sections, mounting the knife in the microtome, filling the trough with
;>a

20% acetone distilled in water and adjusting the fluid level and

illumination, facing the block with the knife, and adjusting the micro¬

tome advance to give sections of the desired thickness. Sections are

cut while observing the block through a dissecting microscope. After

cutting, the thin sections are picked up on electron microscope grids

after they have been expanded by exposure to xylol vapours while they are
t

floating on the surface of the trough.

Glass knives cut by the "red-hot-tip" technique were used in the

Porter-Blum microtome, details of the knife preparation and of the

technique of thin-section-cutting on the Porter-Blum microtome are found

in ( m , 152 ).

The Huxley microtome (Cambridge) was particularly useful for cutting

araldite-embedded material, which are more difficult to cut than metha-

crylate embedded blocks. This microtome is purely mechanical in principle

and its exceptional performance is achieved mainly through the incorporation

of several special features. The bar carrying the specimen, and the
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strip or wire connections so that backflash, friction, wear and lubrication

difficulties are completely avoided. The main feature of this microtome

is the fact that gravity is used to advance the specimen holder for the

cutting stroke. The operating arm is lifted by hand between successive

cuts and allowed to fall under its own weight for the cutting stroke. The
oil

speed of fall is controlled by a plunger in an acid-filled dashpot. A

more uniform row of thin sections are obtained by the use of the Huxley

microtome as compared with the Porter-Blum, and usually a bigger block face

can be cut on the Huxley machine. However, it is rather slow to get

through the block on the Huxley microtome and the block cannot be trimmed

in situ but has to be taken out of the chuck for that purpose. *o avoid

these two difficulties araldite blocks were first mounted on the Porter-

Blum microtome and thick sections cut until the desired piece of tissue

is found. The block is then trimmed to that face on the Porter-Blum

machine and then transferred to the Huxley microtome for the final process

of thin-section-cutting.

For the Huxley microtome, glass knives were cut by using a jig,

tungsten carbride wheel and two pairs of glaziers' pliers to obtain knives

of an exact size and shape to fit the knife holder in this machine. When

cutting araldite blocks, the knife trough was filled with distilled water

rather than an acetone solution for floating the sections, details of the

use of the Huxley microtome were obtained from ('51).

Specimen Grids:

The copper supporting grids used for thin sections were obtained from

"Athene" Specimen Grids, Snethurst, Highlight Ltd., Bolton, Luncs, England.
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methacrylate sections and "Type 483" for the araldite sections. The "new

200" grids were coated with a thin film of collodion and. another thin film

of carbon before mounting the methacrylate sections. The araldite sections

were picked up directly on "4-83". grids without any supporting film.

This could be done since the "483" grids have much smaller holes. This was

necessary with the araldite sections because the araldite itself is rather

electron dense and the tissue had to be stained to increase the contrast}

during the process of staining solvents are used which dissolve any thin

film of plastic material on which the sections might be mounted.

Thin films of collodion were prepared by placing about 30 "new 200"

grids on a small tray of fine-mesh wire gauze placed in the centre of a

large (jeep dish filled with water to its brim. A drop of 3% collodion

solution in amyl acetate is then p#t on the surface of the water where a

thin film of collodion would immediately form. Water i3 then sucked very

slowly by a suction pump from the dish and the film is allowed to come

down very slowly over the grids. The grids are then kept in a dessicatfbj!-

for at least 24 hours before a carbon film is put on.

Sections mounted on plastic films have a definite tendency to drift

in the electron beam, making photographic recording of the image difficult.

The use of carbon support films almost entirely overcomes this difficulty,

(tfco, iti). in fact the stability of sections mounted on carbon films is

such that photographs may be made as soon as focusing has been completed

and the intensity adjusted to the proper level, without any spedial

attention being paid to waiting for drift to cease. Carbon films are also

stronger than plastic films and do not tear as readily in the beam.
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grids have been kept in the dessicatiolff, they are placed in a vacuum

evaporator about 15-23 cm, away from a carbon arc. The carbon rods

forming the arc should be spectroscopic grade graphite and are sharpened

to points of 1 mm, diameter or less. One of the carbons should be in a

sliding holder and loaded with a spring or weight and lever arrangement to

keep contact with the arc. The chamber is evacuated to 0,05

pressure or less, and alternating current sufficient to cause sparking of

the arc and evaporation of carbon is passed through the carbons. The

current should be somewhat greater than the minimum required to produce

sparking. About 30-40 amperes is usually required. The current is

shut off when sufficient carbon has been evaporated onto the grids, which

requires only a few seconds. The amount of carbon to evaporate can be

determined with a detector consisting of a piece of white porcelain about

1 cm. square with a small drop of diffusion pump oil in the centre. This

is placed next to the grids, and turns tan to brown when the carbon is

deposited, the ®i£ spot remaining white and serving for comparison, a very

light tan colour indicates a carbon film of the proper thickness.

"Staining"for electron microscopy.

Osmium tetroxide has very important staining properties associated

with its qualities as a fixative. Fortunately, osmium tetroxide seems to

combine in such a variety of ways with many things that it quite effectively

serves as a general purpose stain. Practically all the raethacrylate

embedded material studied in this thesis were only fixed (and

simultaneously "stained") with osmium tetroxide.

In order to "stain* structures that are not particularly affected by
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osmium tetroxide, and to boost the contrast of those which are, all the

araldite embedded sections, which have a poor contrast of their own, were

"stained".

Two "stains" were used -

1) PTA: 1% solution of phosphotungstic acid in 50$ alcohol. The grid on

which the sections are mounted is dipped in the "stain" for one minute then

washed by dripping in clear 50$ alcohol for a moment. However, this stain
was found to increase electron density tremendously and to give rise to

some granular deposits.

2) Lead acetate; A supersaturated solution of lead acetate in etheri

ebhanol 111 is used. The grids are placed for 10 minutes in the stain,

then immersed for 10 minutes in absolute ethanol for washing. This was

found to give perfect staining particularly for the cell membrane.

Microscopy.

All the studies were done by an E.M.6 electron microscope (AEI),

This type of electron microscope is a high resolution instrument of a

new design embracing recent advances in electron optics, with a variety of

features contributing towards results of the highest qualities. Features

especially worthy of note are the objective lens, which embodies a fully

adjustable mutliple aperture system; the double condenser which gives

complete control of Illuminating spot size; and the independently pumped

airlocks for the specimen chamber, and the recording camera. A resolving

power of 15 angstrom uniits is guaranteed by this microscope.

The accelerating voltage used in most of the studies is 50 KV, pro¬

viding electron beam-wavelengths of 0,05 X. Occasionally an acoperating

voltage of 75 KV was used.

The recording camera is a multlplate automatic camera and the electron

micrographs were taken on 3'f x 3|- inch plates.
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THE NORMAL GLOMERULUS.

Delineation of the normal structure of the renal glomerulus is a

requisite as a base line for evaluation of pathological alterations.

Glomeruli from three mammalian species were studied by the electron

microscopei human, rabbit and rat. Two strains of rats were studied,

"Wistar" albino rats and "Sprague-Dawley" hooded rats. Except for a slight

variation in the thickness of the basement membrane, the ultrastructure of

the renal glomerulus was found to be essentially the same in all three

species.

% findings aronfirm the well known structural features of the

glomerular capillary wall: namely the existence of a continuous basement

membrane, lined on the luminal side by an extensively fenestrated

endothelium and covered towards the urinary spaces by a continuous array

of interdigitating epithelial foot processes (Fig. l). The endothelial cells

are three to four times as numerous as the epithelial cells, and their

nuclei are somewhat smaller and denser than those of the latter (Fig. 2).

Endothelial cytoplasm is abundant in the region of the nucleus and contains

the usual cytoplasmic components} mitochondria (Fig. 3) a few canaliculi

of the endoplasmic reticulum with the associated RNP graouoles, small piles

of Golgi cisternae and small vesicles (Fig. 4). At a greater distance

from the cell body the cytoplasm becomes attenuated and contains a series

of openings, the fenestras (Fig. 5). The thickness of the attenuated

part of the endothelial cytoplasm is irregular} it is quite thin in
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the peripheral capillaries, measuring down to 500 & (cytoplasm and both

cell membranes) in thickness. Some sections reveal branching processes

of the attenuated endothelial cytoplasm (Fig. 6) particularly in the

central capillaries (Fig, 7) with no fenestration. The size and shape

of the fenestrae is frequently,but not always,uniform. In cross sections

they are seen as repeated interruptions, giving the endothelial cytoplasm

a beaded appearance (Figs. 1 and 5). In grazing sections (Figs. 8 and 9)

the attenuated layer appears as a sheet with circular or oval openings,

400-1000 A in diameter separated from one another by cytoplasmic strands

400-1000 & in width.

in theperipheral parts of the loops where two endothelial cells

come together they typically overlap to some degree (Fig. 10). Along

their line of contact there are areas of increased density of the opposed

membranes (Fig. 11). These specialised regions are similar to the so-

called "adhesion plates" ( 44 )which are present along the surfaces of

contact of epithelial cells and identical with the "attachment belts"

described in vascular endothelia ( *«4 ). They have been first

described by Farquhar and her colleagues in 1961 (44) and have been

confirmed in the present study. In addition in the region cf the

endothelial attachment belt oblique sections show several cytoplasmic

processes in a complex overlapping intcrdigitating manner, indicating that

peripherally the endothelial cell cytoplasm is branched and arranged in

such a way that the cells resemble starfish with a number of arms resting

on the basement membrane,those of one cell interdigitating with those of

the neighbouring cells (Fig, 10). When the attachment is more closely

examined in cross sections, it can be seen (Fig. 11) that tte attenuated

endothelial cytoplasm becomes thickened and loses its fenestration as it
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approaches the adjacent cell. The attachment belt appears to be particularly

strengthened by further thickening of the adjacent cell membranes and the

imiaidiately subjacent cytoplasm. Lipping and further thickening of

adjacent cell margins on the luminal side completely plugs the very narrow

slanting slit ( ^0 £) between the endothelial cells.

In some electron micrographs, strands of basement membrane-like

material are clearly seen within the endothelial cell-body cytoplasm (Fig.

3 and 12) and in places, the endothelial cytoplasm appears to merge

imperceptibly with the basement membrane, while the demarcation between

the epithelium and the basement membrane is usually distinct (Fig. 13).

Directly adjoining the endothelium is the basement membrane. at

low magnification it appears as a homogeneous layer possessing a moderate

electron density. At high magnifications there is an indication of a

lamellated structure that gives the impression of a spongy system, which

is more evident after staining.

The thickness of the basement membrane varies from loop to loop,

apparently with the degree of dilation of the capillaries. It is thinner

in the peripheral than in thecentral capillaries. Its thickness was

found to vary in the different species studied; it was thinnest in the

rabbit (Fig. 14) and thickest in the human glomerulus (Fig. 15) while in

the rat its thickness occupied an intermediate position (Fig. 16), Table 2.

Table 2.

Species. Thickness of the glomerular !
basement membrane.

Rabbit 600 - 1000 £
Albino Rats 1000 - 1500 £
Hooded Rats 1000 - 1500 £
Human 2000 - 2500 £
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Though thin strata of low density were sometimes found on either side

of these basement membrane (Fig, 17) the lamina rara externa and the lamina

rara interna of various authors, I do not believe that they constitute an

integral part of the basement membrane. The width of these lighter areas

was found to vary noticeably with the degree of perfection of the section;

in perfect preparations the basement membrane nearly fills the space

between the endothelium and epithelium (Fig, 18) and I tend to agree with

F&rquhar and her co-workers (44) that these thin strata are artefacts of

extraction incurred during fixation and embedding particularly so, because

they were hardly ever seen in araldite embedded material which greatly

supercedes methacrylate as an embedding medium free of artefact production.

The outer layer of the glomerular capillary wall is the epithelium.

The epithelial cells possess relatively large ovoid nuclei, less dense

than those of the endothelial cells and deeply indented (Fig. 19), The

nuclei are surrounded by abundant cytoplasm which has a rather light

background density and contains scattered formed elements, mitochondria

vesicles (Fig, 20), Golgi material (Fig. 21, 20, 16) and a few canaliculi

of the endoplasmic reticulum (Fig. 20) and the associated RNP granuoles.

Occasionally, large vesicles are seen in the epithelial cytoplasm (Fig. 22)
The cytoplasm of the epithelial cells is divided into a number of primary

branches, the 'trabeculae"} each branch in turn is divided into a number

of secondary branches, the "foot processes" or "pedicels" (Fig. 12 and 23).

The cytoplasm of the trabeculae is similar to that which surrounds the

nucleus and contains RNP granuoles, mitochondria and vesicles. The

trabeculae penetrate deeply in the crevices between adjacent capillaries

and supply the surfaces with pedicels (Fig, 12). In some electron

photomicrographs the great length of these trabeculae was quite
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apparent (Fig, 24). Trabeculae may not only radiate from the cell bodies

peripherally but also arise from the under surface of the epithelial cells

(Fig. 25).

From either side of the tr&beculae, a number of foot processes emerge

and are applied to the outer aspect of the basement membrane. The contact

of a cell body of a podocyte with the basement membrane is substantially

through these pedicels. Beneath the podocyte there is a subpodocytic

space. Also, in many electron photomicrographs a trabecula appears to

overlie some of the pedicels giving a labyrinthine appearance, the so-called

pericapillary sinus, (Fig, 14). Pedicels from neighbouring trabeculae

of the same or adjacent epithelial cells interdigitate with each other and

this is best shown in the tangential sections (Fig, 8), The entire

basement membrane is covered by the interdigitating pennate processes

of the epithelial cells, which are thus, themselves elevated (Fig. 25),

In the foot processes the cytoplasmic matrix is frequently denser

than in the rest of the epithelial cell. As a rule these processes do not

contain significant numbers of formed elements except for numerous small

vesicles of the type present in large numbers throughout the epithelial

cytoplasm.

Each foot process typically has a narrow stalk at the point of origin
/

from its trabecula but expands into a broader base in contact with the

basement membrane resembling an elephant's foot (Fig, 14, 17,13 and 26),

As a result of this arrangement, the spaces between the foot processes

forms narrow slits 150-400 $ in width (mean 250 %) near the basement

membrane and rapidly increases in width towards the urinary spaces.

Occasionally a tiny invagination of the cell membrane at the base of a
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foot process is seen (Fig. 18, 27) and apparently represents a process

of pinocytosis by the pedicel, as suggested by Farquhar et al (44 ).

In sections normal to the capillary wall and perpendicular to the

base of the foot processes, a thin line with ill defined limits is

frequently seen bridging the narrowest point of the gap between foot

processes (Fig. 8,17,18,23)• This line, which has been called byl&meda

(164), the filtration slit membrane" ha3 been described only by a few
j

glomerular electron mieroscopists (*h4, ufc) but its existence has been

confirmed in this study. It is thinner and more tenuous than the cell I

membrane (Fig, 8). In locations where it is seen,there is a thickening

of the opposed cell membranes of the foot processes backed by increased

density in the slit pore. In a few slit pores two membranes have been

seen (Fig. 8),

As Noted by most previous workers, the nuclei and cell bodies of

endothelial cell3 are usually located in the axial or deeper parts of

the loops (Fig. 2,28). In these regions the cells are frequently grouped

and show some piling or stratification (Fig. 29). The superficial cells

can be clearly seen to line the capillary lumen, but the exact relationship

of the deeper cells to the lumen is not always evident. Sometimes these

deeper cells shov rounded pseudopodia which push through the cytoplasm of

the superficial cells to establish contact with the lumen. The surface

of the basement membrane is irregular in the axial regions and usually

appears to be provided with spurs or processes of varied form which penetrate

between the endothelial cells (Fig. 30). Sometimes, in the plane of

sectioning a mass of tissue composed of cells with (Fig. 31) or without

(Fig. 32) nuclei and projections of cytoplasm is seen separated from the
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capillary lumen by endothelial cytoplasm and from Bowman's space by a

branch of the capillary loop basement membrane, on which rested epithelial

pedicels. In electron photomicrographs taken in such a way as to include

most of a lobule in cross-section (Fig, 28) the basement membrane does not

surround individual capillaries, but encircles the entire lobule in a

continuous fashion. It dips deeply between the adjacent capillaries but

does not separate them.completely; instead, it reflects across the axial

region to the next capillary. Thus, the basement membrane includes two

to eight capillaries which are in turn distributed in an irregular "clover-
e

leaf" fashion around a central cytoplasmic mass with the basement membrane

following the outer contour of the complex. Epithelial foot processes are

applied to the outer surface of the membrane throughout its extent, while

within it are endothelial cells and cells occupying the axial region.

The above description appears to confirm the view that in the

glomerular tuft a third type of cell, which lies singly or in groups in

the centre, does exist. However, when the matter is more closely studied

considerable doubt is cast over the existence of such a third type of

cell. Those workers who recognised a third type of cell in the glomerulus

mainly depended upon seeing cells that do not contribute to the lining

of a capillary lumen in a given plane of section as those seen in Fig.

30,31,32,33). It is quite conceivable that such a cell might in fact do

so above or belox^r the plane of section. On the basis of electron

micrographs of single sections, the existence of a third type of cell and

the denial that such cells are tangentially sectioned endothelium (and even

epithelium) cannot be founded.

Some electron raicroscopists (76, »53, '&4) who believe in the presence
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of a third type of cell, have described morphological differences from

endothelial cells e.g. in the density of their cytoplasm, and considered

such a difference in morphology a further evidence supporting their existence.

However, most electron ralcroscopists, including some of those who believe

in their existance, as a separate type of cell (\09 t V5<») have failed to

find clear-cut cytologic features which would facilitate their recognition.

Certainly, I have found no morphological difference between the axial cells

and the usual endothelial cells, and in reviewing the published electron

photomicrographs of those authors who describe the presence of characteristic

features in these cells, I could not satisfy myself to the presence of such

features.

The principal problem is one of three dimensional interpretation of

thin sections. There is no doubt that a capillary may be cut in such a

fashion that an endothelial cell body appears to fill the lumen or bridge

across it, creating &he appearance of two or more lumina separated by a

cell mass. When the main body of endothelial cytoplasm (and the nucleus)

is situated at a capillary bend, a section through it, at right angles,

would exhibit the projection of endothelial cytoplasm away from contact

of the lumen and can be wrongly interpreted as intercapillary (Fig, 30,32,

34,35,36,37).

In the middle of what appears as intercapillary tissue, obvious

epithelial pedicels are sometimes seen in electron micrographs (Fig. 38,

39,40). Pedicels in this position are the result of deep penetration

from the surface in the crevice between two capillaries (Fig. 41*42). If

an epithelial cell (Fig. 43) or a segment of a trabecule (Fig. 2P-»42)

is directly applied to the surfaces of two adjacent capillaries without

pedicel formation, as occasionally happens, a cross-section at right angles
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in this area will produce the appearance of a lake of cytoplasm with or

without a nucleus, entangled between two basement membranes and might

superficially be regarded as an intercapillary cell, as its epithelial

character will then be beyond recognition,

I have been able to confirm, to my satisfaction, by means of few

serial sections, that most of the cells embedded in the basement membrane¬

like masses are,in fact, capillary endothelial cells of which the part

enclosing the lumen is in another plane of section. However, the end

of the long controversy, as to whether these intercapillary cells do in

fact exist or do not, will be finally established only by means of

uninterrupted serial sections for electron microscopy, something that has

not yet been reported.

The glomerular tuft is covered by Bowman's capsule consisting of a

thin basement membrane lined by flat epithelial cells. The basement

membrane of Bowman's capsule is slightly thicker than that of the glomerular

capillaries, measuring between 1500-3000 X (Fig, 44>2,5, 28), In structure

it appears much more definitely fibrillar than the glomerular basement

membrane. The lining cells are simple flat squamous epithelial cells with

much fewer cell organelles than the visceral epithelial cells covering the

glomerular capillaries.

The Glomerular Arterioles,

The glomerular arterioles were similar in structure in tie three

species studied. The arteriole is lined by endothelial cells that lie on

an internal elastic lamina which separates the endothelium inside from

the smooth muscle cells outside (Fig, 47). ( The endothelial cells join in
the same ways as in capillaries, i.e. by apposing or overlapping (Fig,48,49>50 ).
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Their plasma membranes show indentations and vesicles to a varying degree,

(Fig. 50). The comparatively dense cytoplasmic layer may be reduced to

200 m,u (Fig. 4.9,50,51). The internal elastic lamina consists of

materials of different densities} in many places the more opaque forms

an outer layer. It is frequently fenestrated and protrusions of the

endothelial cells contact the smooth muscle cells through the windows

(Fig. 43). It seems likely that each endothelial cell possesses such

protrusions. The material of the internal elastic lamina continues without

sharp border line between adjacent smooth muscle cells (Fig. 49,50). Small

invaginations and vesicles, as seen in the endothelial cell3 (Fig. 51) are

also observable on the plasma membranes and in the cytoplasm respectively

of these cells (Fig. 51). The contractile material of the smooth muscle

cells seems to consist of extremely fine filaments. Small mitochondria are

located predominantly in the central areas of the cells (Fig. 47,43).

Connective tissue fibrils occur in the adventitia.

The arteries.

Interlobar, arcuate and Interlobular arteries were examined} they

shoved the classical description of arteries of comparable size elsewhere

in the body (Fig, 52, 53).

The Juxtabloaerular apparatus.

The juxtaglomerular apparatus vias studied in the normal rat and in

one albino rat that has been forcibly hy&rated previously. It was found

to consist of three elements;

1) Modified muscle cells,

2) The macula densa.

3) Ground substance network.
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As the ''afferent arteriole" approaches the glomerulus its structure

greatly changes. A group of cells become apparent in the adventitia and

the muscle coat in place of the usual smooth muscle cells. They are slightly

larger in sise,(compare Fig. 54 with Fig, 47) plump and elongated and have

a small nucleus. Their cytoplasm looks loose with small rounded mito¬

chondria apparently crowded around both poles of the nucleus, A definite

pile of Golgi cisternae can be seen close to one pole of the nucleus (Fig. 55;.

In the normal rat, these cells shoved some strongly osmiophilic granules

delineated by a single membrane, while in the hydrated rat they completely

lacked these granules. (Fig. 54), The cells are present in a compact cell

mass but individual cells are not in contact with each otherj an

intricate system of canals runs in between.

The macula densa is a group of cells along the course of the distal

tubule as it comes in contact with its glomerulus and its appertaining

afferent arteriole. Its cells differ from the adjoining epithelial cells

of the distal tubule, whether they are the proceeding thick segment of the

ascending limb of the loop of Henle, or the following convoluted part of

the distal tubule. They are smaller in size and have fewer mitochondria.

The mitochondria are shorter and lack orientation; they are not

longitudinally arranged in the basal region but are disseminated throughout

the cytoplasm. The most peculiar characteristic that they possess, however,

is the presence of very abundant cytoplasmic membranes which traverse

across the cell and freely anastomose with the ground substance network.

Between the macula densa, the glomerulus and the afferent arteriole is

found a group of cells best termed "the network cells" or the "lacowork

cells". They have small rounded nuclei with fine chromatin dots and a
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small nucleolus surrounded by a small rim of cytoplasm* The greater part

of the cytoplasm is immediately separated into elongated fine ramifications

occupying the interstices of a lacavork formed by prominent membranes inter¬

woven into a structure of an extreme degree of complexity (Fig, 56, 57).

These membranes appear similar to the complexly folded basal cell membrane

of the renal tubular cells. However, they differ from cell membranes by

the fact that they are single-layered, and. not triple-layered, in this

character resembling the endoplasmic reticulum. The cytoplasmic

extensions that can be recognised amidst this complex network is a

relatively clear cytoplasm with few RNP granules occasionally seen around

small vesicles. Few mitochondria, vesicles and Golgi cisternae can

sometimes be seen. The lacework is continuous with the basal cell and

cytoplasmic membranes of the macula densa on one side and with the system

of canals running in between the modified muscle cells of the afferent

arteriole on the other side,without the interposition of basement membranes

or capillaries between these structures.



Siiu. 1. Three glomerular capillaries from the kidney of a
normal adult rabbit. The capillary wall consists of a basement
membrane lined by an attenuated fenestrated endothelium and
covered by a continuous nrray of interdigitating foot processes.
An epithelial cell is seen in the centre of the field. x 6,000

Fig, 2. A low power electron micrograph showing the general
architecture of the glomerulus from a normal adult rabbit.
Twelve endothelial, but only two epithelial cells can be
seen. The endothelial nuclei are smaller and slightly denser
than the epithelial nucleus. xl,2QQ



Fig* 3. Glomerular endothelial cells from a rabbit's kidney.
The cytoplasm is abundant around the nucleus and contains a
moderate amount of small mitochondria. x 12,000

Fig. A. Glomerular endothelial cell from a hooded rat's kidney.
Note the pile of Golgi cisternae at the upper pole of the nucleus
and the cytoplasmic vacuoles at its lowerpole * X 15>000



UejuAs. Glomerular capillary from a hooded rat's kidney.
Note that the endothelial cytoplasm, which is abundant around
the nucleus, becomes very attenuated and fenestrated in the
peripheral part of the capillary, x 6,000

Fig, 6t Glomerular capillary wall from a hooded rat* Note
the branching processes of the attenuated endothelial
cytoplasm and the long epithelial trabedula. x 2,4,000



Fig. 7. Glomerular capillary from a normal adult albino rat.
Note the branching processes of the endothelial cell,

x 12,000

Fig, 8, A gracing section of a glomerular capillary wall
from a rabbit's kidney. The endothelial fenestrae appear as
rounded or oval holes. Note the filtration slit-membranej
two membranes can be seen connecting two adjacent pedicels,

x 30,000



Fie, 9. Glomerular capillary wall from an albino rat. The
fenestrae in the attenuated part of the endothelium look
like a chicken fence in this tangential section, x 4-5,000

Fie. 10. Glomerular capillary wall from an adult rabbit.
Note the filtration slit-membrane and the endothelial
attachment belt. x 60t000



Fie. 11. Glomerular capillary wall from a hooded rat. Note
the endothelial attachment belt. x 60,000

Fig. 12. Two adjacent glomerular capillaries from an albino
rat. Note the strands of basement membrane intermingled with
the endothelial cytoplasm in the capillary on the left,

x 15,000



Fla. 13. Glomerulus from a hooded rat. The endothelium
appears to merge imperceptibly with the basement membrane,
while the demarcation between the basement membrane and
the epithelium is distinct, x 6,000

Ziz.% JJul Capillary wall from a normal rabbit*3 glomerulus,
Note the thickness of the basement morahran© and compare
with Fig, 15 & 16, x 16,000.



Fig. 15. Capillary wall from a normal human glomerulus.
x 16,000

Fig. 16. Capillary wall from a normal albino rat's glomerulus
x 16,000



Fie, 17. Glomerular capillary wall from a normal adult
rabbit's kidney. Note the filtration slit-membrane
connecting the pedicels, and the clear areas on each side
of the be eraent membrane in thiss imoerfect preparation.

x ?0, Pi

Fi,.., 18, Glomerular capillary wall from a normal adult
albino rat's kidney. Note the filtration slit-membrane
connecting the pedicels. The basement membrane fills all the
space between the epithelial and. endothelial cell membranes
in this perfect preparation. The foot process®® in the middle
is in theprocess of pinocjtosis. x 90,000



Glomerular epithelial cell from an albino rat.
Note the deeply indented nucloue. x 9»000

Fir., 20. Glomerular epithelial cell from a nornjnl rabbit.
Canaliculi of the endoplasmic reticulum are beautifully seen
above the nucleus. Many pinocytotic vesicles find a pile of
Golgi cisternae are seen below the nucleus. The mitochondria
are quite small and relatively few, x 12,GOO



Glomerular epithelial cell from a normal rabbit. The
Gclgi apparatus is very well seen in this electron micrograph.

x 15*000.

Part of a gloaerul ar epithelial cell from an adult
rabbit. Many small vesicles are seen in the perikaryon and a
large one is seen in the trabecula. x 15 >000



Fig. 23. Fart of a glomerulus from a hooded rat. two
epithelial trabecule© are seen on the left and a third on the
right, from all of which the foot processes arise, x Hi,<300

Fig. 2A. A moderately low power electron micrograph to show
the great length of the epithelial trabecule®. From a normal
adult rabbit's glomerulus. x 6,000



Fig. 23a« Capillary wall from a hooded rat's glomerulus,
highly magnified, beautifully showing the filtration slit-
membrane bridging the narrowest point of the gap between
foot processes. x 75 qqq



Fir?. 25. A low power electron micrograph of a normal rabbit
glomerulus• x 2,500

Fig. 26 n Glomerular capillary wall of an adult rabbit. It
consists of a basement membrane, lined by an attenuated,
fenestrated endothelium and covered by foot processes. Note
the broad expansion of the foot process in contact with the
basement membrane. x 120,000



Fig, 27f Glomerular capillary wall of an albino rat. An
invagination of tho call membrane of the foot process in
the middla apparently represents a process of plnocytosls.

x 90,000

Fig., 28, A very low power electron micrograph of a glomerulus
from a hooded rat, Uote that the nuclei of the endothelial oella
are mostly located in the axial region, x 1000,



Fig, 29, The axial region of a glomerulus from an albino rat
shoving piling up of endothelial nuclei. x 15,000

Fig. 30. The axial region of a glomerulus from an albino rat.
The basement membrane is irregular and provided, with spurs. The
two cells on the left confirm what has been termed "intercapillary"
cell. However, a section in the position indicated by the dark
line and at right angles to the present plane of sectioning will
cause the cut cell, which is definitely endothelial, in this plane,
to appear as an "intereapillary" cell. x 12,000



Fip;t 311 The axial region of a glomerulus from an albino rat.
A cell with a nucleus is seen in the centre, separated from the
capillary lumen (upper left) by a layer of attenuated endothelial

cytoplasm, and from Bowman's space (upper right, left and below)
by basement membranes on which pedicels rest. x 15,000

Fjg,« 32. Capillary from an albino rat's glomerulus. The mass
of cytoplasm cn the right side is reparated from the lumen by
a basement membrane, lined by an attenuated, fenestrated
endothelium, and can be considered, judging from this alone, to
be "intereapillary" in position. x 12,000



albino rat not contributing to the lining of a capillary
lumen in this plane of section* x 15»000

ffin. 34. Two glomerular capillaries from an albino rat. A
section cutting the definitely endothelial cell in the corner
of the capillary on the right in the line indicated and at right
angles to the present plane of section will cause it to appear
as if it were "intercapillary", x 24,000



The definitely endothelial call in the capillary on the right,
if cut in the line indicated and at right angles to this plane
of section will lose any apparent contact with the lumen and
will appear "intercapillary"• x 24,000

Fir-, 361 Glomerular capillaries from an adult rabbit's kidney.
A section in the endothelial cell, as indicated, at right angles
to the plane of this electron micrograph will cause to appear
"intercapillaryaway from any lumen, x 6,000



Fie. 37. Glomerular capillaries from an albino rat's kidney,
A section in any endothelial cell at the corner of a capillary,
at right angles to the present plane, might cause loss of
direct contact with the lumen and the cells would then be
regarded as "intercapillary" . x A,000

Fie. 38. In what is apparently an intercapillary mass,
definite epithelial foot processes are seen. From an albino
rat's glomerulus, x 19,500



Fig. 39. Definite epithelial pedicels are seen amidst the
so called "intercapillary" tissue. From an albino rat's
glomerulus. x 15,000

Fig. AO. Epithelial pedicels are seen in the centre of this
"intercapillary" mass, revealing that the epithelium constitutes
at least a part of it. From an albino rat's glomerulus.

x 24,000



Fig. 41. Two glomerular capillaries from a normal rabbit's kidney.
An epithelial trabecula is seen peeping between the two capillaries,
in direct contact with both basement membranes. A section through
the dark line and at right angles to the present plane would result
in this trabecula as an "intercapillary" mass of cytoplasm, and its
correct nature beyond recognition. x 24,000

Fig. 42. Two adjacent capillaries from a rabbit's glomerulus.
Two epithelial trabeculae can be seen peeping deeply between
adjacent basement membranes. A section as indicated, and at right
angles to the plane of this electron micrograph will make it
impossible to identify theepithelial nature of the trabecula and
the mass of cytoplasm will appear "intercapillary". x 24 000



Fig, A3. The definitely epithelial cells from this albino
rat's glomerulus, will appear "intercapillary" if cut as
indicated and at right angles to the present plane, x 9,000

Fig. IA. Part of a glomerulus from a normal albino rat's
kidney. Bowman's capsule is seen consisting of a fibrillar
basement membrane lined by a simple, flat epithelial cell,
with very few organelles, x 2,500



Pif> 45-
kidney.

Glomerular arteriole from a normal adult rabbit's
x 6,000

Juxtaglomerular cells from the kidney of a forcibly
hydrated albino rat. x 6 000



Fir,. A7*, Glomerular arteriole from a hooded rat. Hot©
the juxtaglomerular cells with the dark granules in their
cytoplnswa# * 4#000

F". . fcc, Gloraei'ular arteriole from a nomil rabbit's kidney#
An endothelial coll in the contro can be seen joining another
ceil on either aide# the endothelial cytoplasm is full of
plnocyiic vacuoles. x 15#000



Fie, 49. Glomerular arteriole from a normal adult rabbit's
kidney. An endothelial attachment belt is seen on the left
side (arrow). Hot© the gap in the internal elastic lamina
through which the endothelial cell and the smooth muscle cell
are in contact (arrow)# x 30,000

Fig, 50# Glomerular arteriole from a normal adult rabbit's kidney.
The endothelium is seen on the right side (note the attachment hit
and the pinoqytotic vesicles)# Note that bkch smooth muscle cell is
surrounded by an extension from the internal elastic lamina,

x 45,000



Fig* 51. Glomerular arteriole from a normal adult rabbit's
kidney. The endothelial cytoplasm contains many pinocytie
vesicles. A gap in the internal elastic lamina is apparent
in the upper right corner, x 24,000

Fig, 52, Arcuate renal artery from an albino rat. The lumen
is seen on the top left. An internal elastic lamina separates
an endothelial cell on the luminal side from the smooth muscle
cells, x 4,000



Fie, 53. Arcuate renal artery from an albino rat. Note the
gap in the internal elastic lamina through which a tongue of
the endothelial cell gets into direct contact with the muscle
cell. x 9»0Q0



Fig. 55. Juxtaglomerular cells from a forcibly hydrated
albino rat. Not© the pile of Golgi cisternae and the few
mitochondria at the pole of the nucleus, x |5,000

Fig, 56f Lacework cell from an albino rat. x 6,000
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Fig,. 57. Part of a lacevork cell from the juxtaglomerular
apparatus of an albino rat* x 24*000

Fig, 58< Capillary wall from a hooded rat's glomerulus. Note
The absence of endothelial fenestras, x 30,000



Fig, 59. Axial endothelial cells from a normal rabbit's
glomerulus containing numerous vacuoles filled with a granular
material. In the lumina of many capillaries similar vesicles
containing the same granular material is seen, x A.,000
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DISCUSSION.

Electron microscopic studies have shown that the cell, especially

the cytoplasm,has a much more complicated minute structure than had

previously been supposed. The first surprising discovery was that the

further one progresses in the sub-light-microscopic field the more the

multiplicity of the basic cytomorphological phenomena decreases rather

than increases. The minute cytoplasmic structure of the mammalian cells,

for example, can be reduced to a limited number of structural elements

which occur in all cells of whatever tissues. The morphological differences

between one cell and another, which must obviously be somehow related to

differences in function, lie not so much in the nature of the cellular

structures as in their number and arrangement.

The Glomerular .rteriole.

All electron microscopists who have studied the glomerulus did not

describe the glomerular arterioles.

The minute structure of the glomerular arterioles was found identical

with that described for mammalian heart arterioles by Moore and Ruska in

1957 (98). The occurrence of vesicles in endothelial cells of the arteriole

indicates that a process of pinocytosis is performed by these cells. The

internal elastic lamina seems to be a strong barrier to diffusion as well

as to ultrafiltration, apparently much more so than the basement membrane

of the glomerular capillaries. In order to secure a nutrient supply to

the smooth muscle cells, in absence of vasa vasora in these small arteries,

fenestration of the internal elastic lamina and direct contact between the
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endothelial cells and the smooth muscle cells through these windows exist

and should seem to solve the problem. Therefore, the behaviour of the

endothelial cells is not only one of pinocytosis (cell drinking) in which

fluid is incorporated by the cell for its own supply, but also one of

cytopeapsis (transmission by cell) whereby substances are transmitted

through the cytoplasm in addition to being solely utilised by the cell (96),

The Juxtaglomerular sraratus.

Though the individual components of the juxtaglomerular apparatus have

been described many years ago, it remained in relative medical obscurity,

however, mainly because its cells (with the exception of the macula densa)

cannot be readily seen in the usual haematoxylin and eosin histological

preparations.

The modified muscle cells in the wall of the afferent arteriole were

first described by Ruyten in 1925 0^7) in the mouse and by Gberling in

1927 (loin) in man and. were extensively studied by Goormaghtigh ( 51 ) about

twenty years ago, who suggested that they possess an endocrine function.

It is now established that they are found in all mammals. In recent years

the Hartrofts ( 65 ) have introduced a stain which clearly delineates the

individual granules in these juxtaglomerular cells. Utilising this

stain, it has been possible to determine that certain physiological states

produce a hypergranularity of these cells, while other conditions are

associated with a complete disappearance of the cytoplasmic granules. The

macula densa was first described by Peter in 1907 (»'9 ) as a specialised

part of the distal segment characterised simply by an accumulation of

epithelial nuclei. Zimmermann, in 1933 065) has the credit of giving the

name "macula densa" to an elongated portion of the distal tubule composed
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of narrow, tall epithelial cells with crowded nuclei. This segment he

described as being found in the portion of the distal tubule where it

touches the afferent arteriole, and reported that it was found in all mammals,

Policard in 1950 (^ ) attributed to the cells of the macula densa an

endocrine secretory function and described them as tall, epithelial cells

with apical secretion granules.

The group of cells between the afferent arteriole, the macula densa

and the glomerulus were considered by Goormaghtigh, ( 5<3 )to whome we owe the

predominant features of their structure, as "pseudo-melssnerienne". These

cells apparently constitute an important part of the "Polkissen" of

Zimmerraann, which he believes to extend into the glomerulus around the

afferent arteriole, McManus ( SI ) on the other hand believes that nothing

intervenes between the macula densa and the granular cells in the wall of

the afferent arteriole, not even reticular fibres.

The whole juxtaglomerular complex was described by De Muylder (30 )

to be richly supplied with a network of nerves.

There are only two electron microscopic studies of the juxtaglomerular

apparatus in the literature. The first, by Hartroft in 1956 ( <33 ) is a

very short abstract with no pictures. The second, by Obarling and H&tt

in I960 0°6 ) is a detailed study with which the results reported here

completely agree except for a few minor modifications. In this study,

Oberling and H&tt clearly described the complex lace-work colls and gave

them the name "le lacis". The existence of a third type of cell in the

juxtaglomerular complex has thus been clearly confirmed. Those authors

have stated that these cells do not possess any of the characters of Schwann

cells and none of the structural particulars which define nervous systems.
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Therefore, the original views of Goormaghtigh (50) and of De Muylder (30 )

have not been substantiated by electron microscopy. This also agrees

with the experimental results of Tobian (i5^?t55) where isolated perfused

kidneys 'were .found to show the known variations in the degree of granulation

of the juxtaglomerular cells in response to changes in the perfusion pressure.

The intricate structure of the juxtaglomerula apparatus, as revealed

by electron microscopy, is very significant, (Diagram I). It clearly

establishes a most clever morphological arrangement for an important

physiological function.

The juxtaglomerular apparatus has been found to contain baro-receptors

as well as chemoreceptors (iSd;. Its structure suggests that it functions

as an auto-regulation system for the chemical composition of the urine

without nervous intermedium.

The location of the granulated cells in the wall of the afferent

arteriole allows them to appreciate readily the changes in the stretch

of the arteriolar wall* iMany observations support the notion that they do

act as stretch receptors, Degranulation of these cells was found to result

whenever the pressure in the renal arterial system becomes elevated.

Conversely, in situations where the pressure in the renal arterial system

is reduced, either as a result of applying a clamp to the renal artery or

from "curing" the hypertension, their granularity increases («5m),

Degranulation of these cells is probably related to their secretion of

renin. Goormaghtigh (50) theorised twenty years ago, without much

evidence, that these juxtaglomerular cells secreted renin* "ecently, this

hypothesis has been more or less proven ( 2.ii ,6^ , ), It is conceivable

therefore, that these cells should be implicated in any phenomenon which seems
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system, reacting by secretion of a humoral pressor substance. Among

such phenomena one could mention the pathological conditions of renal

artery stenosis and malignant hypertension and the physiological phenomenon
M

of circulatory "autoregulation" of the kidney,

Haddy and co-workers in 1958 (56) and Sample and de Wardenerin

1959 (, have demonstrated the constancy of the renal blood flow and of

the glomerular filtration rate in the face of widely var ing arterial

pressures. This *a.utoregulaticn" of flow and filtration is active over

the range of 75 ~ 200 mm. Hg (56). Var nations of pressure in this

range seem to affect the secretion of the juxtaglomerular cells {\5S)f

and consequently the tonus of the arteriolar muscle cells thus increasing

or decreasing the resistance to flow and thereby would prevent a change

in the filtering pressure in the glomerular capillaries as well as prevent

a change in total renal blood flow.

The complex arrangement linking these granulated cells with the

macula densa is also very remarkable. It allows small amounts of fluid

to be sampled from the lumen of the distal tubule, after its chemical

composition has been altered by the vital activity of the cells of the

thick segment of the ascending limb of the loop of Henle, (the main or

perhaps the only sodium pump responsible for the creation of a hyperosmotic

papilla in association with the countercurrent multiplier system provided

by the loop of Henle). Such small urine samples taken by the cells of the

macula densa are then transferred by the canaliculi of the lacs-work cells

to thecanals in between the granular cells. Bathing of these cells

individually bythe tubular fluid, directly handled to them, can well be

conceived to affect their secretory function according to the chemical
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composition of the bathing fluid. It has been shown that these granular

cells respond to variations in the amount of mineraloeorticcids in the

body, as well as to varying amounts of sodium chloride in the diet (*62.)

and it was suggested that the juxtraglomerular cells might be intimately

related to the regulation of sodium excretion by the kidney (, The

ultrastructure of the juxtaglomerular apparatus conforms with the optimum

device whereby the chemical composition of the tubular fluid, can regulate

the circulation in the glomerular capillaries and consequently the glomerular

filtration rate without nervous factors playing a rolej the macula dense

being the sampling device, the ground substance canaliculi in the lace-work

cells the transport system and the granular cells the glandular cherao-

receptors.

It is interesting to report that degranulation of these juxta¬

glomerular cells was observed in a forcibly hydrated rat, ±~}r hours after

intragastric administration of 20 ml, of water. At this time the rat

was maximally diluting 4s urine as evidenced by measurement of the urinjury

osmolality (vide infra). In this experiment two factors could be

incriminated to have played a role on the juxtraglomerular cellsj a sharp

rise in the blood volume and consequently in the volume of blood in the

renal arterial system, and a sharp fall in the sodium concentration of the

tubular fluid bathing these cells.

If the juxtaglomerular apparatus did sense blood volume changes and

also influenced sodium excretion, it would qualify as one of the long-

sought after "blood volume and extracellular fluid volume regulating

centres", for which there are many evidences pointing to its location in

the renal arterial system (\5h).
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The Glomerular Capillaries.

In the present study, confirmation of the well-known structural

characteristics of the glomerulus has been obtained. In addition, some

morphological features not previously reported have been observed, e.g.

the manner of attachment of adjacent glomerular endothelial cells has been

described in detail. The complex organisation of the epithelial slits

reported in 1961 (dd) has also been confirmed.

Since the glomerular filtrate is an almost completely protein-free

watery solution, there must be an effective filter in the glomerular

capillary wall capable of retaining substances of high molecular weight

into the circulation. The fact that both the lining endothelium and the

covering epithelium are discontinuous, and that the glomerular capillary

basement membrane appears to be the only continuous layer between the

blood and Bowman's spice, it must be the filtration barrier.

The "slit-pore" hypothesis put forward by Hall (60 ) is most

unlikely. Hall maintained that the pores between the foot processes

represent the pores of the ultrafilter. If we apply the idea of a

simple sbve, then the measurements involved are in themselves against Hall's

hypothesis. Albumin molecules, the smallest protein molecules, are 150 £
long by AO £ wide (i53). Even if the porc-s between the pedicels were

on average only 100 £ across as Hall maintains (Go), they would still

scarcely be small enough to act as a filter. All other investigators who

studied the renal glomerulus by the electron microscope, including the

studies reported in this thesis, agree that they are much wider (Table 3),
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'Mjg-l*

Author Diameter of slit pore

Rhodin ( \ 2.1 ) 500 - 1000 £
Siadat-Pour ('43 ) 400 - 600 £
Bargmann and co¬ 350 - 400 £
workers ( 6 )
Yamada ('64 ) 200 - 300 £
Thoenes ( 'S3 ) 160 - 420 £
Sabour (This study) 150 - 400 £

(average 250 £)

Apart from this, Hall's hypothesis fails to take into account thefact

that in pathological conditions characterised by proteinuria, the slit

pores between the pedicels are often reduced in sise or completely absent.

The experimental demonstration by Farquhar and her co-workers (4q} that

ferritin molecules 100 8 in diameter and colloidal gold injected

intravenously were effectively trapped mainly in the inner half of the

basement membrane, is entirely against Hall's slit-pore hypothesis.

All these evidences point to the basement membrane a3 the main filter.

Basement membranes are glycoproteins, consisting of a protein and muco¬

polysaccharide matrix within which fibrils are embedded. The latter are

arranged parallel to the surface of the membrane and form a fine meshwork

(102). These features have been confirmed by polarised light microscopic

studies for the basement membrane of cerebral capillaries (102.). On the

basis of this structure Sitte (md) happut forward the theory that the

meshes of the fibrillary network within the basement membrane represent the

long sought-after filter pores responsible for the filtration. thickening
of the basement membrane would thus mean a widening of the network and



consequently an enlargement of the filter-pores. This hypothesis is

particularly attractive because it helps to explain the paradoxical fact

that in many pathological conditions thickening of the glomerular capillary

basement membrane is associated with increased permeability to proteins.

However, no pores have been demonstrated in the basement membrane,

though from Pappenheimerrs calculation that the siee of the effective

filter pore is 30-45 2, they should be well within the power of resolution

of the electron microscope. Similarly, there are few conditions of

proteinuria in which the glomerular basement membrane is not thickened;
b

postural proteinuria and congenital neprosis are two examples which I have

personally seen. Moreover, in the experiments reported by Farquhar and

her associates where a tracer was used {l»4), the ferritin molecules were

capable of advancing through the basement membrane in the absence of visible

pores of appropriate dimensions. The molecules did not follow preformed
;

or preferred pathways and there were neither tracks ahead nor trails behind

them.

The basement membrane apparently functions as a filter by being a

yielding substrate through which molecules beyond a certain size are normally

retained as a result of physicochemical forces operating in the glyco¬

protein gel which forms the basement membrane in absence of pores or

preformed channels. As a filter, it has no vital selectivity. It retains

plasma proteins and lipids, but is penetrated by glucose, and other dissolved

materials. Its barrier effect is purely physicochemical in nature depending

on membrane and fluid properties, surface areas and pressure gradients.

Therefore, any alteration in the chemical composition of the basement

membrane or its physical state will affect its properties and consequently

alter its barrier effect.
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The attenuation and fenestration of the glomerular capillary endothelium

can only be interpreted as a means to intensify the contact between the

blood plasma and the basement membranes, and also to obviate the vital

activity of the endothelial cells in this situation to as little as

possible, and to facilitate the purely physical process of filtration to

proceed. The glomerular endothelium possesses the widest intracellular

pores which have been found in mammalian capillaries (>53), and the

basement membrane has been calculated to be the only barrier for 30%

of the total area of the glomerular capillary surface ( I© ). This, and

the fact that the cytoplasmic portion of the fenestrated part of the

endothelium virtually consists of cell membrane and a very thin layer of

cytoplasmic matrix, suggests an endeavour to reduce the endothelial

barrier precisely at this point to as thin a layer as possible.

It seems logical that extremely thin fenestratedL endothelial layers

facilitate exchange on a physicochemical basis and that comparatively

thielp, non fenestrated layers are able to restrict transport, However,

in addition, the thicker the endothelial lining of a capillary the more

is its activity of selection of transmitted materials. In muscle

capillaries, the endothelium forms a continuous .ayer without

fenestrationsj and these were estimated to be a hundred- fold less

permeable to water than glomerular capillaries (98), Muscle capillaries,

however, show a selective protein transport as indicated by the prevalent

shift of serum albumin into muscle tissue after release of a tourniquet

(99). It has similarly been shown that the passage of proteins through

the human placenta is selective in that the large gamma globulin passes

more readily to the foetus than do the smaller albumin molecules (91 ),

The mechanism of this active selectivity performed by the endothelial
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cells is one of pinocytosis and cytoperapsi3 (9fl), which is apparently

lacking in the attenuated peripheral portions of the glomerular endothelial

lining.

The fenestrated endothelium should be visualised as a living tissue

and not simply as a sieve. By varying the number and distribution of its

fenestrae or even closing them completely (Fig, 58} for a time, it can

act as a possible valve by controlling the area of the filter directly

exposed to the blood plasma.

The endothelial cell bodies, however, apparently still maintain

the pinocytic activity inherent to all types of endothelial cells (and

indeed to all animal cells). They have not infrequently been observed

containing numerous vacuoles filled with a granular material and

apparently being engulfed by them from the capillary lumen (Fig, 59).

This was noticed more frequently in those deeply situated axial

endothelial cells.

An experimental evidence to this effect has recently been presented

by Farquhar et al. In experiments with colloidal gold (m), and ferritin

(kk) administered to young rats to determine the behaviour of particles

(40-200 S) in the glomerular capillaries, it was found tht at early time

points the tracer particles accummulated against the luminal surface of

the basement membrane in peripheral regions of capillary loops. -after

longer intervals, relatively few particles were found in this location

whereas large numbers were present in the spongy are s of the axial regions.

There was also a striking change in the morphology of the endothelial cells,

particularly in the colloidal gold experiments; for they exhibited rounded

pseudopddia with complicated interdigitations of the cell membranes.
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Particles were also found within the endothelial cytoplasm. These

experiments suggested that the glomerular endothelium was capable of a

type of microphagie activity whereby it apparently functions in the

selective removal of substances which do not pass through the basement

membrane. Theconcentration of filtration residues in the axial regions

have been postulated to be due to "sweeping" of the luminal surface of the

basement membrane by the endothelium, thus facilitating their subsequent

incorporation primarily by the deeper cells of the axial region (44).

This was the first suggestion that these axial endothelial cells might

differ from the rest of the endothelium in function.

Attention should be drawn to the areas of contact between adjacent

endothelial cells. Each endothelial cell is united around its

circumference to the neighbouring cell by a belt comprised of a

specialised attachment structure. These structures appear to be

barriers between the capillary lumen and Bowman's space and to be bonds

between adjacent endothelial cells as well. They are to be regarded as

corresponding in function to the "terminal bars" of columnar epithelium,

op the 'Mesaosoaes" or nodes of "Bizzoaero" of the intercellular bridges

of stratified squamous epithelium, or to the intercalated iscs of heaet

muscle. They represent areas where the cell membrane is specialised,

of greater density than elsewhere, and firmly attached to its opposite

member. No gaps, defects, openings, pores or slits have been discerned

in these attachment belts, although hundreds have been examined. All

components of the attachment belt are denser than the blood plasma. Thus,

no evidence for channels containing plasma passing between endothelial

cells has been observed, contrary to Chambers and Zweifach's claim (»9q)
that preferential filtration passages might exist between endothelial cells.
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The functional role of the epithelial cells is not yet very clear.

The primary urine after its passage through the basement membrane must

traverse the narrow clefts between the pedicels, and the pericapillary

sinus in order to reach the capsular space. In this way it intimately

bathes the epithelial cells. This arrangement, as well as the existence

of the filtration slit membranes which has been confirmed in this study,

appear to be significant. If the filtration slit membranes are only or

mainly permeable to water and dissolved substances but relatively

impermeable to the larger molecules of protein and lipid, the existing

structural arrangement would provide maximal opportunity for the small

amount of protein and lipid which normally leaks through the basement

membrane to come into contact with the epithelial cell surface and be

incorporated by pinocytosis. Pinocytotic activity has actually been

observed in the pedicels (Fig. 27). The accumulation of pigments as

trypan blue (t53) and of hyaline protein droplets in clinical and

experimental nephrosis («) within the epithelial cells would argue that

they try to engulf substances which have bypassed the ultrafilter, or passed

it in excessive quantities.

The epithelial and the endothelial cells have relatively few intra-

cytoplasmic organelles, and particularly few mitochondria. The mitochondria

in both types cf cell are small, with little internal membranes and are

loosely situated in the perinuclear I'egion without any specific arrangement.

They are hardly ever seen in the pedicels and are quite few In the

trabecule©. This is a significant finding, because mitochondria - as

carriers of the enzyme systems involved in the energy - producing cellular

reactions - provide a reliable morphological criterion, by their size,

number, shape and arrangement, of the metabolic activity of a cell.
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Compered with other types of mammalian cells the glomerular epithelial

and endothelial cells will appear to have a relatively low metabolic

activity; little activity over and above their maintenance metabolism.

In other words, the glomerular epithelial and endothelial cells normally

perform their function without using much energy in excess of that

necessary for maintenance metabolism.

If the function of these cells is, mainly phagocytosis, as suggested

here, then their morphological structure entirely agrees. Phagocytosis

is a relatively primitive cell function requiring little energy. Their

simple structure similarly excludes the possibility that they take an

active part in glomerular filtration. This entirely agrees with the

physiological evidences that the necessary filtration pressure in the

glomerular capillaries is not locally generated by the glomerular cells

but is provided by the systemic blood pressure, the energy of which is

generated by the heart.

The presence and nature of intercapillary tissue in the renal

glomerulus have been controversial points for many years. Greenfield

(54), Herring (6b), Kiramelstiol and '."ilson (72), Ziramermaan (MS),

Srlich ( 3®* ), Bensley and Bensley ('°), Goormaghtigh (52.), Pak Pay (U>9)

Sagaguchi (i*io) and Theones (\S3 ) considered that it did exist and

was probably fibrous in nature. McManus Yamada (ifeA) and Robertson

and More (*36) considered that a third type of tissue was present in the

glomerulus but could not stipulate its exact nature. Bell Cs), Allen

( I ), Pease and Baker (us), Rinehart, Farquhar, Jung and Abul j )>

Farquhar, Vernier and Good ( A3 ) denied its existence, while Hall (57),

Mueller, Mason and Stout (tov) and Bergstrand (w) stated that although

cells were present, they represented the endothelium of capillaries in
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other planes. It appears that the majority of workers agree that there

are some cells present, which in the plane of sectioning, are exposed

neither to blood nor to Bowman's space. But it is disturbing to note

that these divergent opinions have been based on interpretations of

essentially similar electron photomicrographs.

As presented above, the plane of sectioning can make any definitely

enothelial or definitely epithelial cell appear surrounded by basement

membrane and away from direct contact with the capillary lumen or the

urinary space. If such planes of sectioning would not explain these

appearances, where are the cells that would appear tangentially cut in

sections about 60 m p out of a spherical body 300 ,u In diameter containing

a large number of capillaries running in each direction? Also, the

glomerulus should be regarded as a living organ, dynamic in nature with

its blood channels sometimes patent and sometimes closed, as do

capillaries everywhere in the body. This has been confirmed by direct

illumination observations by Elias for the amphibian glomerulus (3b).

As mentioned above, the final answer will be obtained only by a study

of uninterrupted serial sections by the electron microscope. However, a

study of the embryological development of the glomerulus is an important

indirect way to answer this greatly disputed question.



THE PEVELOft^T OF THE MAI SIOMEMLUS,



THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RENAL GLOMERULUS.

Introduction.

The prevalent concept of glomerular development is that of invagination

of a tuft of capillaries into the blind end of the developing nephron. This

was first suggested by Gerlach over 100 years ago (L&>) and supported by

Remak (12.5) and by Toldt (\5G>). The invagination theory, however, did

not receive unanimous support by the early investigators. Bornhappt ( V3 ),

Thayssen (iSI ), Riedel (\32l), Herring (66), Huber ( 61 ), Reinhoff (\Zk ),

Vimtrup (*5s) and Loeffler ( 8o) denied the theory and suggested that the

glomerulus developed by the ingrowth of solid cords, of primitive endothelial

cells into the adjacent, still solid mass of primitive tubule cells. The

end of the apposition to the invagination theory was marked by the detailed
H II

works of von Mollendorff (9b ) and limmermann (165) when the general

mesangial-sling concept was introduced and remained acceptable until the

advent of electron microscopy. Recently, however, the problem was again

stirred and some anatomists as Edwards ( 32.) agreed with Toldt's invagination

theory, while others, as Lewis (ia,19), supported Herring's findings and

denied the invagination concept.

The first electron microscopic study on the development of the renal

glomerulus was reported, in the rat by Hall in 1954. ( 58). He seriously

challenged the invagination hypothesis, and in a later work (61 ) he

confirmed that the glomerulus differentiated in situ by proliferation and

readjustment of its cells, Kurtz (15) reported on glomerulogenesis in

the human kidney as observed by the electron microscope and, in essence,

his findings were in general agreement with those reported by Hall and

Roth (6\ ). The only points of difference involved the formation of the
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epithelial foot processes and the basement membrane, Suzuki (\50) also

observed by the electron microscope the glomerular differentiation of rats.

His findings and interpretations greatly differ from those of Hall and of

Kurtz. He thinks that blood cavities within the developing glomerulus

have communications with cortical renal sinusoids at a very early stage of

development and he believes that, what he calls glomerular anlage cells,

differentiate superficially into endothelial cells and deeply into mesangial

cells, thus supporting Zimmermann's concept (Ife5) of the existence of a

supporting third cell other than the epithelial and endothelial cells.

It seemed that electron microscopic studies of the immature renal

glomerulus might yield information concerning its development which would

be valuable to better understanding of the complicated structure of the

mature glomerulus, and particularly to help in answering the disputed

question of the existence of a third type of cell.

Material.

Kidneys from ,,Wistar" Albino rats, four days old, were used for the

study. It has been^aown both by Kittelson (73) and by Arataki ( 3 ) that

only about one third of the number of glomeruli that are to be found in the

adult rat kidney are present at birth. Glomeruli continue to be formed

after birth for about 100 days; however, most of these are formed, although

they remain immature for a time, in the first 3 to A weeks.

Results.

The earliest recognisable structure of the glomerulus Is a mass of

undifferentiated cells adjoining each other with no spaces in between. The

primordial cell group which is destined to become the epithelial element
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is then differentiated from the primitive endothelial cells by the appearance

of vesicles between them separating them apart (Fig. 60), while the endo¬

thelial cells remain as a closely-packed cell mass with definite cell

membranes separating them (Fig. 61). A slight change in the shape of the

cell, the appearance of the nucleus and the cytoplasm differentiating these

two types of primitive cells become simultaneously apparent. The primitive

epithelial cell becomes moreor less cuboidal in shape, its nucleus becomes

denser and its cytoplasm scantier than the primitive endothelial cell, and

probably contains more mitochondria. No basement membrane can be

recognised between these two types of cells at this early stage of

differentiation. The vesicles separating the primitive epithelial cells

then coalesce and form clefts that separate them further apart and result

also in the major share of these cells to become Intimately inter-related

with the developing endothelial cells, while a single layer of cells

remains on the opposite side of the major cleft (Fig. 62), Until this

stage, the epithelial cells can be seen to show evidence of multiplication

and cell division (Fig. 63).

The separated single layer of epithelial cells are then noticed to

change from m cuboidal shape and gradually to become flattened.. A basement

membrane becomes apparent outside these cells, and together, they form

Bowman's capsule and its lining cells (Fig. 64).

The capsular space then gradually enlarges and the rest of the epithelial

cells get more separated. (Fig. 65). They then quickly differentiate and

begin to show a large number of fine processes of the cell surface at all

points where they are in relation to endothelial cells (Fig, 66}.

Gradually, protoplasmic extensions from these cells become noticed and the
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fine foot processes become mainly derived from these primitive trabeeulae

(Figs. 67,68,69).

delicate basement membrane first makes its appearance in relation to

the developing foot processes when they approach the primitive endothelial

cells (Fig. 67, 68, 70). It is very thin and delicate at the beginning,

thinner than the basement membrane of Bowman's capsule. It can be seen

outside the endothelial cell membrane, not following the membrane of

individual cells, but surrounding the whole endothelial cell mass (Fig. 61,

67,68,70). However, the basement membrane is in close intimate relation¬

ship with the smooth,continuous endothelial cell mass surface membrane and

does not follow the numerous folds of the epithelial cell surface membrane.

No lumen can be seen within the endothelial cell mass until

differentiation of the epithelial cells is well marked} the capillary

lumina are the last thing to appear in the glomerular tuft. In moderately

later stages of development erythrocytes can be seen in the central mass

of endothelial cells (Fig. 71). Lumina appear to begin development with

the appearance of cytoplasmic vesicles within individual endothelial cells

(Fig, 70). Later, as the vesicles enlarge, the endothelial cytoplasm except

around nuclei becomes attenuated (Fig. 72). However, it is much thicker

In the immature glomerulus than it is in the mature one, and lacks

fenestration till complete development (Fig. 73).

The arterioles of the immature glomerulus have no lumina even when

the appertaining glomerulus contains red blood corpuscles, and capillary

lumina (Fig. 74 and 75). This contrasts with the patent capillaries in

between the tubules (Fig, 74)•

Discussion.



Fig. 60 Immature Rat Glomerulus: Vesicles have appeared and are
separating the primitive epithelial cells apart. Note mitosis in
two cells on the right side of the picture. x 9#000

Fig. 61. Immature Rat Glomerulus: Closely-packed primitive
endothelial cell masses. x 6,250



Fig, 62 Immature Rat Glomerulus} A single layer of epithelial
cells has been pushed to the periphery of the developing
glomerulus. A thin basement membrane is apparent outside this
layer of cells. x A»000

Fig* 63 Immature Rat Glomerulus} Primitive epithelial cells
separating by coalescence of vesicles. Note mitosis in the cell
in the middle of the field. x 9,000



Fig, 64. Immature Rat Glomerulus J The peripheral layer of
epithelial cells has become flattened and together with its basement
membrane form Bowman's capsule. The rest of the epithelial cells are
now cuboidal and quite separate from each other. x 4,000

Fig, 65. Immature Rat Glomerulus! The capsular space has
enlarged and the cuboidal epithelial cells have become further
separated apart. x 2,250



Fig. 66. Immature Rat Glomerulus: Fine protoplasmic pro¬
cesses are apparent on one side of a primitive epithelial cell.
These are the beginning of the future pedicels. x 6,000

Fig. 67. Immature Rat Glomerulus: The primitive glomerular
basement membrane is apparent as a thin delicate line in between
the primitive pedicels and the endothelial cell mass, x 6,250



Fig. 68 Immature Rat Glomerulus! A thin and delicate basement
membrane is seen outside the endothelial cell mass, intimately-
related to the endothelial mass cell mambrane, in relation to
the developing pedicels, x 6,250

Fig. 69, Immature Rat Glomerulus! The pedicels are now inter-
digitating with each other and are derived from protoplasmic
extensions of the cell body. These will eventually become the
epithelial trabeculae. x 15,000



Fig. 70. Immature Rat Glomerulus: Vacuoles; the forerunner of
the glomerular capillary lumina, begin to appear within the endo¬
thelial cell mass. Note that the epithelial pedicels and the
basement membrane are well developed at this stage, x 12,000

Fig. 71. Immature Rat Glomerulus; Moderately late stage of
development. Many erythrocytes are seen within the capillary
lumina. The glomerular arteriole of this same glomerulus was not
yet patent. x 1000



FIe. 72. Immature Rat Glomerulus! large cytoplasmic vesicles
within individual endothelial cells are apparent. The top one
oont&ins a red blood corpuscle. The appertaining glomerular
arteriole was not patent. x 6,000

Fig. 73* Nearly mature rat glomerulus! All the structures
of the capillary wall are fully developed, even the filtration
slit membrane, except the fenestration of the lamina
attenuate, which is apparently the last thing to occur in
glomerulogenssis. x 24,OCX)



Fia. 1U Glomerular arteriole of the glomerulus seen in 72.
Note that it has no lumen in contrast with the int'rtubular
capillary seen above which is patent. x 6,000

Fig. 75. Nearly mature rat glomerulus. The last thing to
develop is the fenestration of the lamina attenuate, x 15,000
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Discussion.

The present observations confirm the concept that the renal glomerulus

differentiates in situ by proliferation and adjustment of its cells

(Diagram 2). At no time was there seen a large hollow cavity which was

subsequently invagina.ted by developing capillaries. The basement membrane

of Bowman's capsule was nott present about the early corpuscle and could

only be clearly defined when the intervening cleft of the capsular space

has separated a parietal layer of epithelial cells. The fact that the

space separating the parietal from the visceral layer of the epithelial

cells once formed gradually enlarges, speaks against invagination. As

Hall and Roth have pointed out (£1 ), if invagination played a major role

in glomerular development, the capsular space should decrease. Since the

concept of "mesangium" is based upon the invagination of the renal corpuscle

by capillary loops to form a glomerular stalk or mesentery, and since this

invagination hypothesis was proved to be fallacious by this study as well

as by those reported by Hall (58), and by Kurtz (l5), it should no more

be tenable.

Hall's observations that the epithelial cells differentiate pedicels

and trabeculae long before the lumina of the capillaries become apparent

or circulation established, has been confirmed. The demonstration that

the basement membrane surrounds the whole endothelial cell-mass and not

each Individual endothelial cell greatly supports Alias's concept of

glomerular structure, Ellas ( 3m) believes that a multifingered mass of

cells extends into the glomerulus from its hilusj and within it there is a

multitude of anastomosing channels - the capillary lumina. Overlying

this mass of cells and lumina is a continuous sheet of basement membrane,
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continuous at the hilus with the basement membrane of Bowman's capsule but

with no basement membrane (or connective tissue elements) within this mass

of cells. He ascribed to this arrangement the value of allowing the blood

channels within the glomerulus to shift from one place to another.

Hall ( 5a ) attributed to the endothelial cells the function of formation

of the basement membrane, Farquhar et al (AA ) thought that both the

endothelial and epithelial cells contribute to the formation of the basement

membrane, Kurtz (75" ) observed that the primitive basement membrane

consisted of two layers and suggested that each layer represented a

contribution from epithelial and endothelial cells. In the electron

micrographs reported in this study, it can be clearly seen that the basement

membrane consists of but one thin delicate membrane related to the

developing foot processes outside the endothelial cell membrane and close

to it. The suggestion of a double structure in Kurtz's electron micro¬

graphs is probably due to artefact as his material was fixed within one

hour after death. Similarly, his observation that the endothelial cell

mass is syncytial,is not true, as definite cell membranes were observed

between endothelial cells and persisted as the endothelial attachment

belts in the mature glomerulus even when the bulk of the cytoplasm has

been attenuated (Fig, 10 and 11), %nce every capillary in the fully

developed glomerulus is surrounded by a basement membrane, at first

thought it might be assumed that these basement membranes are produced by

the endothelial cells of the capillaries. However, some capillaries in

other parts of the body are not covered by basement membrane (62. ).

Furthermore, pronounced basement membranes are found around all the epithelial

tubules of the kidney between their epithelial walls and the connective

tissue stroma in which they lie. The fact that the basement membrane
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was always related to the epithelial fooi^rocesses as they developed and

came in contact with the surface of the endothelial cell mass, as well as

the appearance of a basement membrane around the parietal layer of

epithelial cells as they are separated from the bulk of the epithelial cells

leads to the conclusion that the basement membrane seen around the

capillaries in the glomerular tuft must have formed under the influence of

epithelial cells. On the other hand, the close intimate relationship of

the developing basement membrane with the endothelial cell mass surface

membrane, and the fact that the basement membrane does not follow the

numerous folds of the epithelial cell surface membrane is significant,

It appears that the glomerular capillary basement membrane forms under the

influence of both epithelial and endothelial cells where their cell surface

membranes come in contact with each other.

This conclusion must inevitably lead to the further conclusion that

the visceral epithelial cells must thoroughly permeate through the

Interstices that exist in the adult glomerular tuft to come into intimate

contact with the surface of all capillaries. Everywhere throughout the

glomerulus the epithelial cells apply themselves to the surfaces of capillar¬

ies to provide them with basement membrane. H&ll and Roth ( SI ) have

suggested that the epithelial cells by sending their trabeculae and pedicels

to permeate deeply into the primitive endothelial cells, play a role in the

formation processes which organise the capillaries into their characteristic

pattern.

The presence of erythrocytes within primitive endothelial cells was

reported by early investigators ( 6G t ) as well as by Hall and Roth ( 61 )
and by Kurtz ("75) before circulation has been established, Rienhoff
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observed that embryonic chick metanephros in tissue culture grew epithelial

cells, endothelial cells and blood cells. This might represent some

totipotent quality of the primitive cell mass destined to form the renal

corpuscle as suggested by Okkels thirty years ago. The fact that erythro¬

cytes were seen within glomeruli whose arteriole was not patent yet,

indicates that they are developed locally from the primitive endothelial

cells and not as Suzuki suggested that they indicate that communication

of the blood cavities within the glomerulus with the sinusoids formed in

the renal cortex exist from its early stages.
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THE MORPHOGENESIS MP PATHOGENESIS OF THE
DIABETIC RENAL LESIONS.

Introduction.

The renal complications of diabetes mellitus attracted sufficient

attention only in 1936, when Paul Kimraelstiel and Clifford Wilson (33),

during their study on the pathology of the kidney in various diseases,

noted a lesion which had not been previously described. These two pioneer

authors described hyaline eosinophilic nodules in the centre of the glomeruli

suggestive of amyloid disease, but giving negative reactions to amyloid

stains, and called it "intercapillary glomerulosclerosis". They considered

the lesion to represent a broadening of the intercapillary connective

tissue.

In Japan, at the same time (1936), Murakami (40)» described these

nodular hyaline lesions in the glomeruli of diabetics, but his wor^: did not

receive so much attention as the paper of Kiminelstiel and Wilson mentioned

above.

The morphogenesis of the hyaline glomerular nodules a3 described by

Kimmelstiel and Wilson was criticised by Allen (2). He considered that

it is not an intercapillary mass of hyaline which extends from the hilar

arterioles to the periphery of the glomerulus, as Kimmelstiel and Wilson

had believed, but rather a mass of hyaline formed by abrupt thickening of

the wall of one or more closely situated capillaries. This intramural

histogenesis of the nodular lesions has also been stressed by Bell (11), aid

by Sabour, El-Mahal lawy and Abou-El-Naga (44.), although McManus (37) agrees

with the original belief of Kiramelstiel and Wilson regarding the inter¬

capillary origin of these nodules. Plug?in? nfnugging of the glomerular capillaries
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by protein coagulum deposited from the blood was suggested by Anderson in

1954 (3) and has constituted a third view for the morphogenesis of the

Kimraelstiel-Wilson (K.W.) hyaline nodules.

In 1943 and 1944, Spuhler and Zollinger (45,46) described in

considerable detail another glomerular lesion found predominantly in the

kidneys of diabetics with severe renal damage, and called it a "glomerular

fibrinoid cap". These papers were followed by one by Wernly in 1944 (47),
who in a series of ingenious diagrams illustrated the relationship of

nodular lesions and hyaline glomerular caps, and considered the two as being

distinctly different. Later, Hall (29) briefly described what he termed

"the exudative lesion of diabetic glomeruli,"} Barrie, Ask&nazy and Smith

(6) described the presence of "fibrin caps" in glomeruli of diabetics;

and Koss (34) and Sabour et al (44), described the same lesion in great

detail and called it "hyaline fibrinoid lesion of diabetes."

A thM type of glomerular lesion in the kidneys of diabetics was

described by Bell in 1946 (11). This, he called "diffuse glomerulo¬

sclerosis'.', It consisted of a diffuse thickening of the capillary walls

and he considered it as characteristic of diabetes as the nodular lesion.

A fourth glomerular lesion has also been described. Allen (2) in

1941 described capillary micro-aneurysms In the glomeruli and considered

them important in the production of albuminuria. He suggested that they

resulted from obstruction to the capillary outflow by the K.W. nodules.

Ashton in 1950 (4), by injection of Indian ink, beautifully demonstrated

these glomerular aneurysms and drew attention to the similarity in the

changes of diabetic retinopathy to those of diabetic glomerulosclerosis.
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Anderson (3), who had found glomerular aneurysms in cases which showed no

nodular lesions, considered that the K.W. nodules developed by plugging of

these capillary micro-uneurysms with a protein coagulum from the blood.

The studies referred to above were obtained from necropsy material.

They described therefore, advanced renal changes, the morphogenesis and

pathogenesis of which could not be easily ascertained. In a detailed

study reported by Sabour and co-workers in 1961 (44) renal tissue from 75

diabetic patients was obtained by needle biopsy of the kidney and a

description of the evolution of the diabetic lesions was attempted.

Dilatation of the glomerular capillaries, sometimes reaching micro-

aneurysmal proportions and diffuse thickening of the glomerular capillary

walls were found to be early diabetic changes, while the K.W. nodules

were rather late in development and the fibrinoid lesions were only found

in advanced cases with a great degree of renal damage. On their morpho¬

genesis, those quthors believed that diffuse and nodular glomerulo¬

sclerosis were lesions in the glomerular capillary basement membrane and

were neither "interceptllary" nor "intracapillary"{ while they considered

the fibrinoid lesions to be intraluminal. They suggested that diffuse

and nodular glomerulosclerosis are the result of excessive deposition of

mucopolysaccharides from the blood, while the fibrinoid lesions were

lipoprotein in nature and are similarly deposited in the glomeruli from

the serum.

The pathogenesis of the diabetic renal lesions was extensively studied

in the past decade. Various metabolic and endocrine disturbances have been

described in association with the specific vascular lesions of diabetes -

namely retinopathy and nephropathy. It is claimed that many of these
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disturbances have a pathogenic relationship with the development of the

vascular complications,

Becker (7) in 1952 gave evidence of excessive adrenal cortical

function in diabetics with retinopathy and nephropathy. He noted an

apparent relationship between the lipoid-laden vacuolated cells in the zona

fasciculata of the adrenal cortex and the K.W. lesions in the kidney, A

picture similar to early diabetic retinopathy and the K.W, lesion could be

produced in alloxan-dtabetic rabbits by the injection of corticotrophin or

cortisone, Becker, Allen et al (8), Becker, Maengwyn-Davies et al (10)

gave further evidence of excessive production of adrenal glucocorticoids

in patients with diabetic retinopathy.

Becker et al (9) in 1953, also reported a disturbance of vitamin B12
metabolism in patients with diabetic retinopathy. Using the vitamin B^
excretion test, they found that diabetics with retinopathy cannot retain

the vitamin, while those with no retinopathy retain mo3t of the given dose ,

On the other hand, Field and co-workers in 1957 (25), could not find a

definite relationship between the development of degenerative complications

of diabetes and the excretion patterns of the B vitamins.

A disturbed carbohydrate metabolism has been found in patients with

clinically evident diabetic nephropathy. Thus, Berkman et al (13,14)

in a study of the serum polysaccharides in diabetics and non diabetics,

reported an increase in the total serum polysaccharides in diabetics with

degenerative vascular complications, the highest level being observed in

those with clinically evident nephropathy (1), It is not clear whether

this increase is due to the renal impairment and is thus the result of the

diabetic nephropathy, or whether it precedes the nephropathy and provokes
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the pathological lesions in the kidneys.

Maisi et al in 1949 (39), have notod hypercholesterolaemia in

association with diabetic glomerulosclerosis. Later, Barr and Russ (5),

Engelberg et al (22,23), Keiding et al (32) and Collens et al (13) studied

the serum lipids, lipoproteins and cholesterol levels in diabetics and

their relationship to degenerative vascular complications, and found that

the serum cholesterol and phospholipid levels were usually raised. The

most striking finding, however, was tin increase of the S^y 12-20 class of
lipoproteins in the serum of patients with diabetic nephropathy out of

proportion to the raised level of cholesterol.

In an exhaustive study of the endocrine and metabolic aspects of

diabetic nephropathy El-Mahallawy, Sabour, Gsman and Sadek (21) in I960

have arrived at the conclusion that a multifacetted, metabolic upset is

present in the diabetic patients and is responsible for the development

of the renal lesions: a disturbance in protein metabolism resulting in

a rise in c2 2 and ^-globulin; a disturbance in lipid metabolism causing

lipaemia and especially a rise in the smaller aggregates of serum lipo¬

proteins; a disturbance in carbohydrate metabolism leading to a rise in

the serum polysaccharides; excessive glucocorticoid activity; and inability

to retain vitamin These authors carried out their biochemical and

endocrine function studies in the same patients from whom renal tissue was

obtained and examined pathologically and histochemieally. Therefore, they

could hypothesise that the different renal lesions are related to different

metabolic and endocrine disturbances. They maintained that the high

serum mucopolysaccharides were probably related to the development of the

lesions of diffuse and nodular §.omerulosclerosis; while the disturbed
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lipoprotein metabolism, vitamin metabolism, and the excessive gluco-

cortical activity were probably related to the development of the hyaline

fibrinoid lesions.

Recognition of the degenerative lesions which develop in patients with

long-standing diabetes had led to a controversy as to whether these are part

of the natural history of the disease or complications of it. The former

view is held by Dolger (18), Larsson and his co-workers (35), and McNeal

and Rogers (38) while many workers such as Wilson, Root and Marble (50),

Dunlop (X), Hardin and his associates (30) and White (48) regard the lesions

as complications. One of the main points of issue is whether good control

of the diabetic state over the years protects the patient from the

degenerative changes: if they are an integral part of the disease they

will probably develop in time irrespective of treatment. Dolger (19)

has reported that these specific degenerative lesions may even appear,

in the elderly group of patients, before hyperglycaemia and glycosuria

become clinically evident.

An electron microscopic study was thought valuable to unravel some

of the still controversial points about the morphogenesis and the patho¬

genesis of the diabetic renal lesions and to show whether they are an

integral part of the disease or complications. This study was designed

to include two aspects of the condition.

First 1 An electron microscopic examination of renal biopsy material from

young diabetic patients with recent onset of diabetes.

Second: An electron microscopic examination of the kidneys of rabbits given

prednisolone until they developed glycosuria and proteinuria.

The aim of the first part of the study was to see whether such
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clinically noncomplicated diabetic patients show a lesion in their kidneys

coincident with the recognition of the metabolic defect or have normal

renal ultrastructure at this stage. The aim of the second part of the

study was to demonstrate exactly which of the various types of diabetic

renal lesions will result from administration of an excess of the

glucocorticoid hormone,

I, Electron Microscopy of Diabetic Glomeruli,

This investigation consists of the electron microscopic examination

of renal biopsies from young patients suffering from diabetes, whose disease

had been diagnosed for periods varying from 5 weeks to 5 years. None of

these patients showed any clinical or laboratory evidence of nephropathy.

Electron microscopic studies have been reported from patients showing

such clinical evidence (12,24-) and chracteristic changes have been

described, Goetz, Hartman and Lasarow have briefly reported electron

microscopic changes in the glomeruli of patients within one or two years

of the onset of diabetes in the absence of a clinically evident renal

lesion (28) but these authors published no microphotographs to illustrate

their findings.

Material.

Four diabetic patients were shosen for the studyi the time elapsing

between the diagnosis of the disease and the renal biopsy varied from 5 weeks

to 5 years. The patients had varying degrees of severity of diabetes

as judged by the fasting blood sugar level and the units of insulin

necessary to control the glycosuria. In none of the patients studied

was there any clinical evidence of renal involvement; they had no protein¬

uria, no oedema, normal blood pressure and the creatinine clearance was
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normal in all. In addition, two,other patients were studied. The first

was an elderly patient with a fairly recent onset of diabetes, in order

to see whether there is any difference between the juvenile and the maturity

onset types of diabetes. The second patient was a juvenile diabetic who

had her diabetes for 12 years and who began to show clinical evidence of

renal involvement; she had mild proteinuria and slightly impaired

creatinine clearance. This patient was studied in order to try to follow

the evolution of the lesions which have been found in the kidney of the

early diabetic patients. The pertinent clinical and laboratory data

are shown in Table

Percutaneous needle biopsy of the kidney was performed, using a

Franklin-SiIvorman needle, and the core of renal tissue obtained was

divided into two parts: one was fixed in corrosive formol for light

microscopic examination and the other was fixed in 1% buffered osmium

tetroxide, embedded in methacrylate (as mentioned before) and examined

by the electron microscope.

Results.

On light micro scopy, all the patients showed normal renal glomerular

histology.

On electron microscopy, the diabetic glomeruli showed thickening of

the capillary basement membrane (Fig. 76 & 77). This was a constant

finding seen in all the glomeruli examined in all the patients, although

the degree of thickening varied from one glomerulus to another and from one

loop to another in the same glomerulus (Fig, 78). The average thickness

of the basement membrane in the five patients with a recent onset of
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ClinicalandLaboratoryDataofDiabeticPatients StudiedbyElectronMicroscopy,
Patient

Sex

ige

Durationof
DailyInsulin
Protein¬
Oedema

B.P.

Retina

Bloodurea
Creatinine

fears

Diabetic

Requirement
uria

nitrogen

Clearance

Symptoms.

Units,

mg/100ml.
Ml/rain.

T.D.

M

32

5weeks

30

m

Normal

13

91

80

R.S.

M

25

2months

36

«»

120

Normal

12

120

80

M.Mc.

M

26

2years

56

—

m

Normal

18

112

80

T.C.

M

37

5years

44

120

Normal

17

115

70

R.M.

M

66

4years

Tolbutamide

170

Bilater¬

22

100

100

alcatai act

J.B.

F

24

12years

60

♦

-

160

Micro-

29

60

90

aneurysi
s
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diabetes was 4G0O-6QOO $ , i.e. two to three times the normal thickness.

No abnormality was seen in the fir.e structure of the basement membrane even

when examined at very high magnification (Fig, 79), no gaps or local

degenerative changes, as are sometimes observed in the basement membrane

of patients with membranous glomerulonephritis, could be demonstrated.

In several places, masses of basement membrane-like material appeared

to be intermingled with the endothelial cytoplasm or in some cases probably

deposited in the cytoplasm of an endothelial cell (Fig. 80), This was

particularly obvious within the "axial" endothelial cells (Fig, 81).

However, in the region of these cells, the basement membrane tended to be

rather tortuous, and the appearance of deposition of basement membrane

material in the cells may be due, simply to plane of section. This is

not sufficient to explain all the basement membrane material seen within

the endothelial cytoplasm because it has been repeatedly shown that "spurs"

of basement membrane do exist (Fig, 80 & 81). This "growth" of spurs of

basement membrane material within the endothelial cytoplasm can easily

explain the known finding by light microscopy that in diabetic glomerulo¬

sclerosis the capillary wall looks thick and fibrillar.

The attenuated part of the endothelial cytoplasm showed increased

thickness in many areas (Fig. 82 & 83). This, together with the thick

basement membrane, encroached on the capillary lumen, and in some areas

actually occluded the lumen (Fig. 81 & 84).

The epithelial cells in general, showed no change? the pedicels and

the slit pores were normal in appearance and size. Small hyaline bodies

were seen within some epithelial cells (Fig. 83 & 85). They were quite
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different in appearance from mitochondria even when small, and no inter¬

mediate or transitional forms from mitochondria were observed. Similar

hyaline bodies, but usually larger in size, were occasionally seen in the

cells of the proximal convoluted tubules. (Fig, 86). These hyaline

bodies are the "protein-absorption droplets" of light microscopists (41)

and may be en early electron microscopic evidence of excess protein loss

through the glomerular filter, the protein being taken up by aicropino-

cytosis by the glomerular epithelial cells, and from the tubular fjuid by

the cells of theproximal convoluted tubules. This finding is not specific

for diabetes; similar hyaline droplets have been found in patients suffering

from various conditions producing the nephrotic syndrome and have been

observed in patients with postural proteinuria.

The basement membrane of Bowman's capsule was approximately 10 times

thicker in the diabetic than in normal glomeruli: it measured more than

1.5 p in thickness in all the glomeruli examined (Fig* 87), Occasionally

in addition to its diffuse thickening, it bulged into a large nodular mass

of tenement membrane material (Fig, 88). Some of" the lining cells were

abnormal; their cytoplasm was strongly osmiophilic and was vacuolated,

the vacuoles lying in a subnuclear position, displacing the nucleus towards

Bowman's space (Fig, 89,90),

No exudative "fibrinoid" deposits were detected in the glomeruli of

any one of these patients.

The endothelial lining cells of some glomerular arterioles from these

diabetic patients were swollen, vacuolated and strongly osmiophilic (Fig. 91)*

No hyaline or fibrinoid deposits were seen in the glomerular arterioles.

Marked thickening of the basement membrane of the proximal and distal
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convoluted tubules was observed (Fig. 92), An occasional necrotic,

densely osM.oph.ilic, shrunken cell, showing complete destruction of all

the details of the intracellular structure and contents, was observed in

the collecting tubules.

Exactly the same changes as described above, and in the same degree

were seen in the glomeruli of patient R.M., the elderly man who had his

diabetes diagnosed 4 years prior to the renal biopsy.

Patient J.B., the diabetic for 12 years, had the same lesions but were

more marked in degree. The average glomerular capillary basement membrane

thickness was 8000 £. In addition to the diffusely thickened basement

membrane, areas of focal thickening were noticed in some capillary loops

(Fig. 93). These focal thickenings were sometimes as large as 1-3

in diameter (Fig, 94) and these could be the fore-runner of Kimraelstiel-

Wilson nodules. The basement membrane was more tortuous and many

endothelial cells showed large deposits of basement membrane material (Fig.

95 )♦

More epithelial cells contained the hyaline protein-absorption droplets

(Fig. 96). In some areas the pedicel arrangement of the epithelial cells

was absent and the cytoplasm was directly -atesewt applied to the external

surface of the thickened basement membrane smearing it (Fig. 97) as is seen

in the glomeruli of patients with membraneous glomerulonephritis. However,

this was quite an uncommon finding in this patient and most epithelial cells

retained the normal pedicel arrangement.

No fibrinoid lesions were noted in the glomeruli of this patient.
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Fie. 76 Glomerular Capillary wall from a normal human subject!
Ho to the thickness of the basement aeabr^ne, x 24,000
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Fie. 77. Glomerular capillary wal . from patient T.C..di^ketxc
I'or 5 yiors • Note thickness of B.M, x 24,000



Fig. 78, Two adjacent glomerular capillaries from patient R.M,
The basement membrane of the upper one is three times the normal
thickness, that of the lower one is of normal thickness, x 9#000

Fig. 79. Glomerular capillary wall from patient J.B. x 60,000



Fig* 80. Glomerular capillaries from patient T.C. Note that
the basement membrane shows areas of focal nodular thickening.
The endothelial cytoplasm is thickened in the capillary on the
right side and "spurs" of pale basement membrane material can
be seen within. x 15,000.

diffuse and focal nodular thickening of the basement membranes,
the abdndant endothelial cytoplasm and the encroachment on or
actual occlusion of the lumina of some capillaries. x 6,000



Glomerular capillary wall from patient T.D., diabetic
for 5 weeks. Note diffuse thickening of the capillary basement
membrane and marked increase in the cytoplasm of the attenuated
part of the endothelial lining. A hyaline droplet is seen in
the epithelial cytoplasm. x 24,000

Fig. 83 Two glomerular capillary walls from patient T.D. The
basement membrane and the lamina attenuate are markedly thickened.

x 24,000



Fig. 84 Low power electron micrograph of a glomerulus from
patient T.C. The thick basement membrane and endothelium and
the encroachment on the capillary luraina is particularly evident
in relation to the "axial" endothelial cells. x 2,500

Glomerular capillary wall from patient R.M. Many
hyaline droplets can be seen within the epithelial cell. x 9,000



Fla. 36 i-iany hyaline droplets within the cytoplasm of a
proximal convoluted tubule cell from patient T»C» x 20, 00

Fla. 87 Bowman's capsule fro® patient R.S., diabetic for 2
months markedly thickened# x 9#0GQ
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Fig. 38 In the lower part of the picture, the basement menbrane
of a distal convoluted tubule can be seen to be markedly thickened;
just above it the basement membrane of Bowman's capsuie is not only
markedly thickened, but has bulged into a large nodule. From
patient T.B., diabetic for 5 weeks. x 12,000
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Fig. 89 B owman's capsule from patient T.G. The lining cell
is swollen and vacuolated. x 12,000



Fig. 90 Bowman's capsule from patient T.C. Note the very thick
basement membrane and the swollen vacuolated lining cell. x 6,000

Fig, 91 Glomerular arteriole from patient T.C. The endothelium
is osmiophilio and vacuolated, x 4-,000



Fig,. 94 Basal part of a call of proximal tubule from patient
T.D. * Bote marked thickening of basement membrane. x 24,000

fig. 93} Glomerular capillary wall from patient J*B., diabetic
for 12 years. The basement membrane is diffusely thickened and
shows additional localised focal thickening. The pedicels are
lost and the epithelial cytoplasm is •seared over the outer
surface of the thick basement membrane, x 12,000



Fig, 94 Glomerular capillaries from patient J,B* Two focal
thickenings opposite each other are becoming confluent, forming
a larger hyaline nodule of basement membrane material, x 12,000

Fig. 95 Glomerular capillaries from patient J,B, Note the marked
thickening and tortuosity of the basement membrane and the excess
of basement membrane material within the cytoplasm of an "axial"
endothelial cell, x 4,000



Fig. 96» Glomerular capillary wall from patient J.B, Note
the thick basement membrane and the hyaline droplets in the
epithelial cell, x 20,000

Fig, 97. Glomerular capillary wall from patient J.B. The
normal pedicel arrangement is lost and the epithelial cyto¬
plasm is spread over the outer surface of the thickened
basement membrane. The lamina attenuate is thickened,

x 9j000
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DISCUSSIOH.

Thickening of the capillary basement membrane has been reported in

glomeruli of diabetic patients with and without clinically evident renal

involvement when examined by the electron microscope (12,24,28). In this

study, thickening of the glomerular capillary basement membrane of the

basement membrane of Bowman's capsule and of the tubules was found in

young diabetic patients within a few weeks from the date of diagnosis of

the disease. The basement membrane of the whole nephron appears therefore

to be involved almost or entirely coincidentally with the onset of the

clinical features of the disease.

The basement membrane is known to consist of a glycoprotein, a high

3evel of serum polysaccharides has been reported in association with diabetic

renal and retinal disease, and it has been suggested that an error in

polysaccharide metabolism i3 responsible for the renal lesion when it

develops in diabetic patients. Such abnormality may be basic and early

in the syndrome of diabetes mellitus, though the serum polysaccharide levels

in diabetic patients with no clinical evidence of nephropathy or retinopathy

have been found to be within the normal range (1, 21).

The marked diffuse thickening of the basement membrane constitutes

the diffuse glomerulosclerosis seen by the light microscope. Nodular

glomerulosclerosis (The Kimmelstiel-Wilson nodule) may result from focal

thickening in the diffusely thickened basement membrane. This ia in

accordance with Bell's original idea that the nodular lesions are derived

from the diffuse lesions (11). Since diabetic glomerulosclerosis has thus

been clearly shown to be a lesion of the basement membrane it should no

longer be described in light microscopic studies as "intercapillary" or
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" intracapiliery".

The finding that in diabetes the nephron is involved in the very early-

stages of the disease must add considerable weight to the theory that some

of the renal lesions are in fact an integral part of the disease process

rather than a complication of it. The fact that the same types of changes

were found in the juvenile onset arid the maturity onset types of diabetes

excludes the idea that a specific type of diabetes is characterised by the

development of nephropathy as has been suggested (51). In this respect

it would be of great interest to examine renal tissue from those individuals

classified as "pre-dtabetics" to see whether an alteration in the renal

ultrastructure proceeds the clinical onset of hyperglycaemia and glyco¬

suria or appears only in as -ociation with it. Also, it would be very

important to see whether diabetic patients whose hyperglycaeaia is due to

a pathological destruction of the pancreatic islets (e.g. haemochromatosis,

chronic pancrorlitis) will show these electron microscopical abnormalities

in tho nephron or whether the changes are specific to the "idiopathic" type

of diabetes. Finally, it would be most important to study whether these

ultrastructural abnormalities regress with proper insulin replacement

therapy, in the same way as the abnormality in glucose metabolism responds

to insulin, or whether the metabolic error that provokes them does not

respond to insulin. If this be so, the eradication of diabetic glomerulo¬

sclerosis must depend largely upon the elucidation of its basic metabolic

defect and the therapeutic agent that corrects it, and not, or not only

upon the efficient treatment of hyperglycaemia and glycosuria.
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II. Lv'ht ana Electron Microscopic Study of Prednlsolono-inuuced
Renal Lesions.

Introduction.

While studying the effect of cortisone on the renal lesions produced

by anaphylactic hypersensitivity in rabbits, Rich, Berthrong and Bennett (43)

observed dilatation of glomerular capillary loops, focal necrosis of cells

of loops and formation of large hyaline masses in the tufts recalling the

focal hyaline manses in diabetic glomeruli and in some cases of disseminated

Jupus erythematosus. In AGTH-treated animals, no such lesions were observed.

Similar lesions ware later produced in rabbits by Friedenwald (26), McLean

et al (36), Becker (7), Gerauth (27), Bloodworth and Hamwi (15) and Wilens

and Stumpf (49). Cortisone administration lias not been shown to produce

similar lesions in other species, and, according to Becker (7) AGTH does

not cause the lesions unless the rabbits have been previously rendered

diabetic by alloxan. Friedenwald (26) and Becker (7) have also shown

that retinal microaneurysms developed if the animals were pretreated with

alloxan. Bloodworth and. Hamwi (16) were able to produce these lesions also

with hydrocortisone but not with BOCA which, however, was noted in one

alloxan diabetic rabbit to produce the typical K.W. nodules after its

administration for three months. According to these authors, cortisone

glomerular lesions are similar to human diabetic "exudative lesions".

They believe that these lesions are thrombi composed of mucopolysaccharide

and lipid within dilated capillaries, Wilens and Sturapf (49) have shown

a sequence of events that develops after cortisone administration to rabbits;

increase in the neutral fat content of the blood, irregular dilatation of

glomerular capillaries, especially theperipheral portions of the loops,
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and later, occlusion of the dilated capillaries with fused masses of

erythrocytes and lipid-rlch plasma which is eventually converted into a

wax-liko material.

In 1959, Farquhar et al (24.), studying the electron microscopic

appearances of glomeruli in diabetic human subjects suffering from clinically

evident nephropathy arrived at the conclusion that the exudative lesions"

consist of electron dense material "fibrinoid" deposited subendot'nelially

between the endothelial cytoplasm and the thickened basement membrane and

not intraluminally.

It was thought that a further study of these corticosteroid-induced

glomerular lesions, including electron microscopy, might throw a light on

their anabgy to human diabetic exudative lesions and might be of value in

elucidating further their pathogenesis.

Material.

Three adult rabbits were given 1 rag, prednisolone four times weekly

in a single intramuscular injection for a period of 12 weeks. The urine was

collected once weekly and examined for sugar and protein.

The rabbits were sacrificed on the last day of prednisolone

v^ministration. Both kidneys were bisectedj one half of each kidney was

fixed in corrosive formol and later examined, by multiple staining techniques J

haematoxylin and eosin, PAS, Picro-Mallory, iMas son's trichrome, methyl

violet and frosen sections were stained by Sudan IV for fat. The other half

was prepared for electron microscopy as previously described.

Kidneys from three adult normal rabbits were studied by the same methods

and served as controls.



Results.

All the rabbits lost a slight to moderate degree of weight from 10$

to 4-5$ of their original weight. They all developed glycosuria, one of

them immediately following prednisolone administration; in the others, the

glycosuria was n ted in the second or third week of treatment. The glyco¬

suria tended to diminish and to disappear in the sixth or seventh week of

treatment.

All the rabbits developed proteinuria at about the sixth week of steroid

administration and this persisted until the animals were sacrificed. They

also showed haeraaturia in the last three weeks.
|

The rabbits were not ven potassium supplements; they gradually

showed the clinical manifestations of potassium deficiency, weakness and

flaccidity of the muscles amounting to complete flaccid paralysis of the

hind limbs in one; of them.

Light Micvusco .-ic Findings,

Changes were observed in the glomeruli and. tubules of the prednisolone

treated rabbits while the kidney from the control animals were entirely

normal.

A. Glomerular Lesions.

The glomerular- tufts wore enlarged and the capillaries were conspicuous¬

ly dilated (Fig, 96}• Many capillaries were markedly dilated, reaching

aneurysmal proportions (Fig. 99).

Numerous glomeruli showed hyaline fibrinoid lesions. In the sections

stained with haematoxylin and eosin (Fig. 100) they appeared sharply defined,
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highly eosinophilic and glossy. The lesions were characteristically

situated at the periphery of thetuft. They were crescentic in chape,

sometimes round or oval and were completely acellular. Fine to coarse

vacuoles were frequently present. On closer scrutiny, smaller fragments

of similar material could be seen in various locations within the loops of

the glomerular tufts.

In Masson's trichrome stain and with Piero-Mallory1s stain, the lesions

stood out in the form of brilliant red masses, characteristic of the so-called

"fibrinoid" material whilo the rest of the glomerulus stained normally

(Fig. 101). Those hyaline fibrinoid lesions gave the impression of being

dense coaguia arranged in the for::: of crescents or globules found

predominantly at the periphery of the glomeruli ana bulging into Bowman's

space, la extreme cases, a partial or almost complete transformation of

a glomerular tuft into a mass of vidid red material could bo observed. It

was evident that wills lesion was not located in Bowman's space, since it

was completely covered by a well preserved visceral layer of the capsular

epithelium, and separated by a narrowed but empty subcapsular space from the

parietal layer of cells.

These lesions often had a high fat content (Fig. 102). The lipids

were usually finely dispersed, giving a diffuse orange stain with Sudan IV.

Those hyaline fibrinoid lesions were sometimes seen in duplicate and

occasionally even in triplicate in the same glomerulus. In addition, the

glomerular tufts were often significantly deficient in nuclei. Bowman's

space was frequently occupied by a variable mixture of proteinous material,

fibrin, blood and fat.

The cells lining Bowman's capsule were sometimes swollen, vacuolated,



Fig. 98„ Glomerulus from a Prednisolone-treated rabbit. Most
capillaries exe dilated and full of red blood corpuscles. Note
the scarcity of nuclei in the tuft. Hx & So. x 800

Fig, 99. Glomerulus from a Prednisolone-treated rabbit. A
capillary microaneurysm occupies more than half of the tuft.

Picro-Mallory x 900



Fir?. 100, Glomerulus from a Prednisolone-tre&ted rabbit,
a crescentic, highly eosinophilic, glossy "fibrinoid" lesion
is seen at the periphery with a dilated, patent capillary
above it, Hx & Eo, x 900

Fig. 101, Glomerulus from a Prednisolone-treated rabbit. Two
rounded lesions are seen at the periphery of the tuft taking
the red colour characteristic of "fibrinoid" in this staining
technique. The lesion on the left side is vacuolated.

Picro-<Mallory x 1000



Fjp. 102♦ Glomerulus from a Prednisolone-treated rabbit
Note the sudanophilia of the "fibrinoid" lesions.
Sudan IV counterstained with Hx x 700

Proximal convoluted tubules from a prednisolone-
treated rabbit# The lumina are filled with red blood
corpuscles# « x 275#
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necrotic and desquamated, fibrinoid lesions were sometimes observed lining

Bowman's capsule and giving an appearance identical with the "capsular drop"

seen in human diabetic glomeruli.

B. tubular Lesions.

Many tubules contained in their lumina hyaline eosinophilic casts,

blood, fat, necrotic cells and a granular material (Fig. 103). The cells

of some proximal tubules contained hyaline droplets in their cytoplasm

(Fig. 104.). Fat droplets were also often seen, particularly in the cytoplasm

of the distal tubules (Fig. 105). An occasional necrotic, deeply

in the collecting tubules.

Electron Microscopic Fj.ty^gp,

A. Glomerular Lesions.

In the experimental animals, the initial and constant alteration was

uniform dilatation of almost all glomerular capillaries. One or two

capillaries in some glomeruli were disproportionately enlarged (Fig, 106).

The endothelial fenestrae in the dilated capillaries appeared larger in size

than normal, having an average diameter of 1200 and in the markedly

dilated capillaries the fenestrae measured as much as 2100 'A indiameter

The most characteristic change noted was the deposition of deeply

osmiophilic material in the glomerular capillaries. In grossly involved

capillaries the material appeared to fill the lumen almost completely

eosinophilic cell could be seen in the lining
>

tubules, particularly

(Fig. 107).

(Fig. 108).
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When earlier degrees of the lesion were studied, this material, which

is identifiable with the fibrinoid" deposit described above by light

microscopy, appeared to be accumulating between the basement membrane proper

and the endothelium (Fig, 109), or to be deposited within the endothelial

cytoplasm giving it a dense structureless appearance (Fig, 110),

Sometimes, the "fibrinoid" was noted to permeate the basement membrane

which itself was increased in amount, and this resulted in a thick mass of

"fibrinoid" and basement membrane material mixed up together, forming the

wall of the glomerular capillary (Fig, 111),

The epithelial cells were in many respects normal in appearance, though

some showed excessive vacuolation of the cytoplasm. This, together with

the finding of hyaline "protein-absoprtion" droplets in the cytoplasm of the

epithelial cells indicated that they were very active, trying to cope with

the excessive filtration of protein and other colloidal plasma constituents

that have by-passed the glomerular filter. Some epithelial cells, however,

had a dense osmiophilic appearance with disappearance of the nucleus and

of all details of the intracytoplasmic organelles (Fig, 112). The

trabeculae and the pedicels of these epithelial cells shared in this dense

osmiophilic appearance.

Apart from the osmiophilia, the pedicels were usually normal, though

smearing of the external surface of the basement membrane due to confluence

of pedicels and loss of their normal arrangement was occasionally observed

(Fig. 107).

The basement membrane of Bowman's capsule was normal in thickness and

appearance. Its lining cells wore frequently normal, though an occasional

cell was very densely osmicphilic with disappearance of nuclear and mito-
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chondri&l details (Fig, 113).

B. Tubular lesions,

The most characteristic change noticed was selective necrosis of

tubular cells. This was seen in proximal tubular cells, thin and thick

segments of Henle's loops, distal tubules and collecting tubules, particularly

in the collecting tubules. Various stages of this necrotic process were

observed. The earliest change was increased density of the cytoplasm,

veiling the intracellular contents, associated with a gradual shrinkage of

the cell (Fig. 11-4). The density of the cytoplasm progressively increased

till it completely obscured the intracellular contents. This was

associated with a gradual vacuolar degeneration of the nucxeus and

cytoplasm and progressive shrinkage in size (Fig. 115). The vacuolar
I

change was more noticeable in the cells of the collecting tubules than

in other parts of the nephron (Fig. 116).

The selective increased density and progressive shrinkage of the cells

exhibited very clearly the interdigitating £rabeculae. Fine short

secondary processes were also seen, arising from the lateral margins of the

necrotic trabeeulae (Fig, 117, 118, 119)• The shrunken necrotic cell and

its processes showed marked electron density and appeared similar to the

"fibrinoid"seen in the glomeruli.

Hyaline bodies, similar to those seen in the glomerular epithelial

cells, were present in the cells of the proximal convoluted tubules. These

probably indicate an excessive pinocyt&c activity by these cells of filtered

protein.

Cellular debris and very electron dense glbbules were seen in the

tubular lumlna (Fig. 120), these strongly osmiophilic bodies are probably



106. Glomerular capillary from a prednisclone-treated
rabbit. Note the marked dilatation. x 4#000

Fia, 107. Two glomerul ar capillary walls from a prednisolone-
treated rabbit. Note that the endothelial fenestrae are wide
and that the normal pedicel arrangement has been replaced by a
film of epithelial cytoplasm. The basement membrane is of
normal thickness. x 45 f000



rabbit almost completely occluded by a densely osmiophilic
structureless deposit. No thickening of the basement membrane
is apparent. x 19,000

Fig. 109. Two glomerular capillaries from a prednisolone-
treated rabbit. Note the densely osmiophilic, structureless
deposits, which appear clearly subendothelial in position in
the upper one. The basement membrane is of normal thickness.

x 15,000



Fig. HO. A glonorular endothelial cell from a prednis lone-
treated rabbit. Mete the osmiophllic deposits in th© cytoplasm,
the vacuolar changes in the nucleus and the normal thickness of
the capillary basement meiufafc&ne. x 24,000

Fla. III. Three adjacent glomerular capillaries from a
prednisolone-treated rabbit. The densely osalophilic deposit
is intermingled with the basement membrane in a complex structure,
in which masses of basera nt membrane like material can be seen.

x 12,000



FIe. II 2. Peripheral part of a glomerulus from a prednisolone-
treated rabbit. The epithelial cell cytoplasm is densely osmio-
philic, obliterating the details of the intracellular structures.
A large globule containing plasma-like material is seen in
Bowman's space. x 9,000

Fig, 113. Bowman's capsule from a prednisolone-treated rabbit,
The lining cell-cytoplasm is densely osmiophilic, and the cell
looks like a "fibrinoid" deposit hanging from the capsule.
Another "fibrinoid" deposit is seen in the wall of an adjacent
intertubular capillary. x 15,000



Fip« 114., Distal convoluted tubule from a prednlsolone-
tr-aated rabbit, Two cells are shrunken away from the lumen,
their mitochondria crowded together and their cytoplasm more
csmiophiiic than the surrounding normal cells. The basement
membrane is normally thin, x 6,000

Fip, 115, Cortical collecting tubule from a prednisolone-
treated rabbit. The lumen is very dilated and the lining
cells show varying degrees of degenerative changes, x 2,500



Fig. 116. Cortical collecting tubule cell from a prednisolone-
treated babbit. The cell is shrunken, its cytoplasm is
vacuolated and more osmiophilic than normal* x 6,000

Fig. 117» Necrotic cell in the thick segment of the ascending limb
of the loop of Henle in a prednlsolone-tre&ted rabbit. Note the thick
primary process from the lower right corner of this cell wedged in
between two normal cells and the fine secondary processes arising from
it and from the rest of the cell surface. * 12,000



Fjg>. 118» Necrotic, densely osmiophilic cell in a cortical
collecting tubule in a prednisolone-treated rabbit. Note the
thick primary and the fine secondary processes. x 12,000

Fig. 119t Cortical collecting tubule from a prednisolone-
treated rabbit. The densely osmiophilic process wedged in
between the two normal cells apparently belongs to the necrotic,
densely osmiophilic cell on the left. x 9,000



Fig. 120« A medullary collecting tubule from a prednisolone-
treated rabbit. The lumen is very dilated and full of strongly
osmiophilie globular bodies, mitochondria and other cellular
debris, x 6^000
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lipoid .in nature.

Many distal convoluted tubules and collecting tubules were also

markedly dilated (Fig. 120).

DISCUSSION.

In this study, it has been shown that prednisolone, like cortisone

and Cortisol, but unlike ACTH and DOGA, is capable of producing dilatation

of glomerular capillaries, capillary micro-aneurysins and hyaline fibrinoid

lesions in the glomeruli of rabbits. These lesions are exactly similar

to human exudative aiabetic lesions. By light microscopy, both types of

lesion appear to develop in the luaina of dilated glomerular capillaries,

particularly the peripheral loops and usually have a crescentic shape when

small. Both types of lesion stain brilliant red, characteristic of what

is known as :fibrinoid" by Masson's trichrome and Picro-Mallory techniques,

and both frequently have a high fat content. By the electron microscope,

the human (.4) and the steroid-induced lesions are seen to have the same

homogeneous dense osmiophilie appearance, and the same location in the

glomerular capillary wall. The steroid-induced lesions, however, are

different from aiabetic diffuse and nodular glomerulosclerosis. These

latter lesions stain green with Masson's trichroae and blue with iicro-Mallory

stains and are devoia of fat. Diabetic glomerulosclerosis by the electron
%

microscope appears as marked thickening of the capillary basement membrane.

Prednisolone was not noted to produce any thickening in the basement membrane

itself and the "fibrinoid" is quite different in appearance from basement

membrane material. Moreover the steroid lesions have not progressed to

glomerulosclerosis even after such long term administration. However, the
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production of steroid diabetes in the throe rabbits by prednisolone and the

concurrent production of proteinuria and glomerular lesions similatlng human

diabetic nephropathy would appear to relate these lesions to diabetes

further.

There has been a groat deal of speculation concorriing the nature of these

steroid lesions, Wilens and Stumpf (4.9) have stressed the importance of

lipid, in the production of the cortisone lesions. They pointed out that

cholesterol, phospholipid and neutral fat were all elevated by the

administration of cortisone. Cortisone also causes an elevation of the

lipoprotein component in the S^. 10-30 class. Moreover, similar lesions
have been produced by other methods of interfering with lipid metabolism;

Hartroft (31) was able to produce them in choline-deficient rats.

Human diabetic fibrinoid lesions are probably lipoprotein in nature

(44), A disturbed lipoprotein metabolism has been found in diabetics with

nephropathy. (3^)# Also, increased adrenal cortical activity has been

demonstrated in those patients (21), Therefore, since an alteration in

lipoprotein metabolism is involved in the pathogenesis of the fibrinoid

lesions, and since changes in adrenal cortical activity are associated with

alterations in the serum lipoproteins, the hypothesis that adrenal cortical

hyperactivity plays a role in the development of these lesions, would seem

quite plausible. On the other hand, adrenal cortical hyperfunction is

probably not directly related to the development of diffuse and nodular

glomerulosclerosis.

As these rabbits were very probably deficient in potassium, and possibly

also in magnesium, as a result of the prolonged non supplemented

administration of the corticosteroid, it is impossible to exclude the
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possibility that some of the tubular changes observed were due to this factor.

The hyaline droplets and fatty droplets in the tubular cytoplasm most

probably reflect a hyperactivity on the part of the tubular cells to pino-

cytose the excessive amounts of protein and fat that have passed, through

the defective glomerular capillaries. On the other hand the degeneration,

necrosis and. desquamation of the tubular cells is most likely to be the result

of some cation deficiency, potassium and magnesium being the main intra¬

cellular cations on which cellular integrity must surely depend. The exact

nature and explanation of these lesions can only be solved by repeating the

experiment of administration of prednisolone and giving sufficient potassium

fend magnesium supplements to prevent any kaliopenia or magnesium deficiency,

and by putting animals on a potassium deficient and on a magnesium deficient

diet and examining their kidneys by the electron microscope to see the

pure effects of the cation depletion, without the metabolic effects of the

steroid,

The selective necrosis of tubular cells seen in these rabbits showed

very clearly for the first time the validity of Rhodin's (42) hypothesis

as to the manner of connection between adjacent tubular cells. It proved

the existence of intefedigitating processes arising from the lateral sides of

the basal half of the cells. In addition, very fine secondary processes

were seen arising from these, in a manner similar to the arrangement of

trabeculae and pedicels of the glomerular epithelial cells, Rhodin could

not define these latter secondary processes.
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MICROANATOMY OF THE R1SNAL TUBULES.

The object of this study is to analyse more closely the ways which the

glomerular filtrate takes in its passage along the renal tubules and to

examine the functional significance of these movements. For this, a

morphological study of the minute structure of the tissue elements which the

glomerular filtrate has to traverse before it appears as the final urine,

is needed. The microanatomy of the renal tubules has been reviewed in the

"General Introduction". In the following study, I was not so much concerned

with a meticulous naming and description of all the tissue and cell

structures present, as with emphasising a few findings which appear

essential for an understanding of the physiological considerations.

Tubules from three mammalian species were studied by the electron

microscope, man, rabbit and "wistar" and "Sprague-Dawley" rats. Realising

the fact that there is at least two types of nephrons, the superficial

cortical nephrons and the juxtamedullary nephrons in these mammalian species,

particular care was taken in choosing the blocks from the experimental

animal's kidneys. Blocks were taken from the superficial cortex where the

kidney had a brown colour, from the corticornedullary region which was easy

to identify on account of its reddish tint, and from the renal papilla which

was pale in colour. The blocks from each zone were processed separately

and were called "cortex", "outer medulla" and "inner medulla" respectively

The differences between the superficial cortical nephrons andthe juxta¬

medullary nephrons are quite significant (Diagram 3). The cortical nephrons

have short loops which at best reach the outer zone of the medulla, while



many, perhaps most, turn in the cortex. In these, the thin segment of the

loop of Henle is very short or entirely absent (9), and if present, extends

for a short distance along the descending limb and does not go around the

loop or extend into the ascending limb. The juxtaraedullary nephrons have

long loops that reach down to the tip of the papilla, and have an extended

thin segment along the descending limb, the loop and for some distance along

the ascending limb. However, at one particular level, all the ascending

limbs of Henle's loops change from thin to thick segments and it is this

level that subdivides the medulla into an outer and an inner zone. So any

thin segment seen in a block from the outer medulla must be on the descending

limb of the loop of Henle, while in the inner medulla it is not possible

to ascertain whether a thin segment is ascending or descending. The

nephrons in between those two extreme examples have loops that dip for a

variable distance in the outer medullary zone and though the thin segment

might extend to the bend of the loop, it does not extend along the ascending

limb. The juxtamedullary nephrons also differ from the rest in their blood

supply. Their efferent glomerular arteriole h;.s the same size as the

afferent and dips down into the medulla to form capillary loops around

the loops of Henle, the Mvasae rectae" instead of branching around the

convoluted tubules in the cortex. These facts which have been described

more than half a century ago (9) are not generally realised. Only about

one in seven nephrons in the human kidney have long loops (6) and at least

70$ of the nephrons in the rat kidney have short loops (15). These

observations have b' en clearly substantiated in recent measurements reported

by O'Dell and B, Schmidt-Nielsen (7).



The Proximal Tubule.

The proximal tubule is divided in two parts: the pars convolute, in

the cortex, and the pars recta, in the outer medulla (Diagram 3). The pars

recta of the proximal tubule constitutes the beginning of the descending

limb of the loop of Henle and is about £ of the whole proximal tubule.

In the pars convoluta, the luminal cell surface has a broadened fairly

regular brush border (Pig. 121 and 122). This consists of microvilli which

are so densely packed together that in transverse sections a honeycomb

pattern is observed (Fig. 123). In freshly fixed material, it is usually

impossible to see any free tubular lumen (Fig. 124.). Directly below

the brush border (Fig. 121 and 122) there is a narrow zone of cytoplasm with

small rounded or tubular spaces, some of which are connected with the spaces

between the microvilli and thus with the lumen of the tubule. Other

vacuoles are situated at a deeper level and do not show any such communication

with the lumen - at least not in the same plane of section. Sometimes,

elements of the endoplasmic reticulum and few mitochondria can be seen in

this relatively clear apical part of the cell. The basal part of the cell,

which occupies more than half the height of the cell, contains the nucleus.

Numerous regular deep folds of the basal cell membrane can be seen to extend

as far as the mid-level of the cell or even further. These folds split up

the basal half of the cell into numerous cytoplasmic layers in a lamellar

arrangement, in which the greater part of the mitochondria are to be found,

in very close contact with the cell membrane (Fig. 125). The intervals

between these cytoplasmic layers, being due to plication of the membrane,

are closed towards the cell and open towards the basement membrane. It is

quite clear that these interspaces are in fact extracellular and form a



complicated system of narrow slits dividing the basal half of the cell

forming a sort of a "basal labyrinth"«

The cells of the pars recta of the proximal tubule show some definite

morphological differences from those of the pars convoluta; however, the

transition from one cell type to the other occurs gradually. The cells

(Fig. 126 and 127) gradually get shorter, from a height of about 8 p in

the pars convoluta to a height of about 5 {d towards the thin segment of

the loop of Henle, In most cases a definite lumen is present* The

microvilli are loosely packed, less orderly and are relatively short and

plump. The cytoplasm is less dense than in the pars convoluta and the

vesicles and tubular invaginations are more numerous (Fig. 126). The

mitochondria are smaller, more rounded, less numerous and are distributed

fairly evenly throughout the cell, as is the endoplasmic reticulum. The

basal cell foldings decrease both in number and height from the neck of the

nephron downwards, and in the pars recta they are short and do not play any

real part in the cytoarehitecture, especially in the arrangement of the

mitochondria. One more feature worth mentioning is the frequent finding

of densely grouped vesicles often arranged in rows in the basal cytoplasm

directly above the basal cell membrane, as well as the presence of

numerous large osmiophilic granules of finely granular and lamellated

material.

The Loop of Henle.

Three different types of epithelium line the loop of Henlej thick

descending part, thin part and thick ascending part. The thick descending

part is actually the pars recta of the proximal tubule, while the thick
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segment of the ascending limb is the pars recta of the distal tubule.

In contrast to the highly differentiated e ithelium of the thick part%

the thin segment, in both its descending and ascending parts, has an epithelium

composed of flat cells of very simple structure, circumscribing a wide lumen

(Fig. 128). The luminal cell membrane has few short microvilli. The

cytoplasmic matrix is fairly clear and contains only a few RNP granules as

well as small rounded vesicles and relatively wide cisterns of the endoplasmic

reticulum. The mitochondria are very small and are sparsely distributed

in the basal part of the cell in a quite unsystematic pattern. There are

a few shallow plications of the cell membrane and quite often int r-

digitations with neighbouring cells ; the interdigitating lamellae are

sealed off from the tubular lumen by terminal bars, in the same way as

adjacent cells are sealed off from the lumen (Fig. 129 and 130).

The Distal Tubule.

The distal tubule consists of three parts; the pars recta or the

thick segment of the ascending limb of the loop of Henle, and this is

present in the outer medulla; the macula densa (which has already been

described); and the pars convolute, in the cortex. On the whole, the

cells of the distal tubule have the same general structure, with some

differences in the different parts.

The epithelium of the distal tubule distinctly resembles that of the

proximal tubule in its "polar" architecture and in its fine structure, but

differs from it in certain essential points.

The distal tubule always has a patent lumen (Fig. 131). The luminal

surface has no brush border, but only occasional short microvilli. The



apical cytoplasmic zone usually shows less numerous vesicles, and the nuclei

of the cells are not situated in the basal zone, but predominantly towards

the apex of the cell* All the other cell structures are practically

indistinguishable from those of the proximal tubule, particularly with

regard to the density of the cytoplasm as a result of the high content of

RNP granuoles - and the characteristic structure of the basal half of the

cells with the plication of the cell membrane. These cells also show a

definite "basal labyrinth" which resembles that of the proximal tubules in

every detail (Fig, 132),

In the first part of the thick segment of the ascending limb of the

loop of Henle, in the outer medulla, the cells are cuboidal, have a rather

clear cytoplasm and the mitochondria are oval in shape and not particularly

basal in position (Fig. 133). However, as the cortex is approached, the

cells become more columnar, the cytoplasm darkens, and the mitochondria

increase in number and length (Fig. 134). The long, slender mitochondria,

arranged longitudinally in the cytoplasmic lamellae within the basal cell

plications, are particularly typical of the pars convoluta of the distal

tubule (Fig, 132).

The Collecting Tubules.

The collecting tubules have a relatively wide lumen and are lined by a

low cubical epithelium which is different from that of the preceeding segments

(Fig, 135). The cells have few short microvilli, interdigitate with one

another (Fig. 136) and have few, shallow plications of their basal cell

membrane. The most striking fstature is the light appearance of the cyto¬

plasm, This is due partly to the low density of the cytoplasmic matrix

itself, and secondly to the scarcity of the cytoplasmic organelles, which



are loosely scattered without any apparent pattern. The mitochondria are

remarkably small. The nucleoplasm gives a strikingly loosely knit impression,

in the same degree as the cytoplasm appears transparent. All these

characteristics become increasingly marked as one progresses distally, so

that the collecting tubule at the tip of the papilla consists of very

transparent cells, which are relatively lacking in structure, especially in

mitochondria and do not interdigjtate with one another but are merely in

contact. (Fig. 137). The adjacent tubular cells are sealed off on the

luminal sides by terminal bars.

This is the description of what has been termed the "light" cell. In

addition, there is another type of cell, the so-called "dark" cell. This

dark" cell (Fig. 138) has been found all along the collecting tubules whether

they were "cortical"outer medullary" or "inner medullary" collecting

tubules, but they only appeared regularly in the "cortical" and "outer

medullary" collecting tubules, were quite rare in the "inner medullary"

zone and were entirely absent at the tip of the papilla. Some appeared as

if "inserted" between the "light cells" or "intercalated" between them and

the tubular basement membrane (Fig. 139), giving the impression that the cell

has been wedged in. These cells appear dark because of a large number of

foldings of the basal basal cell membrane, a large number of RNP granules

and larger and more numerous mitochondria (Fig. 138). They have much more

microvilli than the "light" cells and the cytoplasm has many more vesicles.

However, by examining a large number of collecting tubules, a continuous

array of cells could be found, ranging from light cells with few vesicles

and microvilli (Fig, 137) through light cells with many vesicles and micro¬

villi, and basal cell foldings (Fig, 140) to dark cells with many vesicles
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and microvilli (Fig. 138). Also the cells of the so-called "arched" or

"connecting portion" of the collecting tubule, which connects the distal

tubule with the collecting duct conform to the classical description of the

"dark cells" and I think that there is a sequence of transitional morphological

forms according to the position of the cell along the collecting tubule, with

a considerable degree of overlapping between the cells of one type and that

of the proceeding and the next in any given segment of the collecting tubule.

The General Architecture and the Capillary System
of the Kidney^.

The general arrangement of the tubules within the ground substance

of the kidney and their spatial relationship with the capillary system, has

been over-looked by most previous authors. a definite architectural

pattern was found in this study for the renal tubules and the renal

capillaries which differs in the three aones of the kidney.

In the Cortex.

The relationship between the epithelium of the convoluted tubules and

the endothelium of the peritubular capillaries is as close and intricate as

that in the glomerulus. Here too, a common basement membrane is shared

between the epithelial and endothelial cells (Fig, 141 and 1^2). The

tubular basement membrane under the electron microscope has the same

appearance as that of the glomerulus. It is separated from the plicated

basal cell membrane by a narrow clear cleft which is continuous with the

spaces of the "basal labyrinth" described above. In other words, the

"extracellular" space of the basal labyrinth is closed on the cellular side

by the cell membrane and on the capillary side by the basement membrane (Fig. 132)



The capillary endothelial cells, which usually lie in the corners between

the tubules, extend into very flat cytoplasmic processes, which almost

completely cover the irregularly shaped spaces between the tubules, like a

carpet (Fig. 143). This endothelial "carpet" moreor less follows the

contours of the tubules, which,one might say, lie in a blood lake (Fig. 143).

The attenuated endothelial cytoplasm of the peritubular capillaries is

fenestrated, just as that of the glomerular capi.laries. However, the

fenestras are smaller (150 - 500 1 in diameter), and are more frequent than

in the glomerular capillaries. The blood plasma is thus indirect contact

with the basement membrane here also.

Interstitial cells are not infrequently seen between the tubules, and

may be closely surrounded by fibrils, but the interstitial space is very

narrow.

In the butor Zone of the Medulla.

The renal medulla is very well supplied by capillaries. In the outer

medullary zone the tubules lie closely packed together with few peritubular

capillaries with which they share a common basement membrane (Fig. 144).

This sharing of a common basement membrane between a capillary and an

adjacent tubule was constantly observed for the pars recta of the proximal

tubule and for the thin and thick segments of the loop of Henle, but was

hardly ever seen with collecting tubules (Fig. 145). In general each

tubule is in contact with several capillaries and over a considerable portion

of its length. These capillaries have an attenuated fenestrated endothelial

lining (Fig. 146) like the glomerular and the peritubular cortical capillaries.

Apart from the tubules, a large tuft of vasae rectae can be seen, well

away from the col ecting tubules and the thick segments of Henle's loops,



but in close proximity to the thin segments (Fig. 147). All the

capillaries and the tubules are closely packed together with little

interstitial space.

Two different types of capillary can be seen in the outer zone of the

medulla, particularly in the tuft of vasae rectae, Onehas an attenuated

fenestrated lining (Fig, 148) while the endothelium of the other type is

thick, non fenestrated (Fig, 149) and. frequently shows multiple branching

processes (Fig. 150). The pattern of their distribution is remarkable.

Both types frequently abut one on thqdther over a great distance of their

circumference, and for quite a good length, separated only by their

basement membranes and a very narrow interstitial space. Sometimes, they

share a common basement membrane for some length (Fig. 151), Two similar

types of capillary rarely run close together, and if they do they never

share a common basement membrane. The renal tubules are related chiefly

to the fenestrated type of capillary and scarcely at all to the other variety,

and they never share a common basement membrane with the thick type of

capillary (compare Fig. 146 with Fig. 152).

The thick type of capillary is lined by an endothelium ranging in

height from 0.2 - 5.0 p j the cells of which frequently overlap broadly

(Fig, 149). The free edges of the underlying cells are frequently dentate

or fusiform, and when cut across can be seen as small rounded bodies between

an overlying endothelial cell and the capillary basement membrane (Fig, 150

and 151). The cytoplasm of these endothelial cells contains moderate numbers

of small mitochondria and vesicles (Fig, 149)» indicating that they perform

a pinocytotic function. The free surface of the cytoplasm frequently extends

microvilli into the capillary lumen (Fig, 150). The basement membrane
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surrounds the vessel as a whole. Outside the basement membrane, pericytes

are sometimes seen closely applied to the vessel (Fig. 153).

The thin type of capillary stands in strong contrast to the thick type

just described. Although the endothelial cells may have substantial

thickness, they characteristically show the tenuous fenestrated appearance

seen in the glomerular and cortical capillaries (Fig. 143). The cytoplasm

is frequently interrupted entirely, and the continuity of the cell is

maintained only by the fused membranes from the two sides of the cell which

frequently show pores. The interruptions of the cytoplasm are sufficiently

regular so that in section the endothelium frequently has a beaded appearance.
f

In the Inner ^one of the Medulla,

The inner medulla contains only thin loops, collecting tubules and

capillary blood vessels. The renal tubules and the capillaries are diffusely

scattered, without any recognisable pattern, in a wide space of ground

substance which appears almost homogeneous even under the electron micro¬

scope (Fig. 154). The tubules and capillaries have their own separate

basement membrane and are not in contact.

As a result of this apparently "independent" character of the

capillaries in the inner medulla, relatively wide interstices are seen between

the capillaries and the urinary bubules, in which interstitial cells are

found. The interstitial cells are rather large cells with a round or oval

nucleus and a cytoplasm that contains few mitochondria and vacuoles (Fig. 155).

The cytoplasm is divided into several branches which are frequently seen to

be in contact with the renal tubules and capillaries showing a common basement

membrane within them (Fig. 156). The most striking features of these cells

is their very high content of very densely osmlophilic granttoles, identical



Fig, 121, Proximal convoluted tubule from an albino rat. The
luminal surface is covered by microvillij the space underneath
is relatively free of mitochondria but contains a large number
of raicrobodies and RNP granules. Vacuoles with clear and granular
contents are seen throughout the cytoplasm. Some of them are
obviously/continuous with the lumen through a narrow tubular slit.
The vacud.es lie between two membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum,
and this double membrane after pursuing a sinuous course in the cyto¬
plasm, interrupted by cystic dilatations, eventually reaches the
basement membrane. Note the common B.M. of the cell and the
adjoining capillary, x 15,000



Fig. 122. Proximal convoluted tubule from a normal rabbit.
The luminal surfaee has a brush border consisting of micro¬
villi beneath which is a narrow zone of cytoplasm free from
mitochondria but contains microbodies, RNP granuol 03 and rounded
and tubular vacuolar spaces. x 15,000

Pig. 12j, Proximal convoluted tubule from an albino rat.
The microvilli are densely packed together giving a honbycomb
appearance with no real lumen, x 20,000



Fig. 124.. Proximal convoluted tubule from a hooded rat.
Note that the microvilli are so closely packed that it is
impossible to see any free lumen. x 6,000

125. The basal part of a proximal convoluted tubule from
an albino rat. Note how the basal cell foldings split up the
cytoplasm in a lamellar fashion 63 well as their close proximity
to the mitochondria. x 24,000



PI". 126. A cell from the pars recta of a proximal tubule of
an albino rat. Note that the cell is shorter and the microvilli
are shorter than in the pars convoluta, A definite lumen can be
seen at the top. The cytoplasm is less dense and contains more
vacuoles than in the pars convoluta. x 6,000

Fin, 127t A oell from the pars recta of a proximal tubule from
an albino rat. Note that the basal cell foldings are very scanty.
The mitochondria which are distributed rather evenly throughout
the cell are smaller and more rounded than in the pars convoluta,

x 12,000,



Fie, 130. Thin segment of the loop of Henle from an albino
rat. Note the intercalated lamellae and the terminal
bars. x 12,000

Fig, 131. Distal tubule from an albino rat. A definite lumen
can be seen and no microvilli cover the luminal surface of the
cells. Note that the mitochondria are massed in the basal part
of the cells and that the tubule shares a common basement
membrane with the adjacent capillary. x 2,500



Thin segment of a loop of Henle from a normal
albino rat* ^ 6^000

Fig* 129 Thin segment of a loop of Henle from an albino
rat. Note the terminal bars sealing off the spaces 5n
between the interdigitating lamellae from the tubular
lumen, x 12,000



Fi,g. 132. The basal part of a distal convoluted tubule from an
albino rat. Note the plication of the basal cell membrane with the
long, slender, sausage-shaped mitochondria sandwiched in the cyto¬
plasmic lamellae created by this plication. The basal labyrinth is
beautifully demonstrated in this electron micrograph, x 1ft,000

Fie. 133. The first part of the thick segment of the ascending
limb of the loop of Henle, in the outer medullary zone, close to
the thin segment, from a hooded rat. The cells are cuboidal, the
mitochondria are shorter than in the pars convoluta, and are not
particularly basal in position. x 6,000



Fig, 13A. Bistal tubules From the cortico-medullary region
of an albino rat. The cells are more columnar and the mito¬
chondria more elongated than in Fig, 133, but not as long and
Blender as those in Fig, 132. x 2,500

Fig, 135. A collecting tubule from the inner medulla of an
albino rat. The lining cells are cubical and have a clear
cytoplasm and few cell organelles. The lumen is relatively
wide. x 2,500



of tha medulla of an albino rat, Note the cytoplasmic process
wedged in between two adjacent cells, x 9,000

Fie. 137. Cells of a collecting tubule in the papilla of an
albino rat. Note the very clear appearance of the cytoplasm
and the extreme poverty in cell organelles. The cells merely
lie in contact with one another without any infierdigitation.

x 6,000



cells of a collecting tubule from the outer
of an albino rat. Compared with the light cells (Pig.

136 & 137) these cells have more mitochondria and more RNP
granules in the cytoplasm. The luminal surface has a number of
short microvilli and the basal cell surface is thrown into a

number of shallow folds. k 6,000
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Fig. 139. A dark cell in a cortical collecting tubule of an
albino rat wedged in between two light cells and intercalated
between them and the tubul ar basement membrane. x 6,000



Fig. 14.0. A cell from an outer medullary collecting tubule
of an albino rat. This cell is darker than the light cells seen
in Fig. 137, and has more mitochondria and more basal cell foldings,
but is lighter than the dark cells seen in (Fig. 138) and has
fewer mitochondria and fewer microvilli. x 9,000

Fig. 141. The basal part of a proximal convoluted tubule from
a hooded rat sharing its basement membrane with a capillary lined
by attenuated fenestrated endothelium. x 15»000



Fie. 11Z. The basal part of a distal convoluted tubal©
and an adjacent capillary from an albino rat. x 6,000

Fig, 143. Thick segment of the loop of Henle from an albino
rat Is kidney. Four capillaries are seen, sharing a common
basement membrane with the tubule in part of their
circumference andaLmost completely filling the intertubular
space, so that the tubule is lying in a "blood lake".

x 4-,000



albino rat's kidney
segment of the loop
below •

an

basement msabrane with thick
above, and with a thin segment

x 5,000

A lew power electron micrograph from an albino rat
showing the pattern of arrangement and relationship between the
tubules and the capillaries in, the outer sone of the medulla#
Five capillaries can be seen.w their basement membrane^along
part or its circumf' rence with that of adjacent thick segments#
The collecting tubule, at the bottom is quite separate from the
adjacent capillary# x 1000



BLa, ,U6. Thick segment of the loop of Henle from an albino
rat with its adjoining capillary, Xlot© that the endothelium
of the peritubular capillary is attenuated and fenestrated,

x 45i000

n*t 1^1 An efferent vasae rectae capillary from the outer
medulla of an albino rat. The endothelium is attenuated and
interrupted by a number of very narrow fenestra© in two areas.
An attachment belt is clearly seen on the left side, x 15,000



Fig. 1A7. The renal rete mlrabile of capillaries from the
inner strip of the outer medullary aone of an albino rat#
This is a bunch of capillaries that run together away from
the tubules# Note the two types of capillaryi the descending
"afferent" vasae rectae with a thick endothelial lining
regularly alternating with the ascending "efferent" vasae reetas
which have an attenuated, fenestrated endothelial lining#

x 1,350#



Fig. 149. Thick type of capillary from the outer medulla of
an albino rat's kidney, x 16,000

Fig. 150. Two capillaries from the outer medulla of an
albino rat's kidneys the one on the right is lined by an
attenuated, fenestrated endothelium, while the one ofi the
left is of the thick type, ' x 16,000



Fig. 151. The two types of capillary fro® the renal ret©
of an albino rat in contact. x 45,000

Fig. .Ife?. The basal part of a thick segment of the ascending
limb of a loop of Henle from th© outer medulla of an albino rat.
A definite space separates the tubular basement membrane from
that of an adjacent thick type of capillary. x 45,000



albino rat. Pericytes can b® cle.rly seen around the
capillary on the left aide. x 15,000

Fig, 154« T'ne architecture pattern In the inner zone of the
medulla ia seen in this low power electron micrograph from an
albino rat. Mote the very wide space of ground substance in
which the tubules and capillaries are embedded. Interstitial
cells and fibres can be seen in the ground substance.

x 4,000



^55 r, Two interstitial cells from the inner medulla
of an albino rat, i a

Fig, 156, An interstitial cell in the inner medulla of an

albino rat showing three processes in contact with a
capillary, a thin segment and a collecting tubule. x 9»000



with the socalled lysozyme. Sometimes, these granuoles can be seen

free in the ground substance. Throughout the ground substance, connective

tissue fibrillary structures are clearly seen. They form a loose meshwork

which becomes wider and denser at the papillary apex (Fig. 155).

DISCUSSION.

According to the prevalent concepts of renal function and urine

formation, about 1500 litres of blood (third of the cardiac output),

circulates through the human kidneys each day. About ISO litres are

filtered through the glomeruli daily, but only 1^- litres are excreted as

the final urine. Therefore the vast majority of the glomerular filtrate

is absorbed from the renal tubules, taking the route: tubule lumen,

tubule epithelium, peritubular capillary. It is therefore quite evident

that the great majority of the fluid in the nephron is not transported

along its course but rather obliquely across it, about 80% of the

glomerular filtrate takes this oblique direction in the proximal tubules,

and 19% still maintains this oblique direction across the tubular

epithelium in the distal and collecting tubules, and only a minute fraction

less than 1% of the daily glomerular filtrate pas es along the whole length

of theurinary tubular system to the renal papilla, modified as it goes

in a multitude of ways.

The tubules, in contrast to the glomerulus, consist of a closed layer

of epithelial cells, therefore,fluid transport in them must be transcellular.

The minute structure of the tubular epithelium entirely agrees with this

function and is so constructed as to serve it best.
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The presence of a large number of elongated microvilli in the proximal

tubule results in an enormous increase in the surface area of the luminal

side of the cell. This creates favourable conditions for reabsorption

of fluid, particularly as in this segment of the nephron, there is no

real free lumen to the tubule and the glomerular filtrate does not actually

flow but "seeps" through (Fig. 123).

The polar lay-out of the cells of the proximal and distal tubules is

emphasised by the spatial arrangement of the mitochondria. In the apical

cytoplasm, just below the luminal surface, they are infrequent; while in

the basal part, within the cytoplasmic processes, they occur in large

numbers. Since the fluid, which enters at the lumen side, is returned

to the surrounding blood space at the basal side, it may be assumed that

the basal massing of the mitochondria is related to the latter process.

The plication of the basal cell membrane provides an enormous

increase in the bas 1 surface area of the cells. Rhodin (1C) has placed

great emphasis on the fact that a large number of the cytoplasmic layers

between the plicated cell membrane, in one plane of section do not show

any connection with the rest of the cell body. He interprets these as

processes of neighbouring cells, and even goes sc far as to explain the

whole basal cell arrangement as composed of such digitations from

adjacent cells. It must be admitted in Rhodin's favour, that inter-

digitations in the basal half of the cells are visible in large numbers

in the epithelium of the proximal and distal tubules and that these

interaigitations arise from the invagination of the above mentioned

cytoplasmic layers one with another. On the other hand, it must be

emphasised that a single lamella that seems separated in one plane of



section, may prove in another to originate from the same cell, as was

shown by Ruska and Coworkers (}.l) by means of serial sections. Eut even

without this, a single plane of section often reveals several adjacent

cytoplasmic lamellae which certainly belong to one and the same cell,

I, therefore, agree with Theones (14.) that the increase in the basal

cellular surface area is the guiding principle for this peculiar plication

of the basal cell membrane. The idea suggested by Rhodin of inter-

digitation does not conflict with this at all. It may Indeed be regarded

as a necessary consequence of the plication principle, based on spitial

and cytoarchitectural considerations, as far as function is concerned,

it is essential to place the emphasis not so much on interdigitation as

on the increase in cellular surface area and the consequent formation of

the basal labyrinth, that extracellular space, closed towards the cell,

open towards the basement membrane, which is only bounded on the side of

the capillary lumen by the basement membrane.

It seems reasonable to suppose that the intimate contact between

mitochondria and cell membrane provides particularly favourable conditions

for fluid transport through the cell membrane. The process of re-

absorption, consists of the active transport of substances through the

cell membrane without, or against an osmotic gradient into the basal

labyrinth to provoke an osmotic pressure there. This, in turn, produces

a dative afterflow of water, predominantly from the tubular epithelium.

Though an influx of water from the capillaries is theoi&ically possible,

it does not occur because the amount of flow is proportional to the surface

area and the surface area of this basal labyrinth on the capi iary side is

negligible in comparison with that on the tubular side. This active



transport of fluid at the basal end of the cell presumably also maintains

the fluid transport within the cell and in turn the inflow of fluid from th

lumen of the tubule via the microvilli. The basally situated sheet of

mitochondria, according to this hypothesis, provides most of the energy

for fluid transport from the cell and is also responsible for the uptake

of fluid into the cell, Ond ubtedly, some selection of the substances

to be absorbed does take place, but this is largely a question of specific

enzyme action and the principle of fluid transport is the same whatever

substance is selectively absorbed.

This process of transepithelial fluid transport is indispensable for

the whole process of tubular reabsorption. The "motor" for this

transcellular transport is situated in the system of folds and fronds of

the tubular epithelium, whichis well supplied with mitochondria and

behaves as a physico-chemical apparatus for tubular reabsorption. In the

basal labyrinth, osmotic pressure is converted into hydrostatic pressure,

and the fluid diffuses through the basement membrane to enter the capillary

lumen as soon as the hydrostatic pressure in the basal labyrinth exceeds

that in the capillary.

This mechanism is admittedly tied up with the assumption that the basal

labyrinth is expansile to a limited degree. Since every tubule is

surrounded by its own basement membrane, which is a rigid, relatively non

expansile structure, and the whole kidney is surrounded by a fibrous capsufe,

one might take this assumption for granted. This effect will be

exaggerated when there is a diuresis, as all the adjacent tubules would

tend equally to expand and would be competing for a limited space. Assuming

that the capacity of the basal labyrinth for expansion is limited, then
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the active transceliular fluid transport ia conjunction with the mechanism

of the osmotic-hydrostatic pressure transformation, would explain the whole

problem of reabsorption. 4ven more, it would provide a surprising parallel

to the filtration process in the glomerulus in so far as a hydrostatic

pressure gradient would be responsible for fluid transport through

basement membrane and endothelial fenestras in both cases. The difference

is that in the case of the glomerulus the energy producing the hydrostatic

pressure comes from the heart, while in the proximal and distal tubules

it comes from the enzymatic activity of the tubule cells.

When trying to relate the micromorphology of the nephron to its

function in the medulla, the general arrangement of the tubules and

capillaries becomes immediately highly significant. According to the

recent views on renal physiology, the loops of Hanle function as

countercurrent multipliers, creating a hyperosmotic milieu in the

interstitium of the medulla which allows water to diffuse passively from

the collecting tubules as they traverse it. In the outer medulla, there

is little interstitial space, and therefore, there is no anatomical basis

for the formation of an interstitial sodium pool. In the inner medulla,

on the other hand, ideal conditions for the formation of a hyperosmotic

milieu of the so-called sodium pool exist. Here, on account of the

presence of a wide interstitial space, an exchange of solute or water

between tubules or tubules and capillaries can only take place through the

ground substance of the interstitium into which all tubules and blood

vessels are individually embedded.

In the inner medullary zone only thin segments of the Hop of Henle

and collecting tubules with "light" cells are found. The epithelial



cells of these two types of tubules show many similarities; both are

examples of relatively simple cells, ^oth have a little RNP granules,

a few small mitochondria and very few and shallow basal cell foldings.

All these features imply a low rate of oxidative metabolism and of vital

activity, and sharply contrast with the cytological features of the

epithelium of either theproximal or the distal tubule. However, the

collecting tubule cells are three to six times as high as the cells of

the thin segment and show slightly more regular plications of the basal

cell membrane. This might indicate that they pursue some slightly more

active functions than the cells of the thin segment of Henle's loop.

The question of the site and significance of the dark cells of the

collecting tubules has been controversial, Rhodin ( 10 ) considered them

to be identical with the epithelium of the arched collecting tubules, and

believed that they represent cells that have been displaced, as it were,

into the medulla. He found them mainly in the cortical collecting

tubules and stated that they were absent in the papillary region, Lapp

(A), on the other hand, stated that they are present in a very limited

stretch along the course of the collecting tubules. He found them only

in the outer half of the inner zone of the medulla and continuously failed

to find them in the outer medulla or in the inner half of the inner

medullary zone. He disagreed with Rhodin's view that they are

morphologically, and possibly functionally, similar to the cells connecting

the distal convoluted tubule to the col .ecting duet. Clark (1) believed

that the dark and the light cells of the collecting tubule are the 3ame

type of cell in different functional states. However, 1 have found them

rather frequently in the cortical collecting tubules and they gradually
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diminished in number as the medulla is approached, and were practically

absent in the inner medullary zone. I believe that there is a very gradual

transition in cell morphology as one proceeds from the distal convoluted

tubule to the tip of the collecting duct at the apex of the papilla, with

a considerable degree of overlapping. This might indicate that the very

active function of the distal tubules tails off for quite a distance along

the collecting tubule before it becomes completely replaced by the purely

passive conducting function of the Ducts of Bellini,

The morphological arrangement of the tubules in the outer zone of the

medulla has not been taken into consideration by the physiologists trying

to overcome many of the difficulties concerned with the details of the hair¬

pin countercurrent theory. In the loop of Henle, the transition from

thin to thick segment, occurs much nearer the cortex in the descending

than in the ascending limb (Diagram 3). For the juxtaraedullary nephrons,

with long loops - which according to this theory are the ones responsible

for the creation of a hyperosmotic milieu in the papilla - three different

zones can be recognised, consecutively from outside inwards (Diagram 3/.

I. In the outer 3trip of the outer medullary zone; the pars recta of the

proximal tubule (thick and active; is juxtaposed to the pars recta of the das tal

tubule (thick and active).

II. In the inner strip of the outer medullary zone, the thin descending

limb is juxtaposed to the thick ascending limb,

III. In the inner medullary zone, both descending and ascending limbs

are thin.

This morphological arrangement which has been very briefly illust ated

or mentioned in many standard text books of histology (e.g. 6) for the last
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few decades since the investigations of Peter in 1909 (9), has been entirely

confirmed in this electron microscopic study.

According to Wirz's theory, the ascending limb of the loop actively

transports Na+ into the interstitlum, while the descending limb behaves

passively in allowing water to di.f use out into the interstitium a cording

to the osmotic gradient created by the presence of Ka+, When one tries to

apply this to the morphology as just described, it becomes immediately

obvious that two important difficulties arise. Firstly, the lower half of

the ascending limb consists of simple flat cells that cannot be perceived to

have any active function beyond that of their maintenance metabolism, and

the thick segment of the ascending limb must be regarded solely as the active

part. Secondly, the pars recta of the proximal tubule is considered by the

theory to be a passive segment, as the rest of the descending limb, while from

the cytologlcal appearrnce of its cells, it must be very active. In

addition, in between the two columns of urine flowing in opposite directions,

there are extraordinarily complicated biological structures, mainly the

peculiar interstitial cel].s found in abundance in the inner zone of the

medulla, and these have not beon accounted for in the theory.

Finally, the arrangement of the capillaries in the renal medulla

described here is novel and very significant. hhodin in his classical

studies on the renal tubules briefly mentioned the fact that sometimes the

tubules share their basement membrane with adjacent capillaries. Pease (8)

described the endothelium of the "peritubular capillaries" as much attenuated

and perforated by holes which resemble those of the glomerular capillary but

differ in that they are smaller in diameter and more widely spaced, Siadat-

Pour (13) gave detailed information about the basement membranes and their
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relation to epithelium and endothelium, and stated that the medullary-

capillaries possess a perforated endothelium. Longley and co-workers (5)

distinguished two types of capillaries on the basis of theminute structure of

the endothelium in the region of the vasae rectae. In this study, the

existence of two types of capillaries has been independently arrived at.

In addition it was clearly shown that the two types exist only in the outer

medulla, while all the capillaries in the papilla have an attenuated

fenestrated endothelium. In the outer medulla, it was shown that most

capillaries run in a bundle or tuft away from the tubules, while in the

inner medulla they are evenly dispersed among the tubules in the ground

substance. They reach a lower level than the loops of Henle, so that at

the extreme apex of the papilla, only collecting tubules and thin capillaries

are to be found. The unusual abundance of capillaries in the inner medulla

has been stressed, an abundance which is quite out of proportion to the

relatively low oxygen requirements of this part of the kidney. The constant

relation of the thin fenestrated type of capillaries to the tubules of the

loop of Henle, thick or thin, and the rarity of such relationship to the

collecting tubules has been mentioned. The endothelium of the thick type

of capillary is very similar to that of the arterioles and raeta-arterioles

and I believe that these capillaries carry the descending stream of blood,

while the fenestrated ones represent the ascending venuiar capillaries.

The fact that in the outer medulla, the thin and thick capillaries

regularly alternate in the capillarytuft (Fig, 147), giving an appearance very

similar to the rete mlrabile of the swim bladder of fish together with the

fact that the different types of capillary frequently share a common basement

membrane (Fig, 151) produce the optimum morphological requirements for them

to function as counter-current exchangers. This resemblance in the
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architectural arrangement has also been shown to extend to their submicroscopic

structure. Various investigators (2, 3) have reported differences in the

ultrastructure between the afferent and efferent capillaries in the rete

mirabile of the swim bladder of fish. They have found the afferent capillar¬

ies to be lined with an endothelium varying in thickness from 2 to L, p;

while the efferent capillaries are lined by an attenuated fenestrated

endothelium.

Nowhere in nature is countercurrent exchange more strikingly developed

nor more clearly illustrated than in the swim bladder of deep-sea fish.

The function of the rote mirabile in this situation is to prevent tho loss

of oxygen from the fish's air bladder. A deep-sea fish keeps its swim

bladder filled with gas which is more than 9®% oxygen. At depths of 9»000

feet or so, it must maintain an oxygen pressure amounting to 200 to 300

atmospheres (12). On the other hand, the oxygen pressure in the bladder's

surroundings - in the fish's blood stream and in the sea water outside -

nc more than a fifth of en atmosphere. However, very little oxygen escapes

from the swim bladder vail to the rest of the fish's body, because the

outgoing venous capillaries, highly charged, with oxygen, give it up to the

adjacent incoming arterial capillaries. There is a net-work of thousands

of looping capillaries so closely intermingled that diffusion of oxygen from

veins to arteries goes on at an extremely high rate.

The structural and architectural resemblance between the vasae rectae

in the mammalian kidney and the c&pi laries in the swim bladder of fish

suggests that they are very similar in function. However, in addition to

the capacity of the renal rete for an efficient countercurrent diffusion,

it is reasonable to suggest that they have a more complex function than the
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mere passive exchange of diffusible material between the two sets of

vessels. The structure of the endothelium of the arterial capillaries

goes beyond that required for a simple passive function* Moreover, a

striking difference in histoeheraical activity between the efferent and

afferent vessels in the medullary vascular bundles of the rat has been

observed; the descending arterial capillaries show intense estrase activity

in their endothelium, while the ascending venular capillaries show none(5)»

The endothelium, particularly of the arterial capillaries, can be conceived

to modify their permeability so as to regulate the molecular and ionic species

subject to countercurrent exchange. If, in addition, the endothelium is

able to transport actively any substance from or into the blood flowing through

the arterial capillaries, then for that substance, the countereurrent exchanger

would become a countercurrent multiplier, able to contribute, not only to

the maintenance of, but to the creation of the hyperosmolar!ty of the renal

papilla.
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ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDY OF THE MECHANISM OF
DILUTION ftND CONCENTRATION OF THE URINE AND
THE aCTION OF Ti:L ANTIDIURETIC HORMONE IN THE

MAMMALIAN KIDNEY.



electron microscopic study of the mechanism of dilution and
concentration of the urine and the action of the antidiuretic

HORMONE IN THE mammalian KIDNEY

Introduction.

Nearly a century has elapsed since Claude Bernard, among the most

notable of nineteenth-century physiologists, first pointed out thai the

true medium in which we live is neither air nor water, but the plasma that

bathes all the tissue elements. This "milieu interieur", as he later

called it, is so isolated from the world that atmospheric disturbances

cannot alter it or penetrate beyond it: "It is as though the organism had

enclosed itself in a kind of hothouse where the perpetual changes in

external conditions cannot reach it". It was Bernard's view that we

achieve a free and independent life physically and mentally, because of

the constancy of the composition of our internal environment.

In Bernard's time the chemistry of living organisms was poorly known

and afforded only a meagre insight into the complexity of the internal

environment, but as the modern sciences of biochemistry and physiology have

added chapter after chapter to this subject, this new knowledge lias only

emphasised the importance of his generalisation.

The lungs serve to maintain the composition of the extracellular fluid

with respect to oxygen and carbon dioxide, and with this their duty ends.

The responsibility for maintaining the composition of this fluid in respect

to other constituents devolves on the kidneys. It is no exaggeration to

say that the composition of the body fluids is determined not by what the



mouth takes in but by what the kidneys keep; they are the master chemists

of our internal environment, which, so to speak, manufacture in reverse by

working it over completely some fifteen times a day. When, among other duties,

they excrete the ashes of our body fires, or remove from the blood the

infinite variety of foreign substances that are constantly being absorbed

from our indiscriminate gastrointestinal tracts, these excretory operations

are incidental to the major task of keeping our internal environment in an

ideal, balanced state. Our bones, muscles, glands, even our brains, are

called upon to do only one kind of physiological work, but our kidneys are

called upon to perform an innumerable variety of operations. Bones can

break, muscles can atrophy, glands can loaf, even the brain can go to sleep

an^f^danger our survival j but should the kidneys fail in their task
neither bone, muscle, gland nor brain could carry on (4.8).

Recognising that we have the kind of internal environment we have

because we have the kind of kidneys that we have, we must acknowledge that

our kidneys constitute the major foundation of our physiological freedom.

Only because they work the way they do has it become possible for us to

have bones, muscles, glands and brains. Superficially, it might be said

that the function of the kidneys is to make urinej but in a more considered

view, one can say, as Homer Smith has rightly put it (48) that the kidneys

make the stuff of philosophy itself.

All marine invertebrates are isosmotic with their environment, in

other words, their body fluids have the same salt content and the same

osmotic pressure, as the sea water in which they live. The maintenance

of salt and water balance is therefore a relatively simple matter. Excess

salt is excreted through the respiratory epithelium, and the problem of

excreting water per se does not exist. In them, the kidney is a
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glandular organ concerned chiefly with the excretion of metabolic waste

products that cannot escape from the body by simple diffusion. It may be

assumed that such was the situation in the marine ancestor of the

vertebrates(4$)The fact that the theater of evolution of the early

vertebrates was in fresh rather than salt water had momentous consequencesj

the provertebrate had to become adapted to life in a fresh medium. Such

adaption demanded primarily the development of a system for the effective

elimination of water which, by virtue of the osmotic gradient, continuously

entered the animal's internal medium, which was hypertonic to the medium

in which it lived. Inadequacy of such a system would inevitably lead to

leeching of the organism of its salts. The kidney came into a new and

important role: it became the chief route for the excretion of water from

toe body, an operation that had to be carried out without loss of salt,

and thus it came to be responsible for the regulation of the composition of

the internal environment in respect to both water and salt, as well as for

the excretion of waste products.

Water was available in excess to the provertebrate, but the concentrat¬

ion of sodium chloride ia this water was low and highly variable and it is

not too venturesome to think that the tenacious conservation of salt is one

of the most primitive - if not the most primitive of functions in the

vertebrate kidney. The evolution of an equally tenacious conservation of

water posed a problem to which entirely different solutions were to be

found by the amphibia, reptiles, birds and mammals - until after four

hundred million years a small, nocturnal rodent can live in a deseit burrow

without water and the scientist can write in rhythmic heptads:
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Salt and Water.

In the beginning the abundance of the sea
Led to profligacy
The ascent through the brackish waters of the estuary
To the salt-poor lakes and ponds
Made immense demands
Upon the glands
Salt must be saved, water is free.

In the never-ending struggle for security
Man's chiefest enemy,
According to the bard of 'Stratford on the Avon'
The banks were climbed and life established on dry land
Making the incredible demand
Upon another gland
That water, too, be saved.

Maurice B. Strauss, November 23, 1951.

The transition to terrestial existence in no way diminished the power

to counteract hyperhydration inherited from fresh water ancestors. At the

same time the animals that emerged on dry land acquired the power to combat

dehydration by effecting, when necessary, considerable reduction in the

excretion of osmotically free water. However, this conservation is

imperfect in all vertebrates except birds and mammals. Frogs kept in air

at 18°C lost 22% of their body weight in 6 hours. Toads, which are more

terrestial than frogs, and counteract dehydration more effectively; lost

11$ only, because of the greater impermeability of their integuments to

water (13), In their urine these animals have reduced the excretion of

osmotically free water sharply, but are unable to excrete urine which is

completely free from this fraction.

Even animals which are completely terrestial such as reptiles, when

subjected to dehydration, still excrete small quantities of free water taking

it from tissues already suffering from a deficiency. Only birds and mammals



have been completely freed from such inevitable excretion. When there is

restriction of water intake, the urine serves solely for the excretion of

metabolic products, and contains no osmotically free water. Moreover among

all vertebrates, birds and more particularly mammals, have the power to

concentrate the urine against an osmotic gradient,so that during de¬

hydration it becomes hypertonic in relation to the blood. Smith has

suggested that this concentrating capacity of the mammalian kidney may have

played an Important role in our evolution, and specifically in the ultimate

domination of the mammals over the dinasours and other reptiles at the end

of the Mesozoic Era (48)•

The happy facility which enables the mammalian organism, In addition,

to vary, over rather wide ranges, the relative proportions of urinary

water and solute is a phenomenon of manifest teleologic advantage and

constitutes perhaps the major line of defence with regard to homeostasis

of volume and tonicity of the body fluids. The osmotic pre sure of the

extracellular fluids, and presumably of the cells they bathe, is

punctiliously guarded at values of approximately 280 to 300 mOsm/Hg. water.

The cellular milieu of the human kidney, however, must somehow cope with

the fluid contents within its tubules, which between the extremes of

maximum diuresis and antidbresis ranges from under 50 to more than 1,300

mOsm./Kg. water, that is, roughly one sixth to over four times the osmotic

pressure of the plasma. The kidney of other mammals may perform even

more spectacularly! the urine within the collecting ducts of certain desert

rodents that subsist largely upon dry diets may attain concentrations 17

times that of the plasma (42).

The flexibility of the urinary function of the kidney and the mechanisms
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underlying it, have understandably been subjected to considerable

experimental scrutiny and various conclusions have been deduced and

formulated into hypotheses and theories to explain the mechanisms of

dilution and concentration of the urine. In reviewing the historical

development of the various theories, it is interesting to note how often

the concentrating function of the kidney has been linked to the loop of

Henle. Such a relationship wqs suggested in 1909 by Peter (36) who noted

a correlation between the maximal concentration of the urine achieved by

various mammals and the length of the thin segment of the loop of Henle

in the kidneys of such mammals. In 1927 Crane (7) pointed out that only

mammals and birds can form concentrated urine and that it is only in these

phyla that thin segments of the loops of Henle occur. Closely related to

this observation were the experiments of Burgess et al (6), which showed

that it was only in birds and mammals that antidiuretic hormone increased

the tubular reabsorption of water. Ia fact, on the basis of these

experiments Burgess et al were led to the almost prophetic hypothesis

that the urine was concentrated in the loop of Henle and that antidiuretic

hormone had its locus of action upon this segment of the nephron.
t

This hypothesis, however, seemed to be invalidated by the classic

studies of Walker et al in 19&1 (57), which demonstrated that the tubular

urine obtained by direct micropuncture from the distal convolution of the

nephron of the rat was at most iso-osmotic and centainly was not hyper¬

osmotic as would be expected if the final concentrating operation occurred

in the loop of Henle. An alternate mechanism for concentrating the urine

was then developed by Homer Smith and his wo-workers Wesson and Anslow

(45,46,59, 60) and, until quite recently was the most popular and the most



plausible theory of the mechanisms of urinary concentration and dilution.

The composition of the urine finally reaching the bladder depends upon

the specifically renal operations of filtration at the glomerulus, and

reabsorption from, and secretion into the tubules of water and solutes.

The structural variations along the course of the individual nephron are

such as to imply specific functional properties for each discrete segment.

Current concepts of the functional geography of the nephron originate largely

from the works of Richards (37), Walker (57) and their colleagues. Utilising

micropuncture and microanalytic techniques, these workers established that

the fluid in Bowman's capsule of the amphibian kidney was essentially free

of protein and that its composition was characteristic of an ultrafiltrate

of plasma with respect to osmotic pressure, electrical conductivity, pH,

glucose, creatinine, insulin and electrolytes. Extending these techniques

from the amphibian to the mammalian kidney, Walker et al (57) were able to

puncture and analyse the fluid from various portions of the proximal tubule

of the rat, guinea pig and opossum. They determined that by the end of

the proximal tubule (a) virtually all of the glucose and phosphate of the

glomerular filtrate had been reabsorbed (b) the volume of the glomerular

filtrate had been reduced by approximately SOjfe (c) the creatinine

concentration had increased almost fivefold, but (d) the total osmotic

activity remained equal to that of plasma. Since creatinine is apparently

neither secreted nor reabsorbed from the tubule to any significant extent,

intraluminal concentration of this substance can be achieved only by the

removal of water. Net osmotic activity, however, did not change; re-

absorption of water, therefore, must have been accompanied by an amount of

solute in such proportion as to maintain isotonicity between the reabsorbate,
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the fluid residual in the tubule, and the plasma. Since the activity of

sodium and its associated anions contributes the bulk of the osmotic pressure

of plasma and hence of the glomerular filtrate^ it follows that proximal

reabsorption of water proceeds together with sodium salts in roughly their

concentration in the extracellular fluids.

Further information about the nature of these proximal processes was

contributed by Wesson, Anslow and Smith (58, 60) in 1948. These workers

induced osmotic diuresis in dogs by administering hypertonic solutions of

mannitol, a non-reabsorbable solute, intravenously. The resultant

diuresis approximated, per minute, two thirds of the glomerular filtration

rate. Such a very rapid flow seemed to preclude any marked modification

by more distal structures, so that the final bladder urine was assumed to

represent the composition of the fluid at the end of the proximal segment

(45). The excreted urine contained up to 65$ of the filtered water but

no more than 27$ of the filtered sodium. This implies that reabsorption

of sodium ion is independent of the reabsorption of water and that it

proceeds against a concentration gradient and is most likely an active

process.

Based largely on the foregoing, the concept of Smith, Wesson and

Anslow concerning events in the proximal segment is (l) a primary active

removal of sodium followed by (2) an obligatory passive diffusion of water

along the osmotic gradient resulting from the active movement of solute, so

that the osmotic urine to plasma ratio (U/p) remains close to unity. (The

U/p ratio expresses the relationship between the concentration of a substance

in the urine and its concentration in plasma, affording an index of the extent

to which a substance is diluted (#/p <" 1) or concentrated (U/p > 1)). Thus,
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the net accomplishment of operations within the proximal tubule is to

return to the circulation the bulk of the filtered water and solutes which

metabolic necessity dictates should be eliminated. This process of

"routine conservation", reduces the volume of the glomerular filtrate by

about 80$ - 85$.

The loop of Henle was thought by Smith and his collaborators to

represent a segment where osmotic equilibration could be completed, and its

thin epithelium seemed ideally suited to this function. The view that it

is the site of urinary concentration was discarded, largely because of

the argument that its epithelium is too thin to perform osmotic work (45).

The finding by Walker et al (57) in three punctures of the distal tubule

of concentrating rat kidneys, that the fluid therein may be somewhat

hypotonic to plasma, indicating that the filtrate which has already

traversed the loop of Henle is not concentrated, has been also brought

forth as further supporting argument against the idea that concentration

of the urine occurs within the loop. According to Smith's theory, the

active process in the proximal tubule of primary movement of sodium, might

slightly outstrip the passive reabsorption of water, rendering the fluid

hypot nicj the thin limb, composed of epithelium permeable to water, would

allow diffusion of water so that isotonic!ty could be re-established.

The processes of glomerular filtration, proximal reabsorption and

equilibration in the loop of Henle, resulting in an isosraotie fluid, would

seem to be fixed and, in an osmotic sense, unselective. To the distal tubule

and collecting duct, then, in this scheme, are detailed the discriminatory

mechanisms which determine the ultimate concentration or dilution of the

urine. In man, the urine flow may range from less than 0,5 mi. per minute



under conditions of dehydration to over 20 ml. per minute during maximal

water diuresis. This latter figure represents in normal man about one-sixth

to one-eighth of the glomerular filtration rate, a value not exceeded even

in severe diabetes inabidus (44-) and affords clinical confirmation of the

calculation by Walker et al (57), that about 85% of the glomerular filtrate

is reabsorbed before it enters the distal system. Reduction of urine flow

to minimal rates implies potential reabsorption within the distal system

of about 19 ml. per minute, an operation Smith calls "Facultative

reabsorption", mediated largely under the influence of antidiuretic

h rmone (ADH) of the posterior pituitary gland, and implying, contrary to

the "obligatory reabsorption" in the proximal system, that the movements of

solute and water are not always isosmotic.

The isotonic fluid in the distal system can be rendered hypotonic

by one of two conceivable mechanisms: one is the addition of water without

solute to the tubular fluid, and the other is the removal of solute without

water from the tubular fluid. There is no conelusive evidence that tubular

secretion of water does occur, and several reasons have been presented (59)

for regarding this as an unnecessary and at present intestable hypothesis.

That the urine, during water diuresis in circumstances where detention of

sodium is maximally stimulated, may be virtually sodium-free argues strongly

for a distal process for the removal of osmotically active solute and implies

an active transport of such solute against even greater chemical and osmotic

gradients than obtain during proximal reabsorption. The epithelium of the

distal tubule in this theory, in the absence of any activity of ADH He. in

sustained water diuresis or in diabetes indfc>idus, is virtually waterproof,

and So water is restrained from following in the wake of the actively
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transported sodium. *or the first time, then, water is retained in the

tubular lumen without being completely obligated by an equivalent amount

of osmotically active solute. This is not to imply that there is no osmotic

activity in the tubule. Urea and other organic metabolic end-products are

reabsorbed only to a small and variable extent as the glomerular filtrate

traverses the nephronj these waste products must be excreted. One can

therefore conceive of a dilute urine as composed of two moieties: a small

volume of isosmotic fluid, containing the solutes that were not reabsorbed

plus a large amount of osmotically unobligated water, so-called "free-

water", resulting from the abstraction of sodium and attendant anions.

It is this "free-water" that renders the glomerular filtrate hypotonic to

thqplasraa and accounts for the dilution of the urine.

In order to afford a more quantitative basis for the exploration of

the renal events concerned with concentration and dilution of the urine,

Smith and Wesson and Anslow (47, 59) divide the urinary water into several

fractions as 3hows by the following formulae:

q w UOBffl y
osra Posm

C<h2q = V - Cosm

TcH20 = Cosm - V
V represents fcrine flow in millilitres per minute, and Uosm and Posm

represent the osmolal concentration of urine and plasma, respectively, as

determined crysoscopically, generally by means of freezing-point depression.

The first fraction is the osmolal clearance, Cosm, and it represents the

volume of urinary water required to contain the urinary solutes in a

concentration isotonic with the concomitant plasma, so that U/P = 1*

The second fraction is the net excess or deficit of water in the urine over

(1) j
(2)

(3)
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and above the osmolal clearance. This is referred to as the free-water

clearance which will be positive under conditions of water diuresis in the

absence of ADH and negative in antidiuresis under the influence of ADH,

Rather than speak constantly of a negative free-water clearance, the deficit

of water resulting during the excretion of hypertonic urine is referred to

as TCj^, derived as shown in formula (3). It should be emphasised that
these divisions are purely mathematical and are not meant to imply that

the u-ine is in fact discretely fractloned in the functional operations of

the nephron.

In summary, the process of urinary dilution may be visualised as follows:

The glomerular filtrate, considerably reduced, in bulk following operations

in the proximal system, but still isosaotic, is presented to a site in the

distal tubule which is virtually impermeable to water. Sodium salts are

actively removed in this locus, leaving osmotically free water in the lumen,

which renders the filtrate hypotonic to the plasma and results in a dilute

urine. Implicit in this postulate is the dependence of urinary dilution

upon the delivery to the diluting site of sodium and its salts: If none

were delivered, none could be reabsorbed, and no free water could be left

behind to effect dilution of the urine.

Under conditions of dehydration, or under the influence of ADH, the

free water liberated by the distal reabsorption of solutes must be

reabsorbed and an additional amount of water must also be removed in order

to render the urine hypertonic. Thus, from an isotonic filtrate, to

produce a dilute urine, there is active reabsorption of solute without water;

to elaborate a hypertonic urine, there must be an abstraction of water

without solute. When a person undergoing maximal water diuresis is given

pitressin in doses sufficient to concentrate the urine to a maximum, there
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occurs no significant change in the rate of excretion of sodium. If urinary

excretion reflects tubular reabsorption this indicates that provided the

amount filtered at the glomerulus is unchanged, regardless of the concentrat¬

ion of the urine, the rate of sodium reabsorption may be virtually constant.

Since the reabsorption of this ion largely determines the dilution of the

urine and since this reabsorption may be unaffected during antidiuresis,

a logical query concerns the relationship, functional and anatomical, between

the diluting and concentrating operations becomes evident. Does the re¬

absorption of water without solute (TC^2q) pl&c® through a segment of
tubular epithelium which in the absence of ADH is almost completely

Impermeable to water yet so constituted that in the presence of this hormone

it not only becomes permeable but is capable of promoting the movement of

water against a considerable osmotic gradient. While conceding the

possibility of such versatility, Smith considers it improbable and prefers

to locate the concentrating site elsewhere in the nephron, functionally and

anatomically discrete from the diluting segment, probably in the collecting

ducts (45,46). Smith indicates that on clinical grounds one can suspect

such independence: Loss of concentrating ability considerably antecedes

loss of capacity for water diuresis in the progress of chronic renal disease,

and in the recovery phase of acute renal insufficiency, the concentrating

power is generally the last function to ieturn (46). Experimental support

of a more direct nature for this separation comes from the recent micro-

puncture studies of the rat kidney. Wirz (63) has successfully obtained

fluid from the distal, as well as the proximal, tubule. The earlier

finding by Walker et al (57) that proximal fluid is osotonic with plasma

has been confirmed •, this isotonicity obtains both during water diuresis

and dehydration antidiuresis. In the first half of the distal convoluted



tubule, however, the fluid is invariably hypotonic, regardless of the

ultimate concentration of the bladder urine. During water diuresis, this

hypotonicity is maintained or Increased along the course of the tubule.

During antidiuresis, the fluid does become concentrated, attaining Iso-

tonicity by the middle of the distal convolution, but never exceeds iso-

tonicity. Since bladder or ureteral urine examined simultaneously was

considerably hypertonic to the plasma, this ultimate concentration must

have been effected by abstraction of water, either without, or in

considerable excess of solute further along the nephron, presumably in

t^e collecting system. Wirz's observations have been confirmed by

Gottschalk and Mylle (17) and together with Walker's earlier findings (57)

afford rather solid support for the thesis, that concentration and dilution

are functions of anatomically discrete loci within the nephron.

The geographic isolation of the concentrating locus having been

established, the next problemsconcern the disposition of that fluid which

enters the distal tubule before the concentrating segment is reached and the

nature and site of action of the antidiuretic hormone. There being no direct

observations on the action of this hormone upon the renal tubule, such

information as is available derives inferentially largely from comparative

physiology. The amphibian skin, which is under some control by the

neurohypophyseal secretions, has long been recognised as an organ concerned

with the over-all water balance of the organism. By the application of

certain isotopic techniques to the study of isolated surviving segments of

frog skin, Koefoed-Johnsen and Ussing concluded that the skin has the

characteristics of a porous membrane, which, upon application of small amounts

of posterior pituitary extract, behaves as if these pres had been opened



up (24.; * In other words, ADH had In some manner acted to increase the

diameter of the pores so as to allow enhanced flow of fluid from one side

of the membrane to the other. Analogistng the functions of the kidney to

that of the frog skin, the distal tubule of the foramen can also be

conceived as a porous membrane, Under the influence of ADH these "pores"

open, allowing water to diffuse out along the gradient created by the

preceeding outflux of sodium until isotonicity is again established. Under

the influence of ADH the waterproofing is in a sense removed and the free

water permitted to diffuse out passively along its gradient.

Production of hypertonic urine, then, may be conceived as occurring

in two phases. The first, an "isosaotic making" phase, is the passive

diffusion of osraotically free water liberated by the active reabsorption

of sodium, under direct control of ADH and serves to reduce the volume of

fluid in the distal tubule, as well as to raise its concentration to that

of the plasma. The second phase, the "hyperosmotic making" process, or

T°h2o further reabsorption of an additional amount of pure water
from this residual of isotonic fluid, rendering the tubular contents

hypertonic to plasma. It is apparent that the movement of water during

this latter operation must take place against an osmotic gradients water

is transported from an area of solute concentration, or low water activity,

to an area of isotonicity, or relatively high water content. Since there

seemed to be no reasonable alternative, this final abstraction of water

necessary to produce hyperosmotic urine was thought to Involve an active

transport of water.

This hypothesis of Smith et al, was widely accepted and stimulated a

great deal of work on clinical and physiological levels. The hypothesis

however, contained the feature of active transport of water, and
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this has always posed considerable conceptual problems. The favourite

model for active transport processes generally consists of a biochemical

pump which attacks molecules or ions of the transported substance one by

one and which is driven by metabolism. In the case of ions, such a

concept provides a reasonable working hypothesis. However, in the case of

water, the situation is different simply beeause the rates of water movement

by the hypothetical pump would exceed by several orders of magnitude the

rates of oxygen consumption (8). Such extremely high rates of water

movement occurring on a molecule by molecule basis raise virtually insuper¬

able problems to any hypothesis explaining the link between the energy-

yielding reactions of metabolism and the operation of the pump.

In 1951, a bold new theory was introduced to explain the mechanism

whereby the kidney concentrates the urine. The theory stemmed jointly from

Wirz, Hargitay, and Kuhn, (20, 65) all of the University of Basel, These

investigators shw in the structural anrangement of the loop of Henle the

possibility of the operation of a countercurrent multiplier system. It is

interesting that the entire basis of the concept, together with a working

model of the system had been published nearly ten years previously by

Kuhn and Ryffel (26). This elegant proposal lay dormant because it seemed

unnecessarily complicated in comparison with the accepted n tion of urinary

concentration by active reabsorption of water from the distal tubule and

collecting ducts. although recognition of the importance of a renal counter-

current system was fostered by the renewed activity in 1961 - of Kuhn and

his collaborators, the general acceptance of such a scheme was promoted by

the demonstration in 1955 by Brodsky et al (5) of the thermodynamic

improbability of the theory of active water reabsorption. This group



concluded that the energy required to produce a concentrated urine by

active water reabsorption is 1000 times the capability of the tubular cells.

Clearly it wqs time to search for another mechanism to concentrate the

urinej fortunately, the search was already under way.

The title of Kuhn and Eyffel's paper, published in 1942, may be

translated "Production of Concentrated Solutions from dilute ones solely

by membrane effectsj a model of renal function" (26).

The authors described several countercurrent systems by which it was

possible to produce concentrated solutions from dilute solutions (a large

effect) by multiplying small, single effects. They drew the attention to

the features these countercurrent systems had in common, with the anatomical

arrangement within the kidney of Henle's loops, vasae rectae and collecting

ducts, and suggested that Henle's loops act as countercurrent systems.

The basic feature of a countercurrent system is that two streams of

fluid moving in opposite directions become so juxtaposed as to exchange

energy or material in accordance with the forces acting upon them. The

renal medulla has a unique spatial configuration as a result of the

anatomical orientation of the structures within, which provides a virtual

battery of countercurrent systems arranged in parallel (Diagram 3). The

ascending and descending limbs of the loops of Henle constitute one such

system, and the arterial (descending) and venous (ascending) limbs of the

vasae rectae, intermingling with and parallel to the loops of Henle, form

another. Hargitay and Kuhn (20) formulated the theory that the mechanism

of concentration of the urine is based on the presence of a longish tube

that bends back on itself, so that flow in the two limbs is opposite in

direction (hairpin countercurrent), combined with some active process that
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creates a small concentration difference between the two limbs, the

descending being slightly hypertonic relative to the ascending. The multi¬

plier effect begins to operate when the relatively hypertonic contents of

the descending limb are pushed around the hairpin bend by bulk flow: the ends

of the two limbs near the bend are now in osmotie equillbrum, and the

slight pressure difference between thera is temporarily abolished. If the

same active process continues to operate, maintaining a small osmotic

gradient across the boundary between the two compartments, the fluid in

the lower portion of the descending limb then becomes even more hypertonic

than it wqs at the beginning. This still more concentrated solution once

again flows around the bend, and at the lower end of the system the two limbs

re-equilibrate at an osmotic pressure higher than that which initially

obtained. Continuous action of such a mechanism will ultimately result

in a steady state: fluid within the entire system will become progressively

more concentrated towards the hairpin bend and rediluted on its way back up

the ascending limb, resulting in an osmotic stratification along the long

axis of Henle's loop, whereas the concentration difference between the limbs,

at any given level, will be no greater than that created by the initiating

active process. Osmotic pressure many times higher than the initiating

single effect may be produced. The result of the countercurrent mechanism

in the loops would be a milieu (the adjacent interstitial fluid of the renal

medulla) of increasing hypertonicity towards the tip of the renal papilla.

Concentration of the final urine was then conceived to occur in the

collecting ducts through a passive withdrawal of water from the fluid in them

as they traverse the progressively more hypertonic medullary interstitial

fluid. That the final concentration of the urine occurs in the collecting

ducts is in accord with the classical theory of Smith: the disagreement



concerns the mechanism by which water is removed and in the role played by

the loop of Henle,

To fulfil the requirements of this hypothesis it should be able to

demonstrate that in a loop of Henle: (l) The osmotic pressure at each level

perpendicular to the axis of the system is the same. (2) The osmotic

pressure increases from the base to the tip of the system, i.e. from the

cortex to the tip of the papilla, (3) The osmotic pressure of the fluid

leaving the system is hypotonic with respect to the osmotic pressure of the

fluid flowing into the system.

Evidence that the first of these conditions actually obtains within

the kidney was presented in 1951 by Wirz, Hargitay and Kuhn (65). These

workers showed by microcrysoscopy on 30 ja-thick tissue slices, cut

perpendicularly to the axis of the papilla, that the osmotic pressure of the

content of cortical tubules equals the osmotic pressure of the blood, and

further that the osmotic pressure in the medullary tubules increases

continuously to the tip of the papilla. They showed, moreover, that at

any one level, no differences were discernible between the tubular urine

whether it is in the ascending or descending limbs of the loop of Henle,

the capillary blood, and the urine in the collecting ducts. This approach

revealed the kidney to be composed of concentric shells, each of uniform

osmotic concentration. The outer shell consisted of the cortex and was

isosmotic with the peripheral plasma, %ch concentric inner shell in the

medulla, however, had a higher osmolality than the one outside it, with

the innermost, smallest shell at the papillary tip having the highest

osmolality of all. These findings were recently confirmed by Bray (4).
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Another valuable approach has been afforded by the analysis of cortical

and medullary slices for specific solutes. That the chloride content of

medullary tissue in the rabbit increases from the outer medullary zone to the

tip of the papilla has been known for many years (16, 34) • More recently

Ullrich and Co-workors (50,53) have shown in hydropenic dogs that the

concentrations of sodium, urea, exogenous creatinine and aminoacids increase

progressively, in a similar manner, though not all to the same extent, from

the cortex to the tip of the papilla. These observations have been
22

confirmed for sodium in studies using Na in the rat kidney (25) and by

direct analysis of sodium, chloride and urea in the dog kidney (31,32). The
131

rapid accumulation and the ultimate axial gradient of I tagged albumin

in the dog medulla (28, 33) conforms with this pattern, A further piece

of supporting evidence is thefinding of Ullrich and Jarauseh (53) of a

good linear relationship occurring between sodium concentration in the tip

of the renal papilla and the final osmolality of the urine. This would be

expected if the hypertcnicity of the renal medullary fluids is due to an

accumulation of sodium and chloride.

A third line of evidence implicating the countercurrent system consists

of measurement of osmolality of fluid obtained by raicropuncture. In 1953,

Wirz (62) showed that the renal papillary blood, collected by micropuncture

of the superficial capillaries of the papilla in the golden hamster is

essentially isosmotic with the bladder urine, as is required by the counter-

current theory. This has been amply confirmed (17,56). However,

information on the tubular urine was until recently confined to the

convolutions near the surface of the cortex. Wirz, in 1956 (63) demonstrated

by micropuncture that fluid obtained from the first two thirds of the

proximal tubule was isosmotic with the peripheral plasma and that the fluid
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leaving the loop of Henle Is hyposmotic. These findings, first noted in

the early mieropuncture studies of Walker et al (57) has since been

confirmed by Gottschalk and Mylle (17).

At the time (1951) when Hargitay and Kufan (20) published their paper

on the eountercurrent theory, and Wirz, Hargitay and Kuhn (65) on the kidney,

nothing was known about the composition of the urine between the proximal

convoluted tubule and the renal pelvis, and the physiologie&l characteristics

of the loop were not spelled out. It was poisted that the "single" or

initial effect, or "vis a tergo" of the countercurrent system in the

medulla consisted either of the movement of water from the descending into

the ascending limb (which virtually amounts to active water transport) or

conversely of salt (sodium chloride) from the ascending to the descending

limbj they failed, however, to recognise that the latter mechanism c uid

not operate as an osmotic multiplier unless the permeability of the

ascending limb to water is restricted.

After wirz in 1956 had demonstrated the osmotically dilute nature of

the urine in the early distal convolution in hydropenic animals, (63) he

recognised that the ascending limb of the loop must be relatively

impermeable to water and he favoured the belief that this dilution was

effected by the reabsorption of sodium chloride in this segment (he did not

distinguish between the ascending thin and thick segments). The permeability

characteristics of the descending limb were not specified, though it was

clear that sodium chloride must gain access to (and probably water lost from)

this limb if the system is to work as a countercurrent multiplier. As

in the original paper, it was poisted that the progressive accumulation of

sodium chloride along the long axis of the loop Increased the osmotic
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pressure of the interstitium and concentrated the urine by passive

abstraction of water through the collecting ducts (63,64).

Recognising the theoretical difficulties of the 1951 description, and

discounting Wirz's necessarily tentative suggestions of 1956, Berliner

and his colleagues in 1958 (3) proposed that sodium chloride is actively

reabsorbed throughout the length (descending and ascending limbs) of the

thin segment, and, as a necessary corollary, that this segment is everywhere

essentially impermeable to water. Here, the loop does not operate as a

countercurrent mechanism in any case, though the vasae rectae continue to

serve as countercurrent exchanges. In this hypothesis, however, the urine

at all points around the loop should be hypo-osmotic to the blood

in consequence to the removal of sodium. The recent ana contrary

demonstration by Gottschalk and Mylle (17) that the urine at the tip of

the loop is actually isosmotic with the urine in the collecting ducts

completely negates this hypothesis.

The interpretation proposed by Gottschalk and Mylle (17) which fits

the facts recited to this point, ie that sodium chloride reabsnrption begins

in the ascending limb of the thin segment and continues in the thick segment

of the ascending limb and throughout the distal convolution. The entire

ascending limb (thin and thick) is conceived to be relatively impermeable

to water, thu3 assuring delivery of a dilute urine to the distal convolution.

These workers demonstrated that infusion of sodium chloride increased the

hypcton* city of the distal urine and therefore presented a strong evidence

that the loop does in fact reabsorb sodium at some more proximal region,

and that it operates on sodium rather than n water per se» As a working

assumption, the descending thin segment is conceived to be peameable to
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water (and possibly sodium chloride) as was implied by Wirz (63)} by

this postulate the descending urine will come into osmotic (and sodium ?)

equilibrium with the interstitium, the system will serve as a true

cuntercurrent multiplier, and the osm tic pressure of the interstitiun

will increase along the long axis of the loop to reach a maximal value at

the tip, or the "reversal point", which may be taken to be the point where

the water and sodium permeable descending limb, gives way to water

impermeability and active sodium reabsorption in the ascending limb. Again,

passive diffusion of water out of the collecting ducts serves to

concentrate the urine, and the vasae rectae, being in free interchange with

the interstitiura, serve as countercurrent exchanged, promoting the

efficiency of the system and carrying away the sodium chloride reabsorbed

locally and the water abstracted from the urine.

This is essentially the hypothesis formed by Wirz in 1956 (63,64.) but

now spelled out in more detail and supported by direct ana3.ysis of the

urine at the tip of the loop of HenLe - the all important datum required

to substantiate a countercurrent hypothesis. Neither here nor in previous

theories is there any requirement that the tubular or vascular channels be

physiologically juxtaposed because lateral diffusion over microscopic

differences can effect sodium and water equilibration.

But the problem may be more,or less,complicated than this. Hilger,

Klumper and Ullrich (21) have cathetorised the collecting ducts with 3mall

polyethylene catheters and found that the urine became concentrated by

water reabsorption passing through the collecting ducts. Moreover, not

only water, but solutes too, are reabsorbed from the collecting ducts. A

minute analysis showed that chiefly sodium ion andurea left the collecting
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ducts (23). a large part of the reabsorbed sodium ion is exchanged against

hydrogen ions and ammonia (51,52$. These and other observations (55) led

these investigators to dismiss the thin segment as playing only a passive

role in the concentrating mechanism - in effect, they treated it aa freely

permeable to water, sodium chloride, urea and presumably other solutes in

the interstitium. They suggested that the "initial concentrating effect"

in the concentrating operation is the reabsorption of sodium chloride in

the thick segment of the ascending limb (outer medulla) whereby the urine

is diluted and the interstitium is enriched osmotieally. Sodium re-

absorption by the collecting dusts also enriches the sodium content of the

inner medulla, a process which they called the "terminal concentrating

effect". These two operations, they believed, suffice to concentrate the

urine.

This interpretation has the advantage of shifting active sodium

reabsorption out of the thin segment but it presents several difficulties*

If we assume that, at any specified level, the urine and interstitium are

approximately in osm tie equilibrium, relatively more sodium than water

must be removed from the urine in the collecting ducts if the interstitial

osmotic concentration is to be increased, and this operation alone would

serve to dilute rather than concentrate the urine inside the duct.

The location of the sodium pump in the thick ascending limb of Henle's

loop as Ullrich et al at first believed - and contrary to Wirz's original

hypothesis which considered that active sodium transport occurred over the

entire extent of the ascending limb of Henle's loop, is very attractive and

agrees well with the cytological characteristics of the lining epithelium

of these two segments of the ascending limb. But the recent studies of
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to rise in the inner zone of the medulla. This was later confirmed by

Ullrich himself and his co-workers (56). Also Schmidt-Nielsen and Q'Dell

(Al) have recently demonstrated the same finding in different animals with

varying lengths of the thin segment in the ascending linb of the loop and

concluded that the sodium pump which has been demonstrated in the thick

ascending limb of the loop of Henle must function in a similar manner in

the thin ascending limb*

A special role for urea in the concentrating process has been explored

by Berliner et al (3), Schmidt-Nielsen (AO) and Klumper, Ullrich and

Hilger (<3). Urea, despite its apparently free diffusibility within the

organism in general, is present in the urine at concentrations much

higher than its plasma level, a finding which indicates relative

impermeability of the nephron to this substance. Ullrich and Jaransch

(53) found that of all the substances measured (Na, K, CI, Ma, Ca,

Inorganic phosphate urea, aminoacids, and exogenous creatinine), the

highest concentration gradient was achieved by urea, the concentration of

which at the papilla nearly equalled that in the urine. Berliner et al

(3), implying that the collecting duct is particularly permeable to this

substance, as compared with the rest of the nephron, suggest that urea

diffuses out of the duct along with water and is deposited in the medullary

interstitiura along with the sodium already present. The urine thus

contributes some of its urea to thA osmotic stratification, enabling the

establishment of a higher peritubular osmotic concentration than can be

effected by the salts of sodium alone. The function of urea within the

interstices is thus to balance to a large extent the osmotic effect of the
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urea within the collecting tubule, countering any restraining effect of the

latter upon the outward diffusion of water. This has the extraordinary

consequence that correspondingly less osmotic work is required for the

excretion of urea, and a given osmotic load of urea entails a

correspondingly smaller excretion of water in the urine than does an equal

osmotic load of sodium chloride, mannitol, etc. to which the collecting

ducts are impermeable (49).

A different explanation has been offered by Schmidt-Nielsen (40) who

suggests that the high medullary concentration of urea is not the result

of simple passive diffusion. This author proposes an active tubular

transport of urea against a concentration gradient; this small process

is in turn amplified by the multiplier effect of countercurrent flow

within the medullary structures, resulting in a high interstitial, and,

consequently, a high urinary concentration of this substance.

Three attractive features of the countercurrent hypothesis have been

noted by all investigators. First is the fact that the urine is

concentrated by an osmotic gradient down the long axis of the loop, with

only a small gradient across any one cell layer in the lppp. Second,
the hypothesis dispenses at long last with the active transport of water

molecules - the entire operation is mediated by the active transport of

sodium chloride, a process that to one degree or another is going on

throughout the length of the nephron. The third attractive feature is that,

for the same mechanism (sodium chloride reabsorption) to serve either to

concentrate or to dilute the urine, only a redefinition of the locus of action
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of the antidiuretic hormone may be required.

It is widely accepted that the action of ADH is "permissive", in that

it simply promotes passive osmotic equilibration between the tubular

urine and the blood by increasing the permeability of the "tubular"

epithelium to water (49). Sawyer (39) and Wirz (64) have independently

attributed this action to the opening of hypothetical "pores" which

facilitate the diffusion of water, in a manner analogous to the action of

the neurohypophyseal water-balance principle on amphibian skin (24).

Without specific reference to this "pcre" theory, Ginetsinskii et al (12,

14,15) have suggested that ADH liberates hyaluronidase in the iubules and

that this enzyme depolymerises the hyaluronic acid cement between the

epithelial cells and lets water pass through.

It has been noted that during antidiuresis, osmotic equilibration

between urine and blood is attained from the middle of the distal

convoluted tubule on the urine remaining isosmotic until it enters the

collecting duct. In water diuresis, however, the urine remains dilute,

throughout the distal convolution, and, in fact, it appears to be further

diluted between the end of the distal tubule and the bladder (17, 64).

The simplest interpretation of these data is to suppose that the

locus of (the "pore"; action of ADH extends from the early part of the

distal convoluted tubule all the way down the collecting ducts (3, 17,

21, 39, 64). Hence, in the absence of ADH, all )or nearly all) the

osmotically free water generated by the reabsorption of solutes (mainly

sodium chloride) in the loop of Henle and the distal segment remains to

be delivered to the collecting ductsj since these are relatively impermeable

to water in the absence of ADH and therefore isolated from the hyperosmotic
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medulla, this free water emerges from the kidney as a copious volume of

dilute urine. No direct proof has been presented by the various workers

for this assumption on the site and mode of action of ADH. Ginetsinskii,

however, claimed that he could demonstrate, by light microscopy,

disappearance of the miicjtopolysaccharide Intercellular streaks in the

collecting tubules at the height of antidiuresis, and considered that this

indicates opening up of intercellular "pores" for the reabsorption of water

(12,13).
\

This review of the ideas and theories of the mechanisms of urinary

concentration and dilution has drawn the attention to some important facts.

First, it has shown that alth ugh the principle of countercurrent flow was

first applied to the kidney in 1951, it has been regrettably neglected until

recently. It can, therefore, be looked upon as a "new" theory, and novelty

tempts speculation. Secondly, it is all too apparent that much of

present day hypothesising about the mechanisms ultimately responsible for

dilution and concentration of the urine is largely conjectural; fabrication

has been out of cloth generously perforated by large gaps of knowledge.

The secrets of the characteristics of the tubular membranes and their

metabolic activities, for instance, remain largely to be discovered.

Thirdly, the idea that the squamous epithelium of the thin segment of the

loop of Henle is freely permeable to water (if not to sodium also) in the

descending limb, and suddenly acquires water impermeability and active

sodium transport at the tip of the loop for no better reason, apparently

than the circumstance that it has turned a corner,is extravagant,

physiolgically complicated and difficult to believe.

What does emerge from the mass data presently at hand is that (1) the

hairpin configuration of the blood vessels and loops of Henle is not an
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anatomical quirk but implies specific functional significance with respect

to the excretion of water, (2; Osmotic stratification within the renal

medulla seems to be definitely established, (3) This osmotic stratification

is due to a countercurrent multiplier effect by the loops of Henle and a

countercurrent exchanger function by the vasae rectae.

Many questions are still to be answered. Does the sodium chloride,

pumped out from the lumen of the relatively water-impermeable ascending

limb into the medullary interstitium, Induce osmetic withdrawal of water

from the water permeable descending limb (17,64-), or whether sodium

chloride is pumped out from both the descending and ascending limbs, the

differentiation between the two limbs being due to a high water permeability

of the descending and low water permeability of the ascending limb creating

an osmotic difference between them at any level or whether, alternatively,

the descending limb is also relatively impermeqble to water and it trans¬

ports sodium inwardly by an active transport mechanism (61), The second

important question is whether ADH really acts on the distal convoluted

and collecting tubules, as has been suggested by all the authors without

any real evidence, apart from it being the simplest interpretation of the

accumulated data. Thirdly, how can the tubules vary their degree of

permeability to water and/or to solutes in the different functional states;

does this involve cellular, intercellular or extracellular alterations?

Renal physiologists seem to have largely exhausted their methods and

special techniques of investigation of this problem and they are unlikely

to get much more data, by the now familiar methods of microcrysoscopy and

microanalysis of thin renal slices, or by micropuncture of the renal tubules

and capillaries, however clever and accurate these techniques are. Micro
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analysis of the chemical composition of a slice of renal tissue several

microns thick, though very valuable in giving an overall picture at this

particular level in the kidney, can never discriminate between minute

differences in the composition of fluids in the descending or ascending

limbs of the loop, the collecting tubules, the Interstitium and the

capillariesj and these are exactly the data required at this stage to fill

the gaps in our knowledge. Similarly, many parts of the renal tubule are

not accessible to micropuncture, particularly the tubules in the outer

medullary zone(the all important zone in the countercurrent hypothesis);

the para rocta of the proximal tubule, the thick segment of the ascending

limb of the loop of Henle and the intermediate part of the collecting

tubules. The pars recta of the proximal tubule, for instance, plunges

deep into the kidney and differs morphologically, and possibly functionally,

from the pars convoluta on the kidney surface. Possibly, countercurrent

diffusion occurs here as in other parts of the loop of Henle, It is quite

hazardous, therefore, to ext^rpolate the water reabsorption curve, as

Walker et al. have done (57), beyond the experimentally determined points,

and the water content, inulin, sodium chloride and urea concentrations at

the very end of the proximal tubule should remain a matter of speculation.

I intended by this, rather detailed, introduction to the subject to

focus the attention to the fact that a new method of approach to this

problem, from an entirely different angle, is needed, if light is to be

quickly thrown on the still unanswered questions. One of the oldest

methods adopted by biologists and research workers in the basic, fundamental

medical sciences, is a correlation of physiology to morphology. However,

bored with the type of descriptive morphology » with its attendent artefacts -
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available by light microscopy, biologists have been directing their

attention more and more to the biochemical study of tissues. This would

have been an admirable thing, had not the pendulum swung much too far in

the opposite direction so that many workers were almost totally ignorant

and even secretly contemptuous of the fundamental structure of the cells

and tissues with which they were concerned. To them, the cell was a small

ampoule of assorted chemicals which had to be cracked open so that its

contents might be suitably examined in the test tube. This resulted in

a pernicious and unnatural divorce between morphology and physiology.

However, within the last few years, encouraging signs became apparent and

the pendulum is swinging back. Biochemists are becoming increasingly

interested in the intact cell and all its multifarious activities. They

are also beginning to appreciate the difficulties of interpretation

experienced by those who study tissues with the microsco pe and who/see

the immense complexity of structure of many organs - a complexity often

so great, in fact, that it is difficult to understand how the chemical

analysis of crude samples, however small, could yield much of value.

But, of course, at the molecular level attained by electron

microscopy, chemistry and morphology become one, and the histologist and

the chemist meet on common ground. It is by the electron microscope that

I intended to study the mechanism of dilution and concentration of the

urine and the site and mode of action of the antidiuretic hormone in the

mammalian kidney.

Material and Methods.

16 albino rats, "Wistar" strain between 250 and 410 gm. in weight,

were used for this study and were divided into the following groupsi
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I. Hydration Experiment;

Six rats were forcibly hydrated by the administration of water through

an intragastric tube. Three were given 5 ml. each and the other tiiree

were given 20 ml* each in a single dose. The rats were stimulated to

pass urine at 15 minute intervals and the urine samples were measured for

volume and osmolality. The osmolality was measured by a Fiske Osmometer,

based on the determination of the depression in the freezing point, using

the smell head adaptor. The rats were Killed at the height of the

diuresis, when the urine osmolality was lowest.

II. Hydration followed by dehydration experiment;

One rat was given 5 ml. and two other ones 20 ml. water each by an

intragastric tube. The rats were then placed separately in individual

metabolism cages. Solid "pellet" diet was allowed but no water was given.

The rats were killed after 50 hours of dehydration, the osmolality of the

urine passed within the last two hours before death was measured.

III. Dehydration experiment;

Four rats were used in this experiment, one kept without water for

24- hours and the other three for 48 hours. The first two rats were also

kept v/ithout food while the latter two were allowed solid "pellet* diet.

The osmolality of theurine passed within the last two hours w&3 determined.

IV. Pitressin experimentt

Each of three rats was given 50 milli-units aqueous Pitressin (Vaso¬

pressin injection, B.P., Parke, Davis & Co.) in the tail vein. They were

stimulated to pass urine at 15 minute intervals and the urine was measured

for volume and osmolality. They were killed when the urine passed

showed an osmolality of above 2,000.
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After killing the rats one kidney was fixed in corrosive formol and

used for light microscopy, while blocks from the other were fixed for one

hour in 1% buffered osmium tetroxide, embedded in methacrylate and araldite

and examined by the electron microscope, as described previously. Again,

particular care was taken to choose blocks for electron microscopy from

the superficial cortex, the outer zone of the medulla and the pqjilla.

Results.

I. Hydration Experiment:

The urine osmolality at the time of attaining maximum diuresis is

seen in Table (5).

Table 5.

Rat No, Weight
g*

Volume of water
administered ml.

Time of maximum
diuresis after
administration
minutes,

Urine
Osmolality
m.Osm/Kg.

1 370 5 60 120

2 380 5 90 400

3 370 5 90 330

A 400 20 90 73

5 250 20 120 199

6 260 20 120 100

On light microscopy; no abnormality was detected.

On Electron microscopy:

Glomerulust A slight degree of dilatation of the capillaries was observed
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in ajl the glomeruli examined. The dilated capillaries contained few

erythrocytes. The endothelial fenestras appeared slightly wider than

normal. The dilatation was more marked in the rats that received 20 ml,

of water. This dilatation can be easily explained by the rapid increase

in the blood volume, the sharp rise in the renal blood flow and the

increased glomerular filtration rate which follow 3uch a large single dose

of water.

In some glomeruli, the epithelial cells showed peculiar "worm-like"

structures, consisting of a double membrane, in their cytoplasm (Fig, 157),

These cells were otherwise entirely normal.

Proximal tubule:

A, Pars convoluta; The proximal convoluted tubules were dilated; some

of them only slightly so that a lumen just begins to appear in the centre

of the honeycomb of microvilli (Fig, 158), while others, were markedly

dilated (Fig, 159). Many of these tubules showed cells in the process of

being shed off into the lumen (Fig, 159)J a process which can be seen only

very occasionally under normal conditions, was seen rather frequently in

these hydrated animals. This resulted in the appearance of the lumina of

some tubules to be filled up by cellular debris (Fig, 159). Otherwise,

the cells of the proximal convoluted tubules were quite normal.

Particular attention should be drawn to the basement membrane of these

tubules. It was normally thin in all the superficial tubules (Fig* 158)

but as more deeply situated proximal tubules were examined, some of them

began to show a thickening of the basement membrane, particularly the very

dilated ones (Fig. 159), while most of them still possessed a normally thin

basement membrane (Fig, 160), In the deep cortex, on the other hand, more
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thick indeed (Fig. 161), measuring more than 10 times the normal thickness.

This thick basement membrane gave the impression of being a soft gel, with

the basal cell foldings pushing through it and embedded in its superficial

part (Fig. 161),

Pars recta; Host of the proximal tubules in. the outer medullary zone

were dilated (Fig, 162) and the process of shedding off of lining cells into

the lumen was again rather frequently encountered (Fig. 162). The

cellular cytoplasm showed an abundance of the vacuoles which are normally

present. Both types of vacuoles were numerous, particularly, the vacuoles

with the clear contents (Fig, 162). They were not restricted to the

apical, relatively clear, part of the cell, though they were more numerous

there.

The most striking change in this part of the nephron was found in

the basement membrane. Practically all the tubules had a very thick

basement membrane,(Fig, 163) , and the basal cell foldings markedly indented

this thick membrane and in some places gave the impression of being buried

in it (Fig. 164. and 165). The basement membrane measured between 1 - 1.5 p

(the normal thickness is about 0,1 p) and was frequently uniform in

appearance. In some tubules, however, the basement membrane was seen to

split in one particular point and to contain a granular osmiophilic deposit

in between its layers (Fig. 166) while in others, the greater part of the

circumference of the tubule was surrounded by a thick fibrillar, laminated

basement membrane (Fig. 167),

Thin .segment,

A. In the outer zone of the medulla -
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All the thin segments in this zone (all are on the descending limb of

the loop of Henle) had a thick, fibrillar basement membrane, which measured

0.3 - 0.5 p as contrasted with the normal thickness of 0.1 p (Fig. 168),

This basement membrane change was noticed in all the hydrated rats, whether

they received 5 ml, or 20 ml, water.

In the rats that received 20 ml. of water, an additional change was

sometimes noticed in the thin segments in this zone. Some individual cells

were markedly swollen, their cytoplasm rarified and they looked as if they

have imbibed a large amount of water (Fig. 169). The basement membrane of

these cells was not as thickened as the remainder of it surrounding the

rest of the tubule. However, particularly in the rats that redeived the

large volume of water, there appeared to be a simplification, flattening

or ironing out of the basal cell foldings and the cells appeared to have a

rather sparse cytoplasm (Fig. 170) and this may be the early stage of the

extreme swelling occasionally seen in some individual cells.

B. In the inner zone of the medulla -

The thin segments in this zone showed various significant changes.

About half the total number of thin segments examined, showed changes

which were quite different from these shown by the other half.

I) Half the thin segments showed thickening and fibrillation of their

basement membrane, in exactly the same manner as seen in the thin segments

in the outer medulla (Fig, 171,172,173). In these tubules, the

simplification, flat ening or ironing out of the basal cell foldings as well

as the sparse appearance of the cellular cytoplasm, was also quite similar

to that observed in the outer medullary thin segments. Similarly, the

marked swelling of individual cells was again observed (Fig, 174). Some
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tubules had wide bare areas with only the basement membrane separating the

lumen from the interstitial space (Fig. 175)# This latter change was

particularly encountered in the rats that received the larger volume of

water. This change apparently resulted from the disappearance of

individual cells that might have exploded after being extremely swollen.

II) The other half of the thin segments showed quite different changes.

Their basement membrane was normally thin (Fig, 176). The luminal surface

of the cells was thrown into a number of folds and the cells sometimes

showed papuliferous processes into the lumen (Fig, 177). The cell

cytoplasm contained a large number of vacuoles with clear contents. These

vacuoles were frequently intimately related to mitochondria (Fig. 178).

In these thin segments, flattening of the basal cell foldings was also

observed. In the rats that received 20 ml. water, some cells in these

tubules were seen in a process of separation from their thin basement

membrane (Fig. 178 and 179), eventually also leaving bare areas of basement

membrane.

The fact that only half of the thin segments in the inner medulla are

descending while the other half are ascending together with the fact that

the morphological changes observed in half the inner medullary thin segments

differ from those observed in the other half, seem to indicate that the

behaviour of the descending thin limb of the loop of Henle differs from

that of the ascending thin limb in response to acute hydration. Since the

thin segments in the outer zone of the medulla are all descending, and since

the changes described in I) in half the inner medullary thin segments are

similar to those observed in the outer medullary thin segments, it is

concluded that the basement membrane of the tubules is only thickened if

they are descending, but remains normally thin if they are ascending.
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Thick segment:

The thick segments always appeared quite normal. In particular, their

basement membrane was normally thin (Fig. 180) as contrasted with that of

the pars recta of the proximal tubule (Fig. 164.).

Distal Convoluted Tubule,

No change was seen in any distal convoluted tubule.

Collecting Tubule:

A. The dark cells J A peculiar change was observed in the dark cells of

the collecting tubules, which was equally apparent after the small es well

as after, the large dose of water. The cells appeared very active. Their

basal cell foldings increased in number and in depth, the luminal surface

became thrown into a large number of folds and they "grew" papuliferous

processes, the surface of which was thrown into a number of microvilli

(Fig. 181).

B, The light cells: After 5 ml. water, many clear vacuoles appeared within

the cell cytoplasm in the light cells of the collecting tubules particularly

in the inner medullary zone (Fig. 182). Some of these vacuoles could be

traced as they passed between the cell membranes of two adjacent cells

(Fig. 183), or between the cell membrane and the basement membrane within

the basal cell foldings (Fig. 184y, and sometimes even in the interstitial

space adjacent to the wall of a thin fenestrated (efferent) capillary

(Fig, 185)* Some of these vacuoles had a crescentic dense structureless

body at the periphery (Fig, 186 and 187) or a small densely osmiophilic

body in the centre (Fig. 188). These granulated vacuoles were frequently

closely related to the mitochondria of the cells, and a transition from a

normal mitochondrion with cristae in which a dense body appears at one side
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to a large dense granule in which all mitochondrial internal structure has

been obliterated, to a dense granule with a small vacuole and finally to

a vacuole with a small granule, could be traced (Fig. 189).

After 20 ml. water, although the light cell3 showed vacuoles and dense

structureless granules in their cytoplasm particularly in the inner medullary

zone, the most striking change noticed was lateral separation of cells.

Lateral separation appeared to begin on the basement membrane side of the

cells, while they remained adherent at the terminal bar (Fig. 190). The

degree of lateral separation was noticed as it gradually increased (Fig. 191

and 192,, until finally, the terminal bar gave way (Fig. 193). This resulted

in a tubule incompletely lined by cells with bare areas of basement membrane

only separating the luminal contents from the interstitial space (Fig, 194

and 195) and in some tubhles, extensive stretches of basement membrane

were completely bare (Fig. 196).

The collecting tubules appeared to be slightly dilated but their

basement membrane was absolutely normal in appearance.

Capillaries;

A. In the cortex; The intertubular capillaries were quite normal.

B. In the outer zone of the medulla» The thick type of capillary (the

afferent or descending vasae rectae) showed thickening of their basement

membrane to twice or three times the normal thickness (Fig. 197 and 198).

This was particularly marked in the inner stripe of the outer zone of the

medulla (Fig. 199). The thin type of capillary (the efferent or ascending

vases reetae) had a normally thin basement membrane (Fig. 200).

C. In the inner zone of the medulla; Many capillary endothelial cells were

markedly swollen mainly because their cytoplasm was full of a large number



Fig. 157. Hydration experiment! Rat U* Glomerular
epithelial cell. Note the string-like bodies in the
cytoplasm. x 15»Q00

cortical proximal convoluted tubule. Note the thin basement
membrane and the lumen appearing within the packed microvilli*

x 4#000



Fig. 159. Hydration experiment; Rat U* Deep cortical
proximal tubule. The basement membrane is slightly thickened.
The lumen is very dilated and is full of cellular debris and
one cell is apparently in the process of being shed off into
the lumen. x 3,000
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Fia. 160. Hydration experiment; Rat 2. Cortical proximal
convoluted tubule. The basement membrane is of normal
thickness. x 27,000



gjg. 161. Hydration experiments Rat 5» Two deep cortical
proximal tubules. The basement membrane is very markedly
thickened measuring 1.25 p in thickness. Note the basal cell
foldings as they dip into thin swollenapparently jelly-like
basement membrane. x 15>000

Fie. 162. Hydration experiments Rat 5. Pars recta of a
proximal tubule in the outer medullary zone. The lumen is very
dilated and the basement membrane is thickened and is seen to
split up in a fibrillar fashion for a short distance on the right
side. Note that two cells are being shed off into the lumen and
that the cytoplasm is full of vacuoles with clear and vacuoles with
granular content. v 9 CAA



Fig. 163. Hydration experiment! Rat 6» Pars recta of a
proximal tubule* Note the marked thickening of the basement
membrane. On the right side it appears serrated and the basal
cell foldings can be seen as if they were pushing into it.

x 2,500

Fig. 16Z.. Hydration experiment! Rat 6. Bars recta of a
proximal tubule. The basement membrane is very markedly
thickened and the basal cell foldings appear embedded in
it, x 15,000
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Fie. 165t Hydration experiment* Rat 4, Basement membrane
of pars recta of a proximal tubule, x 10,000
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Hydration experiment. Rat 4-, Two pars rectae of
proximal tubule. The basement membrane in each one is thickened
and looks fibrillary and is split for a short distance, creating
a space that contains numerous osmiophilic granules. x 6,000



Fig. 16?« 11,Oration &xp r intent: Hat A, Pars recta of a
proximal tubule. Mote that the basement membrane 1a split
up and ie continued as a sheaf of fibres with structureless
d.-rroly onmlophlllc granuoles in 'oetween. x 9, X)0

Ftp;. 168. hydration experiments Rat 3. Thin tegaent of
the loop of Henle in the outer medulla. The basement
aerabr ne is thick and fibrillar and looks like a aeshwork.

x 30,000



loop of Henle in the outer medullary zone. The cell on the left
is very swollen end its cytoplasm rarified. The basement membrane
of the tubule is thickened, but not particularly so beneath the
swollen cell. x 2,500

Fig. 170. Hydrati n experiment! Rat J+. Thin segment of the
loop of Henle in the outer medulla. Note that the basement
membrane is thickened and that the basal cell foldings are
flattened out. x 9»000



Fig. 17L. Hydration experiment. Hat. 5. Thin segment
of a loop of Henle in the inner medulla. Note the thick,
fibrillar basement membrane. x 24.,000

Fig, 172. Hydration experiment: Rat 5. Thin segment
of a loop of Henle and a capillary in the inner medulla.
Note the thick basement membrane of the thin segment,which
looks like a meshwork, and the absence of the basal cell
foldings. x 24.,000



Fie. 173. Hydration experiment: Hat 5. Markedly
thickened basement membrane of a thin segment of a loop of
Henle in the inner medulla. The adjacent efferent capillary
looks normal, x 4-5,000

Fia. 174. Hydration experiment: Eat 5. Swollen cell in
a thin segment of a loop of Henle in the inner medulla. An

interstitial cell is seen on the right. x 12,000



Ftp, 175. Hydration experiment; Rat 5. Thin segment of
a loop of Renin in the lanor medulla. The basement membrane
is moderately thickened and fibrillar, a large part of
the basement mora rone is bare, having lost Its epithelial
lining• x 9,000

Fx;;, 176, Hydration experiment: Rat 3, Thin segment of
a loop of i ionic in the inner medulla# The basement aeabr ne
is normally thin and appears as a single line. Compare with
Fig, 172, which is of the same raagnlfication, x 24,000



Fig. 177. Hydration experiment: Rat 3. Thin segment of a
loop of Henle in the inner medulla. The basement membrane
is not thickened, the basal cell foldings are flattened out;
and a papilliforra process is seen to project into the lumen

x 2,500

Fig. 178. Hydration experiment: Rat 5. Thin segment of a
loop of Henle in the inner medulla. The basement membrane is
not thickenedj the cells are separated from the basement
membrane and their cytoplasm contains a number of vacuoles mostly
related to mitochondria. x 12,000
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Fig, 180. Hydration experiment: Rat 4, The basal part of i
cell of the thick segment of a loop of Henle. Note the norma]
basement membrane. x 24,000

Fig. 179. Hydration experiment. Rat 5» A low power electron
micrograph showing a thick capillary in the centre and a thin
capillary below it. On the right, two thin segments can be seen; in
the lowjpower one, the epithelium is separating from the normal
basement membrane, while in the upper one, an extensive area of the
basement membrane is bare, because its lining cell has been shed off,

x 4.000



'i/% 187,„ Hydration experiment; Rat 1, k dark cell in an
outer medullary collecting tubule, A •-•apilliform process
projects into the lumen and the luminal and basal coll surfaces
are thrown into a large number ? folds, x 9,000

Fig. 182, Hydration experiment J Rat 3. Light cells from
an inner medullary collecting tubule, Many vacuoles with
clear contents are seen in the cytoplasm, Some of these vacuoles
have a very dark, dense body at their periphery, x 6,000
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rig'. Id3. Hydration experiment: Rat 3. Part of four
adjacent light cells of an inner medullary collecting tubule.
Note the dense cytoplasmic granules, the granulated gad the
non-granulated vacuoles and the vacuoles that lie between the
plasma membranes of adjacent cells. 15,000
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Fig. 184. Hydration experiment: Rat 3, Part of three
adjacent light cells of an inner medu lary collecting tubule.
Two vacuoles are clearly seen in the labyrinthine space,
beneath the basal cell membrane. The cytoplasm contains many
vacuoles; in one of them a dense central body is soon and in
another, a dense peripheral rim is observed, x 30,000



Fig, 185. Hydration experiment. Rat 3. The basal part of a
light cell of an inner medullary collecting tubule. Note the
vacuoles in the cellular cytoplasm and in the interstitial space
in contact with the capillary basement membrane. Note the
crescentic, dense body at the periphery of some of the vacuoles.

x 30,000

Fig, 186. Hydration experiment. Rat 3. Light cells of an
inner medullary collecting tubule. The cytoplasm contains numerous
vacuoles that have a densely osmiophilic crexcentic body at the
periphery. x 9,000
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Fin. 187» H ^ration experiment. Rat 3. Light cell of an
inner medullary collecting tubule. Numerous cytoplasmic
vacuoles are seen; the majority have a densely osiniophilic
peripheral body. x 9#0Q0

Fig. "188. Hydration experiment. Rat 3. Part of two adjacent
light cells of an inner medullary collecting tubule,some
cytoplasmic vacuoles have peripheral dense granules while the
vacuole on the left side has a central granule. x 27,000



stages from a mitochondrion into which a dense body is present
at one side, to a vacuolated granule, to a vacuole with a
small peripheral granule can be seen in this light cell from
an inner medullary collecting tubule. x 4.0,000

Fie, 190. Hydration experiment. Rat 5. An inner medullary
collecting tubule showing partial lateral separation between
adjacent cells, complete on the basement membrane side, but
the cells are still adherent on the luminal side at the
terminal bar. x 9,000



Fie. 191. Hydration experiment. Rat 5* Two adjacent cells in
an Inner medullary collecting tubule showing lateral separation,
but they are still adherent at the terminal bar* x 24,000

Fig. 192. Hydration experiment* Rat 5* Although these two
cells in an inner medullary collecting tubule are widely
separated, they are still adherent to each other on the luminal
side at the terminal bar. x 24,000
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Fig. 193. Hydration experiment. Rat 5. Part of an inner
medullary collecting tubule showing complete lateral separation
between adjacent cells. x 9#000

Fia. 19A. Hydration experiment. Rat 5. Part of an inner
medullary collecting tubule showing a bare part of the

basement membrane. x 6,000



Pip,. 195. Hydration experiment. Eat 5. An inner medullary
collecting tubule showing complete separation of its lining
cells from each other and resulting in the appearance of four
bare areas of the basement membrane. The cell on the right
clearly shovs the thick primary process and the fine secondary
processes. Numerous granulated vacuoles are seen in the cells
and in the interstitial space. x ^t000

Fig. 196. Hydration experiment. Rat 5. Part of an inner
medullary collecting tubule showing extensive stretches of the
basera: nt membrane completely bare. Note the granulated vacuoles
in the cellular cytoplasm. x 6,000



the norraaj. thickness.
The basement membrane is about twice

x 15,000

Fia, 198, Hydration experiment. Rat 3. Thick type of
medullary capillary. The basement membrane is more than
double the normal thickness. x 24,000



Fig. 199. Hydration experiment. Hat 6. Thick capillary in
the inner stripe of the "titer medulla. $ te the thickness
of the basement membrane. x 24„J00

Fig. 200. Hydration experiment. Rat 5. Thin type of
medullary capillary. The basement membrane is normally thin
Compere with Fig, 197,198, & 200). x 45,000



txEx. ,201., Hydration experiment. Rat A* A papillary
capillary. The endothelium is swollen and contains a large
vacuole on the right. x 6,000
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of vacuoles (Fig. 201). Some of these vacuoles were very large indeed,

larger than the cell nucleus itself (Fig. 202).

II. Hydration followed by dehydration experiment:

The osmolality of the urine passed within the two hours following

48 hours dehydration is seen in Table (6).

Table 6.

Rat No. Weight
g.

Volume of water
administered ml.

Duration of

dehydration
hours

Osmolality of
urine passed in
the last two hours
m.Osnv/Kg.

7 230 5 50 2540

8 250 20 50 2500

9 250 20 50 2600

On light microscopy; No abnormality detected.

On Electron microscony:

Glomerulusi The capillaries were full of crowded red blood corpuscles,

possibly an evidence of haemoconcentration.

Proximal tubule;

A* Pars convoluta: Normal appearances. Normally thin basement membrane.

B. Pars recta: The very thick basement membrane which was observed after

hydration, has come back to normal,though incompletely, it still remained

slightly thicker than the basement membrane of the thick ascending limb of

the loop of Henle (Fig. 203).

Thin segment: The lumina of the thin segments were narrow. The thick



Fie. 203, Hydration followed by dehydration experiment. Rat 7.
The basal parts of pars recta of a proximal and a distal tubule.
Note that the basement membrane of the proximal tubule (top) is
thicker than that of the thick segment of the ascending limb of
Henle's loop, x 15,000

Fie. 20A. Hydration followed by dehydration experiment. Thin
segment of a loop of Henle. Note the thickness of the basement
membrane add the cytoplasmic vacuoles, x 15,000



Fig, 205. Hydration followed by dehydration experiment. Rat 8.
Thin segment of the loop of Henle in the inner medulla.

x 8,000

Fig. 206, Hydration followed by dehydration experiment.
Rat 9. Thin segment of the loop of Henle in the inner
medulla. x 8,000



Fir, K''7« Hydrttioa followed by dehydration experiments Rat 7#
An Inner medullary tldn segment# Note the increased number of
the coll foldings, the numerous cytoplasmic vacuoles and the
Mottled appearance of the nuclei# x 6,000

2Q8# Hydration followed by dehydration experiment#
Rat 9# Two adjacent cells in cm inner medullary collecting
tubule# Mote the partial lateral separation, the intact
terminal bar and the cytoplasmic vacuoles related to the
mitochondria# x
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basement membrane observed in the descending thin segments after hydration

was found to have largely regressed after dehydration (Fig. 204.), However,

this regression in thickness was incomplete, particularly in the two rats

that received 20 ml, water (compare the thickness of the basement membrane

in Fig. 205, presumably of the thin ascending limb to that if Fig. 206,

presumably of the thin descending limb).

Another noticeable feature that appeared in most thin segments is the

increased number of the basal cell foldings and the large number of vacuoles

that became apparent within the cytoplasm (Fig. 204 and 207).

Thick segment and distal convoluted tubule: Were normal.

Collecting tubule; The rat that received 5 ml, had normal collecting

tubules. In the other two rats, a slight degree of cell separation was

observed between the light cells in the inner medullary zone. This vrqs

never complete, the terminal bars were always intact and no bare areas of

basement membrane were seen (Fig, 208), A few granulated vacuoles were

occasionally seen in the light cells in the inner medulla (Fig, 208),

Nuclear changes similar to those observed in the dehydration experiment

(vide infra) were also seen.

Capillaries: The thickened basement membrane of the descending vasae

rectae capillaries has largely, though incompletely regressed,

III, Dehydration experiment:

The urine osmolality at the end of the dehydration period is seen in

Table (7),
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Table 7.

Rat No. Weight
g

Duration of dehydration Urine Osmolality
m,0sm/Kg,

10 400 24 2750

11 400 48 2900

12 300 48 2970

13 320 48 3000

Oh light microscopy: No abnormality was detected.

On Electron microscopy:

The capillaries in the glomerulus, cortex, the outer medulla and

the inner medulla were very full of crowded red blood corpuscles (Fig. 211

and 218) indicating haernoconcentration.

The nuclei of all the cells in the medulla, particularly in the inner

medulla showed a striking mottling with moth-eaten appearance of the

chromatin (Fig. 209).

Proximal tubule: Both the pars convolute and the pars recta were normal.

In particular, the basement membrane was normally thin (Fig. 210).

Thin segment: All the thin segments showed the same appearance whether

they were in the outer or in the inner medulla. The lumen was usually

narrow, sometimes very narrow (Fig. 211), The basement membrane was

normally thin (Fig. 212). The basal cell foldings were very complex, very

deep and very numerous (Fig. 212 and 213). £he luminal surface was deeply

indented by a number of deep complex channels (Fig, 214 and 215), Papilliform

projections were frequently seen arising from the luminal surface (Fig. 216

and 217) and these, together with the deep crypts greatly increased the



cell in the inner medulla showing a striking mottling of the
nuclear chromatin# x 12,000

Fig. 210. Dehydration experiment. Rat 13. Pars recta
of a proximal tubule. Note the thickness of the basement
membrane and compare with Fig, 164.. x 15,000



Fig. 211, Dehydration experiment J Rat 10. Thin segment
of a loop of Henie in the outer medulla. The lumen is very
narrow, the luminal and the basal cell foldings are very
numerous and the capillaries are crowded with red c rpuscles.

x 2,500

Fig, 212. Dehydration experiment: Rat 10, Thin segment
of a loop of Henle in the outer medulla. The basement
membrane is of normal thickness and the basal cell foldings
are very numerous, deep and complex. x 24.,000
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Fig. 213. Dehydration experiment: Rat 12, Thin segment
of a loop of Henle in the outer medulla. Note the
numerous complex basal cell foldings. x 15,000

Fin. U. Dehydration experiment. Rat 12. Thin segment
of 5 loop cf Henle in the cuter medulla. Compare the
appearance and the thickness of the basera nt membrane with
that in Fig. 173. Note the channels running from the
lumen deeply into the cytoplasm, x 30,000



Fig. 515» Dehydration experiment. Rat 12. Thin segment
of a loop of Henle and an adjacent efferent capillary in the
outer medulla. Note the complex deep channels running from
the tubular lumen into the cells. x 19,500
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Fia. 216. Dehydration experiment: Rat 12, Thin segment
of a loop of Henle in the utcr medulla. Note the papillifora
process projecting into the lumen. x 6,000
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Fig. 217. Dehydration experiment: Rat 10. Thin segment
of a loop of Henle in the inner medulla, Note the numerous
luminal cell foldings and the papilliform projection into
the lumen. x 9,000

o/hS!"00 eXP!!rtaenti Ratl°* TWck segment* x 2,500



li&* 219, Dehydration experimentj Rat 13. An inner
medulJary collecting tubule, x 1,500

Fig. 2?D. Dehydration experiment: Sat 12. A light
cell of a medullary collecting tubule. x 6,000
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luminal cell surface in the same way as the deep, numerous, complex basal

foldings greatly increased the basal cell surface. The cell cytoplasm was

full of a moderate number of vacuoles with clear contents.

Thick segment and distal convoluted tubule. Wore normal (Pig. 218).

Collecting, tubulet The collecting tubules appeared quite normal. Lateral

cell separation was never encountered (Fig. 219), The light cells showed

no vacules or granuoles (Fig. 220) and the dark cells did not show any

increase in the basal or luminal cell surfaces (Fig, 221), as was seen in

the collected tubules in the hydrated rats.

Capillaries; Both types of capillary were normal; in particular, the

basement membrane of the descending thick capillaries was normally thin.

IV, Pitressin experiment:

The urine osmolality and the duration since the administration of

pitressin are given in Table (8).

Table 8,

Rat No. Weight
g.

Dose of pitressin
given l/V,railli-

units.

Duration since ad¬
ministration of

pitressin,minutes.

Urine
Osmolality
M.Osm./Kg.

u

15

16

280

250

250

50

50

50

30

45

60

2280

2600

2400

On lighi . microsc*Dpy: No abnormali-ty was detected.

On Electron microscopy;

The findings in this experiment were very similar to those found in

the dehydration experiment with two important exceptions.

(1) No evidence of haemoeoncentration was seen.



medullary collecting tubule, x 2,500

Fig, 222. Pitresein experiment: Rat 15. Pars recta of
a proximal rubule. The lumen is closed by densely packed
microvilli and the basement membrane is thin. x 12,000
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Fig. 223. Pitressin experiment I Rat 15* An outer
medullary thin segment. The basement membrane is of normal
thickness, and the luminal and basal cell membranes show
numerous complex foldings* x 15,000

,

,, , >.» Pitressin experiment j Rat L4* The basement
membrane of the thin segment of the loop of Henle is as thin
as that of the adjacent thick segment* x 24»000



medullary collecting tubule. x 4,000

Fir, 226, Pitreesin experiment. Rat 15, An efferent
(top) and an afferent capillary in the outer medulla, dots
the normal thickness of the basement membrane and compare
with Fig, 198 and 199, which are of the same magnification,

x 24,000
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(2) no mottling of the chromatin of the cell nuclei in the medulla was

observed.

The pars recta of the proximal tubule had a normally thin basement

membrane (Fig, 222).

The thin segments in the outer as well as in the inner zones of the

medulla showed numerous, complex, deep folding of both the luminal and

the basal cell membranes (Fig. 223). The basement membrane of all the

thin segments was normally thin (Fig. 224). However, the lamina of the

thin segments were not particularly narrow as in the dehydrated rats.
f
1-

The collecting tubules were normal (Fig. 225), No lateral

separation between the cells was noticed. The light cells showed no

vacuoles or granules in their cytoplasm and the dark cells did not show

an abnormal increase in the basal or luminal cell foldings (Fig. 225).

The capillaries were entirely normal. In particular, the basement

membrane of the descending vusae rectae capillaries was normally thin

(Fig. 226).

DISCUSSION.

It has long been recognised that in the mammalian kidney, the anti¬

diuretic hormone of the neurohypophysis must have an action on the renal

tubule which results in enhanced reabsorption of water, so that the

osmotic pressure of the urine is raised above that of the plasma. With

appropriate doses of the hormone, full antidiuresis is obtained without

significantly altering filtration rate. Some modifications of solute

reabsorption may ensue, but the increased urine concentration is due in the

first place to the gre tly diminished urine volume.
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Oddly enough, in the absenee of antidiuretic hormone the kidney is not

producing what would seem to be the easiest thing to produce. An iso¬

tonic urine, in a normal kidney, is the result of a moderate antidiuretic

action. With no antidiuretic hormone circulating in the body, as in

water diuresis, urinary osmotic pressure is reduced well below isotonicity.

If therefore we want to approach the antidiuretic mechanism, we ought to

start at the bottom of the problem, investigating the condition of water

diuresis first.

Among the recent investigators, only two have tried to use changes

in the morphology of the nephron for the study of the mechanisms of

concentration and dilution of the urine and the mode and site of action

of the antidiuretic hormone. The first study was that reported by

Ginetsinskii in 1958 (12). This author, studied by the light microscope,

the kidneys of forcibly hydrated, and dehydrated rats as well as the

kidneys of rats after a dose of ADH. From his findings, he proposed that

the action of the antidiuretic hormone is to cause an apocrine secretion

of hyaberonidase by the collecting tubules. The released enzyme was

then thought to liydrolyse the hyaberonic acid in between the collecting

tubule epithelial cells, thus creating intercellular "pores" and

rendering the tubule more permeable for the back diffusion of water in

conditions of dehydration or under the influence of administered ADH.

The results reported in this thesis utilising electron microscopic

techniques show that Ginetsinskii's findings are completely fallacious.

Lateral separation of collecting tubule cells was clearly noticed after

hydration and were never observed in the dehydration or pitressin

experiments. When one studies his published photomicrographs (12) their

poor quality becomes immediately noticeable and can easily explain that
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his findings were artefacts. Moreover, the stain he used, toluidine blue,

and considered to be specific for hyaluronic acid, is not specific in any way

and he himself admits this and says in a later publication there is no

histochemical reaction specific for hyaluronic acid" (13). Finally, Leaf

(30) has recently reported that when commercial hyaluronidase, even in

large amounts, was added to the medium bathing both surfaces of the isolated

toad bladder (an experimental preparation which mimics the activities of the

mammalian renal tubule in this respect), it produced no detectable effects

on the permeability of water, whereas subsequent addition of pitressin still

reproduced its characteristic effects. This indicated that the effects of

the antidiuretic hormone are not mediated through an action of

hyaluronidase.

The second morphological study was that reported in I960 by Lapp (27).

This author studied by the electron microscope the renal medulla in rats in

water diuresis and in short and long dehydration experiments j He did not

report any alterations in the loops of Henle or in the blood capillaries in

these conditions| he only described changes in the collecting tubules. He

reported that the dark intercalated cells of the collecting tubules bulge for

a considerable distance in the lumen in both the diluting and the concentrating

kidney. Moreover, in the concentrating kidney, he observed vacuolar changes

in the mitochondria d»f these cells. In the studies reported in this thesis

bulging of the dark cells with papilliform projections into the lumen was

found only in water diuresis, while the dark cells and their mitochondria

appeared quite normal in the concentrating kidney. Lapp also described

dislocation and lateral separation of the light cells on the basement

membrane side in water diuresis. This has been confirmed and it was shown

in addition that the lateral separation between the cells is complete in
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many places leaving bare areas of basement membrane.

The most striking and the most important changes found in this study

have not been described before. The marked thickening of the basement

membrane of the descending limb of the loop of Henle, in water diuresis,

whether this limb is the pars recta of the proximal tubule or the thin

descending segment, is an entirely new discovery. On the other hand, this

basement membrane was found to be very thin, as thin as the basement

membrane of the rest of the nephron, in the dehydrated animals and in

animals to whom ADH has been administered.

The basement membrane is a condensed layer of the ground substance

and may be related to it physically and chemically. Physically the ground

substance is a gel or a sol, of varying consistency, composed of salts and

water with proteins and polysaccharides in solution. Six different kinds

of mucopolysaccharides have been distinguished in the ground substance

from various tissues: hyaluronic acid, three varieties of chondroitin

sulphate, chondroitin alone and keratosulphate {35)* Little is known

about the chemical composition of the protein of the ground substance, The

physical state of this ground substance, or of the basement membrane, however,

appears to be related to the degree of polymerisation of the polysaccharide

complexes (11). The ground substance and the tissue fluid are

homogeneous and interconnected, so that the consistency of the ground

substance (and possibly basement membrane) varies from a gel-like to a more

watery state (35)•

Beyond these general features, very little is known about the precise

chemical nature of basement membranes, their permeability characteristics

and their other physical properties. Nobody has even suggested that the
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basement membrane m'.ght have different chemical composition and different

functions in the different parts of the body.

As far as the basement membrane of the nephron is concerned, I feel that

it differs chemically from one part to another. The basement membrane of

the ascending limb of the loop of Henle has been considered to be permeable

to Na+ and impermeable to water, while the basement membrane of the descending

limb is considered permeable to water (17,64). The behaviour of the

basement membranes of these two limbs to the same insult, a water load, has

been found in this 3tudy to be very different. Such differences in

permeability properties and in the reactions to the same factor must indicate

that they are different in their minute chemical composition* A

difference in chemical composition will impart different physical and

permeability properties to the two limbs of the loop and I think that it is

this change in the composition of the basement membrane of the loop at the

bend, rather than a difference in function of morphologically similar simple

squamous epithelial cells in the descending and ascending limbs of Henle's

loop, that allows this part of the nephron to function as a countercurrent

multiplier system. Moreover, any alteration in the physical state of the

basement membrane of one of the limbs, leading to a loss in the differences

of permeability between the two limbs, will inevitably result in nullifying

the functional accomplishment of the loop as a countercurrent multiplier.

From the data obtained by micropuneture, microanalysis and microcryscopy

techniques, one can propose numerous variations of the countercurrent

hypothesis that will explain the facts that are now available. However,

the electron microscopic studies reported here, have shown that the main

morphological difference in the nephron between water diuresis and dehydration



CONCENTRATING NEPHRON
[=> Active sodium transport

Passive water transport
^^Urea transport

DILUTING NEPHRON

«... 2IOO

Diagram A.

Diagram representing the proposed hypothesis explaining the mechanisms
of urinary concentration and dilution. The numbers represent hypothetical
osmolality values. A semiquantitative significance is attempted in the
number and thickness of the arrows. Note that the state of the concentrating
nephron is similar to that seen in the accepted version of the counter-
current hypothesis. In the new hypothesis the descending limb of the loop
of Henle is considered to be impermeable to water ( and possibly to urea)
in the absence of the antidiuretic hormone and therefore the loop does not
function as a countercurrent multiplier in the diluting nephron.
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is in the basement membrane of the descending limb of the loop of Henle,

This very important new piece of information must be taken into consideration

in any hypothesis trying to explain the function of urinary concentration or

dilution. There is nothing in these results to disagree with the suggestion

that the loop of Henle functions as a countercurrent multiplier system and

that the active transport on which the system depends is performed by the

nephron. These results, however, must modify the current views. The

modified working hypothesis proposed is as follows: Diagram (4).

"Sodium, by an unknown active mechanism, and chloride, as a result of

the electro-chemical gradient established, are transported out of the

relatively water impermeable ascending limb of the loop of Henle into the

interstilium of the medulla until a gradient of perhaps 170 - 200 mQsm/Kg
of water is established between the fluid of the ascending limb and the

interstitium. This sodium pump is situated all along the length of the

ascending lirabj active sodium transport being a function of all the cells

of the nephron. However, the much more complex internal structure of the

cells of the thick segment of the ascending limb makes this segment much

more efficient in Na+ transport than the thin segment. This single effect

is multiplied as the fluid in the descending limb, in conditions of

dehydration in presence of the antidiuretic hormone, comes into osmotic

equilibrium with the interstitial fluid by the diffusion of water out of

the descending limb, thus raising the osmolality of the fluid presented to

the ascending limb. In this fashion, an increasing osmotic gradient is

established in the direction of the tip of the papilla, and yet at no

level is there a large osmotic difference between luminal and interstitial

fluid. The epithelium and basement membrane of the collecting ducts, in

this scheme, are always permeable to water. This results in diffusion of
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water out of the collecting ducts into the hyperosmotic medullary interstitium

until the fluid remaining in the collecting ducts becomes correspondingly

concentrated,

In water diuresis, in absence of ADH, a large volume of water passing

along the pars recta of the proximal tubule, and the thin descending limb,

is attracted to the hyperosmotic interstitium. As the basement membrane of

the descending limb is traversed by this large volume of water, it imbibes

part of it, holds it intimately, swells and thereby withstands a much higher

pressure and hinders the further flow of water out of it. This

assumption as to what occurs in the basement membrane of the descending

limb of the loop of Henle is taken by analogy of what was proved for

structures of a similar composition.

a) Wharton's jelly, a mixture of fine fibrils, polysaccharides, proteins,

salts and waterJ just as basement membranes are found to imbibe water and

to hold it intimately in no discernible anatomical structure; a large part

of the water is held after cutting up a swollen cord. The swollen jelly
■f

withstands temporary compression (10).
\

b) A similar phenomenon is the "Ranvier bulla" produced by subdermal

Injection of fluid,

c) Experiments with synthetic mixtures of fibres and hyaluronic acid

showed this same phenomenon and it was suggested that any suitable combin¬

ation of water, a high polymer of open structure and fibres can form a

system which imbibes water, then hinders the flow of water out of it and

becomes resistant to temporary compression (10).

If the basement membrane of the descending limb of the loop consists

of polysaccharides, proteins, salts and water in a gel form in the meshwork
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of fine fibrils, the following explanation can be given! water enters the

gel because of an osmotic difference* The water interacts with the poly¬

saccharide to form a viscous solution which is distributed throughout the

meshwork of fibres, an impermeable structure with mechanical rigidity

results? deformation necessitates flow of the very viscous solution and this

in turn is prevented by the tangle of fibres. Alternatively, the poly¬

saccharide particles might be sufficiently entangled with each other and

with the fibres to prevent appreciable displacement of the polysaccharides

when moderate pressure is appl ied or when wqter tries to diffuse through.

The type of polysaccharide in the basement membrane is immaterial* The

place of hyaluronic acid (which is the polysaccharide in Wharton's jelly

and the polysaccharide used by Fessler in the synthetic mixture) can be taken

by any other macromolecule, of the open-type coil of structure having a

large hydrodynamic hydration and offering a high resistance both to fluids

being moved through it and to it being moved with fluid through a meshwork

i>T set of narrow channels#

Thus, in water diuresis, the changes that occur in the basement

membrane of the descending limb of Henle's loop will prevent the outward

movement of water from the lumen into the interstitium and therefore will

prevent the osmotic equilibrium taking place. The fluid in the descending

limb will remain isosmotic to the plasma, as the glomerular filtrate and the

loop will no longer multiply the osmotic difference created by the active

sodium transport out of the ascending limb. The interstitium at the

papilla will only be very slightly hyperosmotic and very little water will

back diffuse from the fluid running down the collecting ducts.

The fact that the urine passed out in marked water diuresis is hypo-
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osmetic and not isosraotic indicates that there are additional factors in this

condition that dilute the urine beyond isotonicity. These factors might bei

1) Further Na+ transport along the pars convoluta of the distal tubule.

In support of this is the finding of Wirz by raicropuncture studies tint the

hypotonicity of the tubular fluid at the beginning of the distal convolution

is enhanced throughout the length of that tubule in water diuresis (64).

2) The very rapid flow of a large volume of water along the collecting

tubules in water diuresis does not allow sufficient time for the hypotonic

contents to equilibrate with the slightly hypertonic medullary interstitium.

A very strong evidence for this is the fact that a slightly hypertonic urine

could be produced in absence of aDH, during water diuresis, when the renal

blood flow and the glomerular filtration had been temporarily reduced, by

portal damping of the renal artery (2, 9), The slowly moving small volume

of fluid in the collecting ducts had sufficient time to equilibrate with

the slightly hyperosmotic medullary interstitium and a slightly hyper¬

osmotic urine wqs produced.

3) An increased activity by the dark cells of the collecting tubules in

active Na+ (or urea) transport, for which there is an electron microscopic

evidence will reduce the tonicity of the outgoing fluid further.

In the concentrating kidney, it i3 necessary to explain how the water

and the sodium which are reabsorbed can be returned to the general

circulation. This function is performed by the specialised sot of

capillaries, the vasae rectae, which provide the circulation for the renal

medulla. Their special arrangement in hairpin loops and their minute

ultrastraotare affording a close similarity to the rete mirabile has been

described in the previous chapter. Another interesting and possibly

important anatomical feature of the vasae rectae is that they are provided
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with anastomotic cross-connections between the two limbs of the loop.

By virtue of their characteristic arrangement, the vasae rectae can

operate as countercurrent exchangers. Isosmotic blood enters the vasa recta,

and as it encounters the increasingly hyperosmotic medullary interstitium,

it gains sodium and loses water, so that at the tips of the vascular loops

it is highly concentrated. During ascent of the loop, the blood undergoes

a progressive dilution through a gain of water and loss of solute. This

countercurrent feature of the vasa recta allows blood to circulate through

the renal medulla with minimal dissipation of the hyperosmolality of the

interstitium. Their passive nature, however, precludes them from making

the mechanism more efficient in the sense that they could boost" the

osmolality of the interstitium to a value higher than that achieved by the

loop of Henle alone. The vasae rectae, however, do make the multiplier

more effective compared to a comparable system receiving a through-and-

through type of blood flow, since the countercurrent exchanger nature of

these vessels permits a more complete equilibration of the blood with its

environment.

One major factor controlling the extent of equilibration achieved by

the blood is the rate of blood flow (3). A low nate of flow would favour

more complete equilibration and hence would preserve medullary hypertonicity.

A rising rate of blood flow increasingly yields a through-and-through type

of flow which could literally wash away the solute and hence dissipate the

high osmolalities created by the loop of Henle. In water diuresis the thick

basement membrane noticed in this study, in the descending vasae rectae

would interfere with their permeability and diminish or abolish their function

as countercurrent exchangers.
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Diagram 5.

Diagram representing the most widely accepted version of the counter-
current mechanism as it is believed to operate in a nephron with a long loop
during the processes of concentration and dilution of the urine; this is
based largely on the views of Wirz (6^) and Gottschalk and Mylle (17)• The
numbers represent hypothetical osmolality values. No quantitative significance
is to be attached to the number or thickness of the arrows and only net
movements are indicated. The active sodium transport by the epithelium of
the collecting tubule is based on the work of Hilger, Klumper and Ullrich (21)
and the urea transport on the work of Lassiter et al (29). Note that in this
hypothesis, the distal convoluted and collecting tubules are considered to
be impermeable to the passive movement of water in the absence of the anti¬
diuretic hormone while the countercurrent mechanism proceeds equally in both
the concentrating and the diluting nephron.
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It is virtually certain that the blood in the vasae rectae never

achieves complete osmotic equilibration with its surroundings. Indeed, there

is a theoretical necessity for assuming that the blood as it leaves the renal

medulla is slightly hyperosmotic compared to that which enters the medulla.

If this were not the case, the sodium which is reabsorbed by the loop of

Henle would not be removed, and the total body sodium would, end up in the

renal medulla.

The final step in the concentrating kidney Involves the removal of

water which is reabsorbed from the distal tubule. Conceivably, this occurs

by a passive movement of water from the cortical interstitium into the

virtually isosmotic blood perfusing the cortex. This movement must dilute

that particular blood to some osmolality less than thatof the peripheral

plasma. The mixing of this blood with the hyperosmotic blood from the

renal medulla leads to a final osmolality for the total renal venous blood

which is slightly less than that for the renal arterial blood. This must

be the case since, when hyperosmotic urine is formed from isosmotic renal

arterial blood, the renal venous blood must be hypo-osmotic.n

This modified hypothesis differs from the most acceptable version of

the countercurrent hypothesis in the following important points:

(Compare Diagram U with Diagram 5).

1) In the hypothesis presented here, the loop of Henle acts as a counter-

current multiplier in the concentrating kidney only. In the currently

acceptable hypothesis, the loop of Henle acts as a countercurrent multiplier

both in the concentrating and in the diluting kidney.

2) The site of action of the antidiuretic hormone in the current hypo¬

thesis is on the distal convoluted and the collecting tubules. In the
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suggested here, the site of action of ADH is on the descending limb of the

loop of Henle.

3) The mode of action of ADH in the current hypothesis is the opening up

of "pores" in the walls of the distal convoluted and collecting tubules.

These "pores" have even been suggested (12) to be the result of the

dissolution of intercellular cement. In the hypothesis presented above,

the mode of action of ADH has been suggested to be the depolymerisation of

the polysaccharide maeromolecules in the basement membrane of the descending

limb of the loop of Henle.
i

The following points support the hypothesis suggested in this thesis;

a) If morphological studies are to be taken into consideration no "pores"

have been seen in the distal convoluted or collecting tubules in the

dehydration or pitressin experiments. On the other hand, a very significant

morphological change was noticed in the basement membrane of the descending

limb of the loop of Henle in water diuresis.

b) According to the current hypothesis the same amount of fluid runs along

both limbs of the loop of Henle until it reaches the distal convolution in

both the hydrated and the dehydrated animals, while in the hypothesis

suggested here, a large volume of water leaves the descending limb of the

loop of Henle in the dehydrated state only, and remains in the loop if the

animal was hydrated. In this electron microscopic study, the lumen of the

descending limb of the loop was found very narrow in the dehydration

experiments aadvery wide in the hydrated animals.

c) Gottschalk and %lle (18) by puncturing the loops of Henle and vasa

recta of rats with diabetes insipidus have found that the fluid there has

an osmolality of about 500 ftOsra./Kg water. These same two investigators

and others (19) have found the osmolality in the loops of Henle and vasa
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recta blood In the concentrating kidney to be ab ut 2200 mOsm/Kg water (it

differs in different animals). This is a very strong evidence that an

important defect in the functional performance of the loop occurs in

absence of ADH. If the loop was acting as a countercurrent multiplier all

the time and ADH acted on the collecting tubules, the osmolality of the

fluid at the tip of the loop should be about 2200 mOsm/Kg. water, whether

ADH wss present or absent. On the other hand, if the loop acted as a

countercurrent multiplier in presence of ADH only, as suggested in the given

hypothesis, the osmolality at the tip of the papilla should be just above

isotonicity in absence of ADH, which is exactly what has been found in the

diabetes insipidus rats.

d) Ullrich and Jarausch (53) have shown that during water diuresis sodium

and chloride are concentrated slightly, in the papilla, urea very little and

creatinine not at all. This indicates that during water diuresis no

water diffuses out of the descending limb of the loop of Henle into the

interstitium and so creatinine is not concentrated at all. The system does

not work as a countercur rent multiplier and only sligh increase in the

concentration of sodium and chloride is due to the initial effect of active

sodium transport by the ascending limb into the interstitium, an effect

which is not multiplied in water diuresis.

e) The evidence presented above (2,9) of the production of urine of very

slight hypertonicity in the region of 500 - 500 mQsn/Kg when the urine flow

in the collecting ducts had been slowed enough to effect complete

equilibration with the medullary Interstitium, in the absence of ADH, is

another Imoortant evidence for the suggested modified hypothesis.

The biochemical mechanism of the increase in permeability of the renal



tubule produced by the antidiuretic hormone has been recently clarified.

Schwartz and his co-workers (43)»ustng tritium-labelled arginine vasopressin,

have- shown that the binding of the hormone to receptor sites in the mammalian

renal tubule and in the toad bladder involves a disulphide-sulphhydryl

interchange reaction. They postulate that this reaction produces

conformational changes in the proteins of the membrane barrier permitting

the more rapid passage of molecules of water* If the type of glycoprotein

in the basement membrane of the descending limb of Henle's loop is

different from that present in other parts of the nephron as suggested, and

if it alone contained the necessary chemical requisites to interact with

the disulphide bridge of the antidiuretic neurohypophyseal peptide, it can

be explained why this hormone acts only on the basement membrane of this

segment of the nephron.

Although the primary action of vasopressin is to increase the

permeability of the renal tubule to water, it has been shown also that it

increases the permeability to urea and increases the active transport of

sodium (30). In the dehydration and pitressin experiments, the cells of

the thin segment of the loop of Flenle look very active 1 the basal and

luminal surfaces were thrown into numerous complex folds and papilllform

processes from these cells were seen to project into the lumen. The

increased activity of these cells might be the means by which active Na+

transport is increased tinder the influence of ADH,. This would further

increase the concentration of sodium and the osmolality of the medullary

interstitium in these conditions.

It has been recently demonstrated that urea is reabsorbed from the

proximal and distal convolutions and collecting ducts but is added to the
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tubular fluid in the descending limb of the loop of Henle (29). This was

considered to be responsible for the increase in the concentration of urea

in the papilla. The thick,impermeable basement membrane of the descending

limb of the loop in water diuresis will prevent the diffusion of urea into

the thin descending limb and will result into a low concentration of urea at

the loop bend in the renal papilla.

Although many of the findings arrived at by this electron microscopic

study could fit very properly in the 'jig-saw" puzzle of the mechanisms of

urinary concentration and dilution, and could explain many of several

unresolved obscurities in the countercurrent hypothesis, several other

questions have been raised which are difficult to answer at this stage.

Why to tho c llecting tubule cells in the inner medulla separate from each

other after forcible hydration? It has^shown that many factors influence
cell adhesiveness, and that the degree of hydration of the intercellular

cement is one important factor (38). Does the very dilute urine passing

along the collecting tubules in marked water diuresis dissolve tho inter¬

cellular cement and lead to loss of cell adhesiveness?

Another question is the significance of the mitochondrial changes and

the vacuoles seen in the light cells of the collecting tubules in water

diuresis. Does this indicate an endeavour by these cells to reabsorb Na+

from the outgoing urine beyond their normal capacity or does it indicate

the unphysiologically acceptable alternative of active water excretion?

Whatever the answer will prove to be, the close association of the vacuoles

to the mitochondria, the disappearance of the mitochondria and their

replacement by dense structureless bodies and the pathway of the vacuole

between the basement membrane and basal cell membrane has been established.
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The experiment of dehydration after forcible hydration has shown an

important finding. The changes which occur in the nephron after a

physiological dose of water are completely reversible on subsequent de¬

hydration. On the other hand, the changes that follow an unusually large

water load, are incompletely reversible. This can beautifully explain the

clinical observation that prolonged and excessive drinking in primary

polydipsia as well as in diabetes insipidus will gradually diminish the

sensitivity of the kidney to the antidiuretic hormone and will eventually

lead to a permanent loss of the power of the kidney to conserve water

(;, 22).

The studj of the mechanisms for the regulation of water metabolism

should not seem a far cry from clinical medicine. In the pclyuric and

polydypsic patient a definitive diagnosis and differential diagnosis is

essential to correct treatment; and only correct treatment will restore

physiological (and social) freedom to the patient by permitting the

elaboration of a hypertonic urine - even as in the bird and in other

terrestial mammals.
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POTASS'J CM DEFICIENCY NEPHROPATHY.

INTRODUCTION,

Potass! )m is the major intracellular cation, and, as such, must play

a key role in the inter-relationships between cell structure and function*

It is therefore not surprising that a deficit in this mineral is

accompanied by alterations in cellular activity and anatomic integrity.

The functional disturbances may vary from gross muscle paralysis and

abnormalities in the myocardium with disturbed electrocardiographic

patterns and conduction defects, to subtle changes in renal tubular

activity and disturbances in acid-base balance. The structural lesions

consequent on potassium depletion have been observed principally in the

kidneys and the heart.

In the renal tubular cells potassium plays a dual role. As in all

other cells, it is probably an essential activator of someof the enzymatic

reactions maintaining the integrity of the tubular cells and supplying the

energy required for its specialised activities* Beyond this, however,

potassium is itself one of the ions transported across the renal epithelium

as part of the inter-related series of ionic exchanges by which the kidney

contributes to the maintenance of body electrolyte .and acid-base equilibrium.

An increasing body of evidence has been accumulating in the last two decades

demonstrating that a deficit of body potassium results in significant

alteration in renal structure and function.

In I9.I9 Jaffe and Steinberg (A4) reporting upon a large series of
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cases of chronic dysentery which had come to autopsy, noted that 25 per

cent showed a specific lesion of the renal tubules. They described it as

a "vacuolar degeneration" with ballooning of many of the epithelial cells,

particularly those of the proximal convoluted tubules. The vacuoles did

not take up stains for either fat or glycogen. The glomeruli and arterioles

appeared to be spared. This was the first good description of potassium

deficiency nephropathy in man, though the authors did not associate it with

a deficiency of that ion. However, that the tubular changes could be"due

to disturbed absorption of nutritional substances from the intestinal

tract" was one of the possibilities seriously considered.

Clinically, little more was heard About this interesting lesion until

1940 when Ch'in and Hu (10) described it again in autopsy material from

cases of baciliary dysentery. In 194? (94) and again in 1950 (45#50,65*

68) papers appeared associating thsse tubular lesions with chronic

intestinal disease, but only Perkins, Peterson and Riley (68) related the

lesion to a deficiency of potasium and were the first to ascribe anatomical

changes in the human kidneys to potassium deficiency. This association was

soon confirmed by Luft et al (52) in 1951, ana since then the relationship

of "clear cell nephrosis" or "vacuolar nephropathy" to the state of

potassium deficiency has gradually been appreciated.

Knowledge regarding renal pathology in potassium-depleted human

beings came entirely from three clinical situations, all of which represent

potassium depletion, but in association with other metabolic abnormalities

large and chronic losses of gastrointestinal fluid, primary aldosteronism

and renal tubular potassium wasting. The latter group (7,24,52,54,77,99,5
•case 3*) does not provide much helpful information about the effects of
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potassium depletion on the kidneys since, although many are probably

examples of primary aldosteronism (92), there raay felso be one or another

type of primary renal disease.

The prominent histological change described in the kidneys of potassium

depleted patients is a vacuolisation of the tubular epithelium, which is

localised mainly but not entirely to the proximal convoluted tubule. The

vacuoles are usually large and single and contain neither fat nor glyoogen.

The nuclei of the cells are displaced towards the basement membrane and the

cytoplasm is ballooned inwards to project into the tubular lumen. This

lesion has now been reported in twenty-three patients; 11 with predominantly

gastrointestinal causes of potassium depletion (6,19,33,46,68,73,80,93,94

98)} 11 with primary aldosteronism (2,5a,9,12,13,18,23,26,49,81)j and one

with gastrointestinal losses but also with chronic glomerulonephritis (7).

In 14 of these, the lesions were thought to be mainly proximal (5a,9,18,33,

46,49,68,73,80,93,94,98), the validity of which was established in four

instances by microdissection of nephrons (9,18). It is of interest,

however, that there are 15 reports in which this 'characteristic' hydropic

lesion was apparently absent, 3 with gastrointestinal lesses (70,73), 9

with primary aldosteronism (3,5,8,15,57,89,90) and 3 where the potassium

wasting was of uncertain cause (5,54,99). This suggests that vacuolisatinn

is by no means a constant finding, although the significance of its absence

in many of these studies is difficult to evaluate because of varying degrees

of potassium repletion prior to obtaining kidney tissue.

While the vacuolar change in the proximal convoluted tubular epithelium

is the most frequently reported renal lesion in chronic potassium depletion

in man, other less striking alterations in the tubular epithelium have been
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described: granularity and dark staining of the cytoplasm (52), foamy

swelling of the cytoplasm (50), necrosis and sloughing of cells (12,46,68),

dilatation of tubules with atrophy of the epithelium (19,50) and even

calcification of the renal parenchyma (12) have been reported. These

changes were present either with or without the vacuolar change.

The tubular lesions in the reported human cases seem to be confined

chiefly to the convoluted tubules, particularly the proximalj the collecting

tubules and the loops of Henle either described as normal or not mentioned

at all. In the cases studied by Darmady and Stranack (9,13) where micro¬

dissection of the nephron was carried out, the collecting tubule was

specifically stated to be normal in one instance (9) and was not mentioned

in the other three. However, although nephrons were individually dissected,

it was almost certainly impossible to study the medullary portion of the

collecting system since the material was obtained by renal biopsy. One

report only (50) has described additional changes in the distal and

collecting tubules of patients who have died in severe potassium deficiency,

consisting of a granular degeneration and atrophy of epithelium in these

tubular segments.

Glomeruli have also usually been described as normal, although Jensen

et al (45) have called attention to the endothelial proliferation in some of

their patients with ulcerative colitis, and Siebenmann (80) has beautifully

demonstrated vacuolar lesions in the cells lining Bowman's capsule identical

with the vacuolar changes in the proximal tubular epithelial cells.

Other structural changes in human kidneys appear to be due primarily

to such associated conditions as hypertension in primary aldosteronism

(3,5,5a,9,13,15,23,26,57,90), hypertension of uncertain cause (5,99) and
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chronic pyelonephritis (5a,8,19,49,52,57,60,70,73,74,93). It is note¬

worthy that a total of 17 potassium-depleted patients have had complicating

pyelonephritis as judged by history, urine cultures or renal histology (2,5a,

8,19,20,49,52,57,60,70,73,74,77,93) although in at least three of these

(2,5a,77) the pyelonephritis may well have preceded the potassium depletion.

It has been suggested (57) that the potassium depleted kidney is more

susceptible to bacterial infection than the normal, and this has been

confirmed experimentally in rats (96,97).

In the meanwhile, many experimental studies have been carried out and

have demonstrated a pathological renal condition in potassium depleted rats

and mice. In 1937 Schrader and co-workers (78) described vascular lesions

in the proximal convoluted tubules of rats fed on potassium deficient diet

for a long time. This was later confirmed (21,28,87) and a similar lesion

was reported in potassium deficient mice (51). Macroscopically the kidneys

have been reported to be enlarged by most investigators. It is generally

agreed that solids and water are both increased, either without change in

their relative proportions or with a slightly greater proportional increase

in water content, Pat appears to remain a constant percentage of the total

kidney weight. In one study (92) the ratio of desoxynitronucleic acid-

phosphorus to fat-free dry solids was the same as that of pair fed controls

suggesting that true hyperplasia causes the renal enlargement. The increase

in renal mass begins within a few days and progresses for ten days to two

weeks, the final weight often being two or more times normal (4,83).

Microscopically, there is considerable diversity in the description

of the nature and location Of the lesions. Essentially all investigators

have agreed 6n the predominantly tubular location of the lesions and on the
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presence of tubular dilatation. With the exception of two studies (21,51)
all the investigators till 1954- described the experimental renal lesions of

potassium deficiency to be localised only to the convoluted tubules,

particularly the proximal (17,28,37,4-3,56,78,87). On their nature there

has been no unanimity of opinion. Fatty (28), vacuolar and hydropic

degeneration (17,21,27,28,37,43,78,83) and even a general tubular necrosis

which in its severity is compared to the 'necrotising nephroses' of heavy

metal poisoning have been noted (28), along with the progressive changes of

epithelial hyperplasia (21,28,43,51,83) and cystic (28,48,83) dilatation.

In 1954 Spargo (33) reported that though a moderate hydropic change occurs

in the proximal convoluted tubules in potassium deficient rats, the maximum

changes are noted in the collecting tubules. He described proliferation

of the cells of the collecting and distal convoluted tubules as well as a

hyaline droplet change in the cells of the collecting tubules. Two groups

of investigators only (21,51) have previously reported collecting tubule

lesions in kidneys of potassium deficient animals. Since then, most

investigators have emphasised the predominance of alterations in the

collecting tubules, the proximal tubules either not described at all, or

reported to be normal or to be the site of an inconstant vacuolar change

(14,32,58,66,86,91). Many recent investigators reported that the nature

of these collecting tubule lesions is swelling, hyperplasia and prominent

cytoplasmic granulation of the epithelial cells (14,51,66,83,91) as well

as enlargement of nuclei (32). Some described only one feature of these

collecting tubule changes, e.g. Milne et al (58) described in detail the

accumulation of numerous deeply eosinophilic, PAS positive, hyaline,

spherical granules in the cells of the distal three-quarters of the collecting
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tubules and stressed not only their frequency in the ducts near the papilla

but their occurrence in the epithelial covering of the pelvis. They,

however, did not report any cellular proliferation. However, even some

of the more recent studies report lesions of a different nature as necrosis

of tubular cells and vaSuolatioa of their cytoplasm (30,86),

The interpretation and comparison of these numerous results is,

however, hampered in several ways (92). With four exceptions none of these

studies provide data regarding the degree of potassium depletion (30,51,

66,69). xcept where pair feeding with controls has been employed (28,43,

66,83) it is difficult to be sure that some abnormalities did not result

from nutritional deficiencies apart from potassium. Also, the exact

localisation of the lesions within nephrons that have been pathologically

altered is uncertain with the exception of the single study in which

microdissection has been employed (66). For these reasons it is not

surprising that the reported pathological changes have been rather

divergent.

In a well controlled study with pair feeding and chemical data on the

degree of potassium deficiency, Oliver and his co-workers (66) have

demonstrated by microdissection that the lesions of potassium deficiency in

the rat affect all collecting tubules uniformly, and that different lesions

occur in separate portions of the collecting system. The granular lesion

was found in the innermost zone of the medulla, which was otherwise normal,

and extended out to the epithelium of the papilla. Swelling and hyperplasia

of the "clear" cells and a distinctive proliferation of the "intercalated"

cells of the collecting tubules was confined to the tubules of the inner

stripe of the outer zone of the medulla. This latter lesion frequently
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caused apparent luminal obstruction and consequent dilatation of the more

proximal portions of the collecting system and occasionally extended up as

high as the distal convoluted tubule or even the ascending limb of the loop

of Henle, but otherwise the loops of Henle and the distal convolutions were

considered normal. These workers further noted that except for minor patchy

degenerative changes in the mid-portion of the proximal convolution, the

remainder of the nephron was essentially normal.

Interstitial tissue changes have rarely been mentioned, but some studies

have shown alterations of intertubular ground substance and/or basement

membranes in the medulla (14.,66,67) as well as apparently swollen

interstitial cells which were PAS positive (14,67). Inflammatory cell

infiltration was not reported in uncomplicated potassium depletion; neither

were glomerular nor va cular changes, with the exception of one study (30)

where atrophic hyalinised glomeruli were reported to result from prolonged

potassium deficiency.

A variety of enzymatic changes have been reported in the kidneys of

potassium depleted rats. Methods have varied and have involved both whole

tissue analyses (43,63,33) and histochemistry (14,59,67,83,91). In

general, however, there is a paucity of interpretable data on this obviously

important problem in that comparatively few enzymes have been studied by

more than one technique. Assays for carbonic anhydrase and glutaminase

in the kidneys of potassium depleted rats have shown an increase in the

activity of both enzymes as compared to pair fed controls (43,63)while

arginase and arainoacid oxidase were found unchanged (43). Enzyme activity

as determined by histochamical methods showed changes found mainly in the

areas that appear to be most affected in ordinary histological sections.
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An increase in acid phosphatase (14-,67,91), TPN diaphorase (67) and non¬

specific esterase activity (67,91) and a decrease in DPN diaphorase

activity (67) in the collecting tubules in the medulla have been described.

The increased acid phosphatase and non-specific esterase activity was

reported to be more marked in the thin limbs of Henle's loop and in the

interstitial cells in the medulla (91). It has been reported that non¬

specific esterase activity is increased in the proximal tubules (67) but

using somewhat different histochemical methods; other investigators have

found it unchanged (14,83). Alkaline phosphatase has been found to be low

(59,83) and unchanged (14,67). Succinic dehydrogenase was found normal

in two studies (14,67) and was reported to be reduced in the ascending limb

of Henle's loop in a third study (91). Adenosine triphosphate, DPN and

TPN diaphorase activities were also reported to be reduced in the ascending

limbs of Henle's loops and distal convoluted tubules (91), while 5-nftuclea-

tldase and phosphorylase were found normal (14,67). In general, however,

both the meaning and the validity of these various reported changes remain

uncertain.

The rat and mouse are the only experimental animals in which the renal

structural pathology of potassium depletion has been described. Twice in

potassium depleted dogs it ha3 been looked for with entirely negative results

(71,82). This is of considerable interest and deserves further

investigations, particularly since impairment of the renaj concentrating

ability, as occurs in the human and the rat, does result from potassium

depletion in the dog (31).

Essentially complete restoration of normal renal architecture occurs

within two to three weeks following potassium depletion in rats and mice
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(51,58,86), although there may still be some dilatation of tubules and

occasional hyallnisation of glomeruli (51,86). Prompt recovery could also

be accomplished with rubidium rather than potassium (74.) j which could also

prevent renal structural changes in potassium-depleted, rats (29^, The

granular lesion of collecting tubules in the inner medulla disappears

extremely rapidly following potassium repletion (40,58,59,67)j the

hyperplastic collecting duct lesion takes a much longer time to subside (40)•

Most, but not all of the enzymes studied by Pearse and Macpherson (67)

returned to normal within seven days following potassium repletion. Thus,

the concensus of opinion has been that the renal structural abnormalities

which develop with potassium depletion are largely reversible. Two studies

(30,51) however, are in conflict with thisconclusion, particularly that of

Fourraan et al (3D) where very severe pathological renal condition has been

demonstrated as long as seven months after complete potassium repletion.

In another comparable study (40) the results were qualitatively similar to

those of Fourman et al but far less marked. It if possible that a greater

renal damage in the former study was the result of superimposed pyelo¬

nephritis, potassium-depleted rats having an increased susceptibility to

renal infection (96,97). Relman and Schwartz (73) have provided the

only available information regarding reversibility of potassium depletion

nephropathy in man. Serial biopsies in two patients with potassium

depletion secondary to gastrointestinal losses showed complete repair

several months after potassium repletion (except for some "pyelonephritis"

scars in one).

The most prominent abnormality in the renal function in experimental

potassium depletion is a defect in the concentrating power. This has been
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magnitude of this impairment appears to be proportional to the degree of

tissue potassium depletion (41). In humans a similar defect in the urinary

concentrating mechanism has been the most prominent and consistent

abnormality of renal function noted in association with potassium depletion#

Thus, there are thirty-three instances of definite potassium deficiency

either due to gastrointestinal losses or to primary aldosteronism in which

maximum urinary concentration was specifically tested (2,3,5,5a,9,12,13,15*

16,22,23,26,36,38,39,42,49,53,57,70,73,79,81,89,90) and in all but two cases

(16,26) concentrating power was clearly impaired. In an additional seven

cases with potassium depletion of uncertain causation the maximum achievable

urinary concentration was also subnormal (5,24,52,54,77,85,99). In the

vast majority of all of these cases the maximum urinary specific gravity

was less than 1.015. This case material also demonstrates that, as in

experimental animals the concentrating defect is not related to extra¬

cellular acid-base status or to high levels of adrenal corticosteroids (92).

Potassium repletion in rats restores normal urinary concentrating

ability quickly (40,58) and this is also true, or nearly so, for the dog (31)

Among the human cases there were eight examples of complete repairability

following potassium repletion (3,23,36,39,42,79)J thirteen instances

demonstrating partial restoration of urinary concentrating power (12,13,15,22

38,54,70,73,81,89,90) ana only three case reports showing no improvement

in urinary concentrating power following potassium repletion (2,9,57).

It has been suggested (66) that the urinary concentrating defect may

in some way be the result of the lesions which have been demonstrated in the

collecting tubules. This might be a reasonable hypothesis in view of the
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current suggestions that final concentration of the urine occurs in the

collecting tubules (3-4,95). However, the loops of Henle and the distal

convoluted tubules are also importantly involved in the renal concentrating

process (34-,95). Also the absence of significant lesions in the collecting

tubules in the human material and the dog is noteworthy. The difference

may well be due to an histologically inapparent but functionally important

lesion in the human collecting tubule. On the other hand, it is possible

that potassium depletion impairs a step in the urine concentrating mechanism

which precedes the final distal reabsorption of water.

Other defects in the renal tubular functions have also been reported.

An inability if the kidney to produce a highly acid urine (11); decreased

excretion of organic acids (25); increased urinary ammonia (53), increased

tubular reabsorption of bicarbonate and decreased capacity to excrete a load

of sodium bicarbonate (25); reduced excretion of phenol red (73); a fall

in PAH extraction and excretion (61,73,79); and a fall in the maximal
Tib

tubule secretory capacity for PAH ( PAH) (73); have been reported.

The glomerular filtration rate is reduced in some cases of potassium

deficiency (9,2-4,47,53,61,73,74,79)• The serum NPN, BUN or creatinine

have been elevated in a few patients (1,20,39,73). Potassium depleted

patients usually have either mild proteinuria or none, and it is not certain

whether this is of glomerular or tubular origin; it may be related to

necrosis of tubular cells (58), The urinary sediment is most commonly

unremarkable, but occasionally contains a few red cells, white cells and/or

casts.

The above review of clinical and experimental nephropathy due to

depletion of potassium established a definite functional and pathological

paradox. The excretion of a large volume of dilute urine, though it
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can be explained by a lesion in the rat's and mice's collecting tubules,

cannot be accounted for by an inconstantly present lesion in the human's

proximal tubules. Secondly, even in rats and mice, such functional defect

has always been noticed to devalop very early in the course of potassium

depletion, usually within 48 hours or a few days, while most observers found

the collecting tubule lesions only after several days or a few weeks. In

view of this and of the fact that potassium depletion might impair a step

in the urinary concentration which precedes the final reabsorption of water

from the collecting tubules, an electron microsc pic study of the nephron

of the rat suffering from potassium depletion was undertaken. In this study

particular attention was directed towards the discovery of abnormalities,

in the renal ultrastructure in mild potassium depletion before lesions are

visible by light microscopy, and to correlate these abnormalities with

the disturbed renal function, Tt was thought that lesions might be

detected, by the electron microscope that cannot be resolved by the light

microscope but which are nevertheless functionally significant and might

therefore remove much of the controversial concepts about potassium

deficiency nephropathy.

MATERIAL. AND METHODS.

40 adult white rats, Wistar strain, weighing initially 230-410 gm.

were divided into the following groups

Group A. 10 rats were given a potassium free diet for 2 weeks.

Group B. 7 rats were given a potassium free diet for 4 weeks.

Group C, 7 rats were given a potassium free diet for 6 weeks.

Group £>. 8 rats were given a potassium free diet for 6 weeks but KC1 was
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added to the drinking water in a concentration of 22 m.equiv./l.
Group £, 8 rats were given a potassium free diet for 6 weeks to which KC1

has been added in the concentration of 1 gm/Kgm, of diet. KG1 was also added

to the drinking water in a concentration of 4-0 equiv./l»

The potassium free diet waa that described by Manitius and co-workers

(55) with the modification of replacing KI in their formula with Nck.1,

Low Potassium Diet for Rats.

Basic Diet add 1000 g.
NaCl 6.04. g.

HaRjPO^HgQ 4.09 g.
Mineral mixture 30.37 g.

Basic Diet

Sucrose 45# g»
Lard 220 g»
Bitaminised casein 250 g.
Vitaminised corn oil 50 g.
Choline chloride 4 g*

I-linerai Mixture

Ga G0~ 24OO g.
Ca H #0 496 g.
MgSO 4 1186 g.
MnSO4 30 g.
2nGl4 2.0 g.

cuso; 2.4 g.
Nal 4 6.4 g.
C0 ci2 2.4 g.
Fenric citrate 220 g.

Such diet contains

Na 133 ra.equiv./Kg,
CI 103 m.equiv./Kg.

The potassium concentration of the skeletal muscles was estimated in

4 aaimals from each group. These animals were exanguinated through the

abdominal aorta under light amytal anaesthesia. The blood was heparinised

and the plasma potassium and chloride concentrations were estimated by the
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use of an EEL flame photometer and poienioraetric titration respectively.

Samples of skeletal muscle were dissected, free of obvious fat and

connective tissue, cut in small pieces and extracted in hot water as

described by Relman et al (72), Total muscle water was found by crying

about A grqms of muscle to constant weight. Intracellular potassium

concentration was then expressed in terms of "intracellular water" which

was taken to equal the difference between total water and the chloride space.

The other rats in each group were put in individual metabolism cages

and the urine and faeces were collected daily for potassium-balance studies.

The right kidney was prepared for electron microscopy and. the left

kidney for light microscopy. In taking blocks for electron microscopy,

particular care was made to choose blocks from the cortex, the outer zone

and the inner zone of the medulla. Blocks were fixed in 1% buffered

osmium tetroxide for one hour, embedded in methacrylate and araldite and

examined in an A,E.I,-6 Electron Microscope, as previously described,

RESULTS,

In the potassium deficient rats, Groups A, 3 and C, three phases of

polyuria were noticed*

1) Primary phaset commencing from the 2nd to the 6th day of starting

the potassium deficient diet. The urine vclpiae increased from two to five

folds. These were observed in all the rats,

2) Secondary phasei from the 12th to the 16th day, where the urine

volume increased about threefold. This was noticed in half the rats only.

3) Tertiary phase: from the 20th to the 26th day where the urine

volume increased about two to threefold. This was observed in half the

rats only.
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As reported by others (41,55,62), the potassium-depleted rats lost

weight. On average, they last after two weeks 3# of their body weight,

after 4 weeks 23# and after 6 weeks 35#. It is interesting that rats in

Group D also lost some weight after 6 weeks on the partially supplemented

diet. They lost an average of 9# of their body weight, while the fully

supplemented rats in Grbup S gained an average of 5#»

The results of potassium balance studies and of muscle potassium are

seen in Tables 9 and 10* These show that the animals en the potassium free

diet lost about 20# of their body potassium after 6 weeks and that their

muscles became depleted to the extent of between 12 to 16# of the control

groups and that the serum potassium was reduced below normal value after

6 weeks of the potassium free diet.

Table 9.

Duration of the Rat No, -ve K-baiance(m.£quiv/Kg,
K-depleted diet body weight)

Two weeks 1 2,5
2 2.4
3 1.5

Four weeks 1 1.8
2 2.5
3 2.4

Six weeks 1 4.7
2 3.5
3 5.1
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Table 10.
Serum and Muscle potassium in the control and potassium deficient rats.

Diet &
Duration

Rat
No,

Serum Potassium

m,equiv#/l.
Serum Chloride
m,equiv./l.

Intracellular
Potassium m.equiv/l
intracellular water

Group E 4 4.1 100.2 136 Average
"control" 5 4.7 100.0 146
6 weeks 6 5.0 100.2 138 142

7 4.6 100.0 147

Group D 4 4.7 91.0 143
Partially 5 4.9 93.7 136
suppl.6 6 4.0 97.1 124 133
weeks 7 4.3 96.7 129

Group A A 3.6 99.3 129
Low K- 5 4.8 97.3 128
diet 6 3.A 96.3 101 122
2 weeks 7 4.8 93.8 131

Group B A 4*6 97.7 125
Low K- 5 4»3 97.2 129
diat 6 fp 88.2 132 125
4 week3 7 3.6 100.8 126

Group C A 2.9 86 120
Low K~ 5 2.9 95 114
diet 6 * 93 121 119
6weeks 7 93 120

Light Microscopy.

In the potassium-deficient animals, light mierascopy in general revealed

no gross abnormality; in the six weeks deficient rats, however, there was

a slight proliferation of collecting tubule cells with some excessive

granularity of the cell cytoplasm. This was quite obvious in one animal

but minimal in the others. Rats deficient for two and four weeks showed

no significant departure from the normal appearance found in the control

animals•



Electron Microscopy.

After two weeks potassium depletion (Group A)

1) The most obvious lesion was in the basement membrane of the thin

segment of the loop of Henle. The basement membrane was much thickened

(between 3000 - 5000 % "Normal 1000 % ) and looked fibrillar. (Fig, 227)♦

The thickening in some areas was very marked and looked like a raeshwork.

This lesion was constantly observed in the thin segments in all the rats.

It affected all the thin segments in the outer medulla and most of those

in the inner medullary zone. The lesion was very marked after two weeks

and did not show further progression after four or six weeks.

2) Thickening and fibrillation of the basement membrane of the pars recta

of the proximal tubule. This was observed in most tubules in all the rats.

3) In only three rats, swelling and vacuolisation of the mitochondria of

some proximal tubule cells were noted (Fig. 228). This has not been noted

in the other rats depleted for two weeks (Fig. 229) or in any of the rats

depleted for four or six weeks* This lesion is most probably not directly

related to potassium depletion. It has never been seen in araldite

embedded material. The fact that it looks like the artefact produced by

faulty polymerisation of methacrylate makes me think that it is most

probably an artefact.

After four weeks potassium depletion(Gropp B)

1) The following lesions were observed. Thickening and fibrillation of

the basement membrane of the thin segment of the loop of Henle (Fig. 230)

2) Thickening and fibrillation of the basement membrane of the pars recta

of the loop of Henle (Fig. 231).
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3) Swelling ,sracuolisation and the appearance of dense csmiophilic bodies

within the mitochondria of a few light cells in the collecting tubules

in the inner medullary zone (Fig. 232).

After six weeks potassium depletion (Group C)

1) The same thickening and fibrillation already observed in the basement

membrane of the thin segment and pars recta of the proximal tubule (Fig.

233,234).

2) Definite lesions in the collecting tubules which differed according to

the location of the collecting tubule. These lesions affected only some

and not all the collecting tubules,

a) In the cortex: Some collecting tubules were dilated. The

lining cells of these dilated tubules appeared normal.

b=) In the outer zone of the medulla j Some collecting tubules showed

proliferation of their lining cells, particularly the dark cells, with

encroachment on or even complete obstruction of the lumen. (Fig, 235).

Some of these hyperplastic cells were degenerate. Two types of degeneration

were observed.

i) The cell shrinks,its cytoplasm becomes densely osmiophilic, its

microvilli approximated and its raltoehond ia closely packed together. The

cytoplasm becomes vacuolated and the cell becomes eventually necrotic

(Fig, 236). This type of degeneration probably characterises the dark cells.

ii) The cell becomes swollen, its cytoplasm rarified and its processes

withdrawn from their connections with neighbouring cells (Fig. 237), The

mitochondria change into dark, dense, structureless bodies, and the cell is

eventually extruded, and shed off into the tubular lumen,

c) In the inner zone of the medulla: The collecting tubules were

neither dilated nor did they show any degree of cellular proliferation.
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However, the following abnormalities were noticed*

i) In many cells the cytoplasm was full of many dark, densely

osmiophilic structureless granules (Fig. 238), These granules have been

demonstrated to develop within the cytoplasmic mitochondria, The mito¬

chondrion swells, becomes vacuolated and a dense structureless body appears

within it, (Fig. 239,240) and eventually replaces it. Though many transitory

and intermediate forms of this process have been demonstrated, most of the

cells were actually full of these dense granules. Some collecting tubules

were still, however, lined by entirely normal cells.

ii) Degenerative changes were frequent among these granulated cells,

similar to type ii) described above in the outer medullary zone, (fig. 241,

242j. Some tubules appeared to have all their lining eell3 completely

degenerate (Fig.243).

iii) Lateral separation between adjacent cells beginning apparently on

the basement membrane side of thetubule,the last point to give way being

the terminal bar, (Fig, 244,245)*

3) The capillaries in the inner zone of the medulla showed an advanced

1 esion in their endothelial lining after six weeks potassium depletion.

Normally, these inner medullary capillaries are lined by an attenuated

fenestrated layer of cytoplasm with slightly thicker areas of cytoplasm

distributed in a patchy manner over the capillary basement membrane (Vide

Supra) The cytoplasm hardly contains cell organelles. After six weeks

depletion of potassium, practically all the inner medullary capillaries

showed an immense swelling of their lining endothelial cytoplasm which became

very rich in mitochondria, that are already degenerate, swollen and vacuolated,

(Fig, 246, 247) with dense structureless bodies appearing in them (Fig. 248).



££&*. 227. Thin segment of a loop of Henle in the inner
medulla of a two-week potassium deficient rat. Note the
thickness and the appearance of the basement membrane.

x 24,000



Fit-. 223. A mtcchcndrion in a proximal convoluted
tubulo cell of a tvo-vaok potasslu® deficient iTat. The
mitochondrion is swollen, vacuolated and its internal
structure is abnormal* Compare with Fig* 229. x 60,000

Fla* £29* Proximal convoluted tubule mitochondria from a

tuo-weok potnsriuia deficient rat, looking absolutely normal#
x -45,000

(7



Fig,, 230. An outer medullary thin segment from a four-
week potassium deficient rat, Note the thickness and
fibrillar appearance of the basement membrane, x 9,310

Fig. 231. The basement membrane of a pars recta of the
proximal tubule, from a four-week potassium deficient rat
much thickened and fibrillar. x 24,000



collecting tubule cells from & four-week
deficient rat. The mitochondria aro vacuolated and

contain dense oamiophillc bodies, x 15,000

Fig, £33, An outer medullary thin segment from a six-
week potassium deficient rat, dote the thickness and
appearance of the basement membrane, x 12,000



The basement membrane of a thin segment in the
inner medulla, of a six week potassium deficient rat. It
is markedly thickened and fibrillar and it looks like a
meshwork. x 24,,000

Fig. 235. An outer medullary collecting tubule in a six-
week potassium deficient rat, Note the proliferating cells
nearly occluding the lumen. ' x 2f500



P,le. 236* An outer meriulary collecting tubule from a
nix wncjjf potaenium deficient rat. Note the shrunken
degenerate cell with the crowded mitochondria in the dark
cytoplasm and th© anproxiraatod microvilli. x 4,000

Fir. 237. Aa outer medullary collecting tubule from a six
week potassium deficient rat. Note the hyperplastic cells*
and the granulated vacuoles in the cytoplasm. On the left
a degenerate cell is aeon, swollen, is cytoplasm rarifled and
ita processes withdrawn from adjacent cell® as it is being shed
off into the lumen. x A#000
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Fig* 23<l« An Inner medullary collecting tubule from a
six week potassium deficient rat, The light cells are
seen to contain numerous densely osmiophilic granules, x 9*000

Fig. 239;r An inner medullary collecting tubule from a six
week potassium deficient rat. Note the vacuoles the
dense bodies appearing within the mitochondria* x 9*000



or two colls or a collecting tubule la
Inner aodulle of a six week potassium deficient rat.

The structureless dense bodies appearing within the mito*

tubule of a six week potassium deficient rat. Note the
abundance of the dark granules in the rerifle<i cytoplasm.

X 4,000



cell In c more advanced degree of degeneration than that
seen in Fig. 241. Th ;■ dereno.vi,; cell has withdrawn its
processes from the neighbouring ceils anci is being shed, off
into the lumen. From a six week potassium -;.eficioat rat,

x 12,000

Fig, 2431 An inner medullary collecting tubule with all its
lining cells completely degen rate. From a six week potassium
deficient rat, x 9#000



Fig. 2LLm Two cells of an inner medullary collecting tubule
of a six week potassium deficient rat. Mote the lateral
separation starting from the basement membrane side, x 12,000

Fia. 215. Complete lateral separation between the cells
of an inner medullary collecting tubule fro® a six week
potassium deficient rat. x 24*000



Fig. 2A6« Capillary in the inner medulla of a six week
potassium deficient rat. The endothelium is swollen and
is full of a large number of swollen, vacuolated mito¬
chondria, x 9#000

Fig. 24,7. An inner medullary capillary from a 6-week
potassium-deficient rat. The endothelium is very swollen
and is full of numerous, swollen, vacuolated mitochondria.

x 6#000



Pla. 24fl, Mitochondria in tho endothelium of a capillary
in tho inner medulla of six week potassium defiolent rat.
Note that they are swollen, vacuolated and contain dense
structureless osoiophilic bodies. x 45^00
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All the other structures of the kidney were absolutely normal;

glomeruli, conv luted part of the proximal tubules, thick segment of the

loops of Henle, distal convoluted tubules, arterioles and larger arteries

in the kidney.

Partially supplemented rats (Group D)

One rat showed no abnormality. The other, showed thickening and

fibrillation of the basement membrane of the pars recta of the proximal

tubules as well as thickening and fibrillation of the basement membrane of

the thin segment in some loops of Henle, Th8 degree of thickening was

much less than that seen in the two weeks depleted group and it appeared to

affect mainly, or only the sharp bends of the basement membtane.

Fully supplemented rats (Group IS)

Examination of the renal tissue from these animals showed no

abnormality whatsoever: in particular, the basement membranes of thin

segments and pars recta of the proximal tubules were normal.

DISCISSION.

After two weeks potassium depletion the only lesions found in the

kidney were in the basement membrane of the descending limb of the loop of

Henle, whether this descending limb was the pars recta or the proximal

tubule or the thin segment of the loop. With an increasing degree of

potassium depletion, lesions begin to appear in the collecting tubules and

in the vasa recta capillaries, in the inner medulla.

The lesion in the basement membrane of thin segment and pars recta of

the proximal tubule has not been described before. Till now there have only
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been two studies by the electron microscope on the kidney in K-defleient

rats. The first report (59) is a very short abstract without any electron

micrographs published. It mentioned that the lesions are localised to the

mitochondria of the proximal convoluted tubules and consist of swelling and

vacuolation. Though similar lesions were noticed in three two-week

depleted rats, they have never been seen in any of the other two-week

depleted rats or in the four or six-week depleted and I feel certain that

they are not directly related to depletion of potassium per se.

The second electron microscopic study of the kidney in potassium

depletion (34) described lesions in the renal papilla only. No study was

reported for the cortex or the outer zone of the medulla. The lesions

described were the appearance of dense droplets in large numbers in the

cells of the collecting ducts, interstitial cells and capillaries. These

droplets were claimed not to be related to mitochondria . The presence of

many dark dense granuoles in the collecting tubule cells in the inner zone

of the medulla was confirmed in this study, and it was shown that they

develop within mitochondria. The dense granuoles in the interstitial cells

are probably not mitochondrial in origin. They were observed in these

potassium depleted rats, in control rats, as well as in many other conditions

and are most probably not specific for depletion of potassium. No granules

were observed in the capillary endothelium but a definite swelling and

marked increase in the number of mitochondria was noticed in the endo¬

thelium of the inner medullary capillaries. These mitochondria are

degenerate and might eventually change into dense granuoles in a similar

manner to what happens in the degenerate mitochondria of the collecting

tubules in the inner medulla.
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Among the previous light microscopic studies only one appeal's to

be complete. In a well controlled study, with pair feeding and chemical

data on the degree of potassium deficiency, Oliver and his co-workers (66)

have demonstrated by microdissection that the lesions of potassium

deficiency in the rat affect all the collecting tubules uniformly, and that

different lesions occur in separate portions of the collecting system. The

granular* lesion was found in the innermost zone of the medulla which was

otherwise entirely normal, and extended out to the epithelium of the papilla,

while hyperplasia affected the cells in the inner strip of the outer medulla,

particularly the intercalated "dark" cells. These workers further noted

that except for minor patchy degenerative changes in the raidportion of the

proximal convolution the remainder of the nephron was essentially normal.

The findings reported from this electron microscopic study entirely support

the findings of the above-mentioned workers with the only exception that

the collecting tubule lesions, particularly the hyperplasia was noticed only

in some and not all collecting tubules. The only constantly observed

lesion in this study in the basement membrane of the descending limb of the

loop of Henle, is apparently beyond the resolving power of the light

microscope.

The lesion in the basement membrane of the descending limb of the loop

of Henle is responsible In my view for the impairment of the power to

concentrate the urine, which is constantly observed, very early in

association with the depletion of potassium* Theoretically, impairment In

urinary concentrating power can result In several ways:

l) By interfering with the hyperosmotic reabsorption of sodium "the

sodium pump mechanism" in the ascending limb, which is essential to create
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the high osmotic concentration in the interstitial fluid of tte medulla

(together with the countercurrent system).

2) By interfering with the countercurrent multiplier system in the loops

of Henle which (together with the sodium pump mechanism) is essential for

rendering the medulla hypertonic.

3) By impairing water reabsorption in the distal tubule where isotonic!ty

is normally re-established by water transfer out of an initially hypotonic

fluid.

4) By impairing the passive water reabsorption through the wall of the

collecting ducts as they traverse the hypertonic medulla.

The third possibility can be reasonably excluded since (a) micro-

puncture studies have shown that in potassium depleted rats hypotonic urine

is present in the initial portion of the distal tubule and isosmotic urine

is found further along the convolution (35). (b) No lesion has been

detected in the distal convoluted tubule by the electron microscope.

The first possibility can be excluded 3ince (a) the hypotonicity in

the early distal tubule (35) indicates that the hyperosmotic sodium

reabsorption is not impaired in the terminal segment of the ascending limb

of the loop of Henle. (b) Potassium deficient rats andhumans with impaired

concentrating ability are able to dilute the urine normally in response to

a water load (55»76), (c) N0 lesion has been detected in the thick
segment of the loop by electron microscopy.

These facts indicate that reabsorption of sodium without water proceeds

normally in the loop of Henle.
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The choice is largely between the second and the fourth possibilities.

I think that it is the change in the descending limb of loop of Henle,

interfering with the countercurrent multiplier system in the loops and

resulting in an inability to create a hyperosmotic milieu in the inner

medulla, which is responsible for the impaired power of concentration rather

than the collecting tubule lesions for the following reasonss-

a) Manitius and co-workers (55) have clearly demonstrated that potassium

depletion in rats and in dogs produce a much lower concentration of sodium

and urea in the papilla than that present in the papilla of normal animals.

Since the creation of a hyperosmotic milieu in the papilla depends on the

integrity of both the sodium pump mechanism and the countercurrent multiplier

system together and since the former mechanism is intact in potassium

depletion as shown above, it must be the other limb of the countercurrent

multiplier system (the descending limb) which is at fault and is responsible

for the inability to create the hyperosmotic medium in the inner medulla.

b) After two weeks potassium depletion all the rats showed a definite and

constant change in the basement membrane of the thin segment and pars recta

of the proximal tubules but no lesion was detected in the collecting tubules.

The polyuria however, was noticed in all the animals in the first week.

Therefore a disturbance in the functional performance of the countercurrent

multiplier system rather than an interference with the passive reabsorption

of water from the collecting ducts can be suggested as the main cause of the

polyuria and dilute urine, in potassium depletion.

c) The fact that human beings and dogs do not show any lesion in their

collecting tubules in potassium depletion while they lose the power to

concentrate the urine is a further evidence against the suggestion (55,66)
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that a lesion in the collecting tubules is responsible for this tubular

functioning deficit.

The change in the basement membrane of the descending limb of the loop

of Henle is a very early abnormality and is very sensitive to mild depletion

of potassium; (it has been observed to commence in Group D which were on

the borderline of potassium deficiency) and this agrees very well with the

fact that the excretion of a large volume of dilute urine is a very early

renal tubular defect in potassium depletion. The way by which thickening

and fibrillation of the basement membrane of the descending limb of the loop

of Henle disturbs the functional performance of the countercurrent

multiplier system has been discussed in the last chapter.

The early changes observed in this experiment in the descending limb

of the loop of Henle are exactly similar to those observed after a single

forcible hydration of the rats, described in the previous chapter, and

raise a very Important question. Does potassium depletion really impair

the power of the kidney to concentrate urine or does it primarily stimulate

the thirst centre, produce polydypsia and secondarily the excretion of a

large volume of dilute urine? Most investigators concluded that it affects

the concentrating power of the kidney simply by being unable to produce a

concentrated urine, in their patients or experimental animals, by the

injection of pitressin or by dehydration for 18-24 hours in most instances.

In one of the best conducted and controlled experimental studies on the

ranal tubular defect of water reabsorption associated with depletion of

potassium (41), where the deficient rats were dehydrated for 36 hours, the

possibility of a primary polydypsia could not be excluded. In another

well controlled study (4), potassium deficient rats were shown to drink more
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than control rats and when they were dehydrated for 48 hours there was

no Incapacity of the kidney to concentrate the urine# In the experiments

reported in the previous chapter, it was shown that though dehydration of

the rats for 50 hours after a single dose of forcible hydration, reversed

the changes in the basement membrane of the descending limb of the loop of

Henle, the reversion was not complete# Shorter periods of dehydration,

as used by most investigators, can easily be conceived to be unable to
miyiOoroowe

revert this morphological change in the basement^ which apparently has a high
functional significance, especially as the rats depleted of potassium have

been drinking excessively for several weeks and not just once. I believe

therefore that the primary cause of the increased water turnover in potassium

deficiency is polydypsia rather than loss of the power to concentrate the

urine.

The degree of polydypsia and water turnover in the potassium deficient

rats was found to be further augmented by removal of sodium from the

potassium deficient diet, while the water turnover of these deficient rats

drinking saline was only slightly greater than that of the saline drinking

controls (4). The thirst stimulus in potassium depletion has been ascribed

largely to a reduction of the chloride or extracellular fluid space (4).

The lesions found in the collecting tubules can explain many other

tubular abnormalities that develop later in chronic potassium depletion.

Increased urinary ammonia (58) has been reported. If ammonia production was

one of the functions of the "dark cells" of the collecting tubules, we have

an anatomical basis in the marked proliferation of these cells, that explains

such state of affairs.

An exchange of Na+ for H+ is one of the active functions of the cells
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of the collecting tubules (88). If this function is performed normally by

the "light cells" a lesion in the mitochondria of these cells leading

eventually to their replacement by dense structureless granules and then to

degeneration of the cell, can result in an impairment of this function. In

chronic potassium depletion in rats and dogs an excessive amount of sodium

loss in the urine has been demonstrated (55). This faulty conservation of

sodium might be related to such lesions in the mitochondria of the "light"
+

cells. This active reabsorption of Na from the medullary collecting

tubules has been suggested to be of importance in maintaining the hyper¬

osmolar!ty of the medullary interstitium (88). This inability to reabsorb

sodium will be responsible for further diminishing the hyperosmolaiity of the

medulla and might explain the secondary or the tertiary phase of polyuria.

Chronic depletion of potassium is frequently associated with mild

proteinuria, which has besn found by electrophoresis of the urine to be of

tubular origin (64). Degeneration, necrosis and shedding off of the cells

of the collecting ducts easily explains this tubular proteinuria. Also,

chronic potassium depletion has been found in humans and in animals to

predispose to pyelonephritis. Obstruction of the collecting tubules by

the proliferating cells which leads to proximal dilatation and internal

hydronephrosis can easily explain such increased susceptibility of the

potassium deficient kidney to pyelonephritis.

Finally, the lesions found in the capillaries of the vasa recta are very

remarkable and have not been desdribed before. These lesions apparently

impair the normal function of the vasae rectae as countercurrent exchangers

which tend to maintain the hyperosmolarity of the papilla® On the other

hand, they might be the result of a diminished osmotic concentration around
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them created primarily by the lesions in the basement membrane of the

descending limb of the loop of Henle. However, the absence of these

capillary lesions after forcible hydration in in favour that they are

genuine abnormalities related to depletion of potassium and that they play

a role in the pathogenesis of the excretion of a large volume of dilute

urine in kaliopenia.
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MAGNESIUM DEFICIENCY NEPHROPATHY.

Introduction.

Every advance raises fresh problems, and advances in the techniques

of fluid therapy have now made magnesium metabolism a matter of practical

importance. Years ago patients died because they were not thirsty enough

or because they were too weak to drink. Once this fact was realised, and

they were given water, the problem of fluid therapy for the majority of

them was solved. Some, however, with continuous losses of intestinal

fluid, now survived to become deficient in sodium, and after a few days

they would die of that. As sodium deficiency came to be recognised and

treated, so more patients who would otherwise have died continued to lose

fluid and, after a week or two, they died of potassium deficiency. Now

this too, is treated and patients can survive long enough to become depleted

of magnesium.

One reason why the possibility of magnesium deficiency was not widely

recognised was the difficulty of its estimation. The available methods for

the determination of magnesium in biological fluids and tissues were, until

quite recently, either tedious or inaccurate, and plasma magnesium

concentrations were estimated in clinical laboratories as rarely as was

potassium before the advent of the flame photometer. Recently, however,

the physical methods of flame spectrophotometry (2), cathode-ray polaro-

graphy (20) and absorption spectrophotometry (9) have introduced accurate

techniques to replace the older chemical methods of determining magnesium

in biological work and reliable instruments are now commercially available.
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The amount of magnesium in the body ranks with that of sodium and

potassium: the amount of sodium is <4"X3Q m. equiv., largely in the

extracellular fluidj potassium is 3000 m, equiv., nearly all inside the

cellsj and magnesium is 2000 m. equiv. (11, 40). Like potaasium, it is

mainly an intracellular ion, but unlike potassium, at least half and

perhaps three quarters of the magnesium in the body is in bone (12),

Magnesium is lost to the body by excretion in the faeces and urine;

it is replinished from the diet, The amount of magnesium in a normal

diet is of the order of 30 m. equiv.j it is present in nearly all foods.

With an ordinary mixed diet, a deficiency of magnesium is unlikely (12).

The magnesium excreted by the kidneys has probably all been filtered at

the glomeruli and the amount in the urine represents what has escaped

tubular reabsorption.

Though it has been known that clinical symptoms due to dietary

deficiency in magnesium occur in dairy cows, little attention has been paid

to the possible role of changes in the general magnesium balance or of

abnormal fluxes of magnesium ions between the intracellular and extra¬

cellular fluids in the aetiology of human disease until very recently.

The cow is the victim of two forms of magnesi-um deficiency; milk tetany

encountered in calves reared beyond the natural time of weaning exclusively

on a diet of milk, and grass staggers found in cows put out on certain

pastures. Both forms of magnesium deficiency are Ultimately the result

of a poor absorption of magnesium from the gut. Magnesium deficiency

in the cow has contributed most of our knowledge of the clinical syndrome

of magnesium deficiency in humans. After it was suggested that magnesium

deficiency might b© observed clinically in patients, many reports have

appeared in the literature in the last few years confirming the existence
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of a syndrome of magnesium deficiency in human beings (7,10,16,33, 41),

Recently, Hanna (15) has reviewed the causes of magnesium depletion in

humans and emphasised that with the developmentof modern electrolyte

therapy cases of hypomagnesoemia are being encountered more frequently.

Magnesium depletion may be expected to become of clinical importance when

a low intake of magnesium is associated with abnormal loss of gastro¬

intestinal secretion or an excessive loss of magnesium in the urine, or when

continuous intestinal aspiration is combined with the infusion of magnesium-

free fluids. Patients with intestinal fistulae, intractable diarrhoea,

massive resection of small bowel, diabetic ketosis, and. those in the

diuretic phase of the recovery from acute renal insufficiency may become

depleted of magnesium. Cases of primary aldosteronism (28,29),

steatorrhoea, idiopathic hypercalcuria, thryotoxicosis, renal tubular

acidosis, malignancy with bone metastases and excessive use of purgatives

(15,16,18) have also been shown to have a negative magnesium balance. These

recent clinical reports have revived the interest in the metabolism of this

ion ana in the study of the immediate effects and remote sequele of body

depletion of magnesium.

In the study of magnesium deficiency, the usual experimental animals

have been pressed into service J rats, mice, guinea-pigs, rabbits and dogs.

In addition, the team included an unusual member, the cow, because

spontaneous deficiency of magnesium in this animal creates an economic

problem.

The first attempt to deprive an animal of magnesium appears to have

been made by Osborne and Mendel in 1918 during the course of a general study

of the inorganic elements in the nutrition of the rat (31), Their
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"magnesium-free" diet, however, still contained enough ma nesium to prevent

any untoward effects. Acute magnesium deficiency, produced in both rats and

dogs by a diet very low in magnesium has been studied by McColluia, Kruse

and co-workers and described in a series of papers (21,22,23,26).

The main features of the experiments on rats, were the production of

acute hyperaemia of the skin and loss of hair, convulsions and death.

The results have been confirmed by other workers (24-,36;, and according to

Tufts and Greenberg (38) two phases are observed in magnesium deficiency in

rats. The first is marked by vasodilatation, hyperaemia and hyper-

excitability, and the second by the development of nutrition failure,

cachexia and kidney damage.

The literature on the gross and microscopic pathological alterations

associated with magnesium deficiency has been rather meagre. In 1932,

Cramer found that most of the rats which he placed on a prepared synthetic

diet, low in magnesium, developed marked changes in the kidneys (8). At

autopsy, the kidneys of many of these animals were found, to be enlarged,

had puckered surfaces, some showing a grey mottling. On cut section, they

exhibited definite striatioas at the junction of the medulla and cortex.

Microscopically, they showed a picture of extensive degeneration of tubules

and glomeruli, which was most marked at the junction of the medulla and

cortex, where, in some sections, the necrosis wqs accompanied by calcerous

deposits in the tubules and glomeruli. In 1934, Brookfield (6) observed

similar changes in the kidney of rats given a diet of low magnesium content

but he stressed the finding that no calcification was observed. In 1937,

Schrader and his co-workers (34) noted mild degenerative changes in the

renal tubules of rats on diets low in magnesiumj no calcification was noted.

In the same year, Watchorn and McCance (39) reported that rats kept on a
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low magnesium diet to induce a state of subacute deficiency showed after a

period of 12 weeks, calcareous deposits throughout the cortex and medulla

in the straight and collecting tubules producing obliteration and sometimes

cystic dilatation of the tubules above the level of the Cast. Glomerular

changes or lesions indicative of any type of nephritis were stated to be

completely absent. In 1933, Greenberg et al(l3) showed th&t prolonged

deprivation of magnesium in the rat eventually produced a nephrosis-like

type of kidney degeneration, beginning by degenerative changes in the tubules

and progressive calcification in the cortico-medullary zone and spreading

later to the cortex. The lesions found were similar to those originally

described by Cramer in 1932 but the degree of calcification was more marked

The magnesium deficient animals showed persistent albuminuria, but no

haematuria, and their serum proteins were definitely lowered. Similar

degenerative changes followed by the deposition cf calcareous material

in the areas of degeneration were again reported in rat kidneys in 1944 (37)

and in 1950 (25). In 1958, Maclntyre and Davidson (27) reported that

magnesium deficiency in rats produced secondary potas ium depletion, sodium

retention, hypercalc&emia and nephrocalcinosis; nephrocalcinosis occurred

only when hypercalcaemia was also present. In 1959, Hess et al (19) using

histochemical methods for the determination of various dehydrogenase and

diaphorade activities, have found intracellular alterations to occur in the

rat kidney in the first days of dietary magnesium deficiency. This

alteration was confined mainly to distal segments of the proximal convolutions

and consisted of mitochondrial swelling followed by the appearance of lipid

droplets. After 9 days, marked decrease of mitochondrial enzymic activity

was found in the damaged areas initiating intracellular calcification and

necrosis. A close relationship was shown to exist between a decrease of



plasma magnesium, an increase of plasma calcium and the mitochondrial

alterations observed. Visible renal calcification was accompanied by a

marked rise of kidney calcium content.

In 1938, Moore et al (30) studied the pathological changes in calves

fed diets low in magnesium. In sore than half their animals, thekidneys

showed marked proliferation of fibroblasts and fibrosis of the interstitial

tissue, marked tubular necrosis was also observed in one third of the cases.

They stressed the comparatively slight degree of injury to the glomeruli

in contrast with the marked injury of the interstitial and tubular tissues#

However, in 1954-* Blaxter, Rook ana MacDonald (4) found no degenerative

lesions in kidney of magnesium deficient calves.

The third animal in which deficiency of magnesium was reported to

produce renal lesions is the rabbit. Barron and co-workers, in 1949 > (3)

described that in magnesium deficient rabbits, damage involved both the

renal corpuscle and the tubules and was not uniform throughout the kidney

but was limited to certain areas of the tissues. Changes were observed in

both the cortex and medulla, which consisted of degeneration of the tubular

epithelium and fibrosis of the cortieomedullary region. The glcmeruli

within the intact Bowman's capsule were often displaced to the periphery by

an amorphous acidophilic staining mass of material. Such renal corpuscles

were often enlarged to as much as twice the diameter of controls.

No one has yet described any pathological changes attributable to

magnesium deficiency in man, but the experimental findings in animals suggests

that some unexplained tissue infiltrations and some obscure instances of

nephrocalcinosis might be the result of an episode of magnesium deficiency

(25,27). This is one of the questions that may be resolved by a
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systematic investigation of possible cases of magnesium deficiency in

humans, including the study of renal biopsy material whenever possible.

Material and Methods.

Thirty female hooded rats "Sprague-lawley" strain, initially weighing

between 120 and 150 grams were used for the study. They were divided into

three equal groups. The control group and the two experimental groups were

pair fed on diets identical in all respects other than magnesium content.

The diet used was that described by Maclntyre and Davidson in 1958 (27),

It consisted of the following:

Acid-washed casein 200 g,
Arachis oil 80 g.
Cod liver oil 20 g.
(to which had been added 50 mg. of vitamin E,
Cone sugar 660 g.

To this basic diet /Ifi g. of salt mixture C was added for the control

group or 36.7 g. salt mixture D for each of the two experiraental groups.

Salt mixture C«

HaCl 33 g.
CaC0_
K H2#0

188 g.
170 g.

Potassium citrate 61 g.
Ferric Citrate 7.5 g.
Tracer mixture 1 g.

MgCl2 6H20 a g.and

In Salt mixture D the magnesium chloride was omitted.

The tracer mixture consisted of:

KI 13 g.
NaF 10 g.

MnCl2AH20 2 g.
Cu2Cl2 0.5 g.

A stock vitamin solution was prepared and stored at -20°C, 250 ml. contained:
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Vitamin B1 0,03 g.
Vitamin B6 0.03 g.
Biotin 0.006 g.
Pantothenol 0.3 g.
p-aminobenzoic acid 1.5 g.
Inositol 1.5 g.
Nicotinic acid (sodium salt) 1.5 g.
Choline chloride 4.5 g.
Folic acid 0.015 g.
Riboflavin 0,12 g.
Vitamin B12 0.0003 g
Vitamin K 0.0006 g
(Synkavit, Roche Products Ltd)

This solution (16 ml.) made to two litres with water, provided

sufficient drinking water and water soluble vitamins for 30 rats for 3 days.

The electrolyte content of the diets as found by analysis was:

Na 46 m.equiv/Kg.
K 141 m.equiv./Kg.
Ca 21Q0 m.equiv./Kg,
Mg "controlgroup" 36 m.equiv./Kg.

"deficient group" 1 m,equiv,/Kg.

Group A deficient rats wore kept on the magnesium deficient diet for
>4

13 days,

Group B deficient rats for 3 days and Group C control rats were kept

on the control diet for 13 days.

At the end of the experimental period the rats from the three groups

were anaesthetised by the intraperitoneal injection of 0,1 ml, pentobarbitone

(Veterinary Nembutal, Abbott, London), Blood was collected from the

abdominal aorta then the right kidney was immediately removed and prepared

for microscopy, electron and light, as explained before, while the left

kidney as well as muscles from the carcass collected for chemical analysis.

In the light microscopic preparations, in addition to the routine stains used

(H. & £, & PAS), sections were wtained by Von Kossa and by Feulgen techniques.

The muscle, kidney and plasma were analysed for their magnesium and
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calcium contents by the methods described by Aleock et al (2). Statistical

analysis was carried out by the methods described by Snedecor in 1956 (35)#

Sesultg*

After about 11 days, the deficient rats in Group A developed vaso¬

dilatation and oedema of the nose, ears, and paws and showed, signs of

irritability in the last few days.

The results of the plasma, muscle and kidney analyses are shown in

Table 11. These results confirm the finding of Maclntyre and Davidson (27).

Little or no significant change was noted in the concentration of magnesium

in the kidneys in the deficient rats. In the skeletal muscles, there was

unequivocal evidence of progressive depletion of magnesium. The plasma

magnesium fell from the control value of 1*4.3 to 0.59 m. equlv./l. after

13 days of depletion; the fall was also significant after 3 days. The

only highly significant result in the calcium estimations was a marked

increase in the calcium content in the kidneys of the deficient group, from

the control value of 11.89 it.equiv./Kg. to 15.63 after 3 days and to 20,51

after 13 days of depletion of magnesium.

Light Microscopy.

As compared with the control group (Fig, 249) the kidneys from the two

deficient groups showed definite abnormalities which were more marked after

13 days depletion of magnesium, but were alsc noticeable after 3 days.

The glomeruli and the blood vessels were entirely normal. There was a

slight increase in the interstitial tissue in the 13 days deficient rats

but this was apparently secondary to the tubular lesions.
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sable 11.

Rat No. Plasma Muscle Kidney
IE • ©QUiv/1 • m.equiv/Kg. dry m.equiv/Kg.dry

fat free solids fat free solids

Control ur ud Mg*
|

Ca*
♦

Mg
+

Ca Mg+ +
Ca

1 C 1.4 5.5 100.9. 10.1 83.8 2.6
2 C 1.3 5.4 98.8 11.4 84.6 12.8
3 C 1.3 5.4 99*3 10,3 82.9 10.2
A C 1.6 5.4 100.5 10.6 83.8 11.7
5 C 1.4 5.6 - 100.4 10.2 84.1 11.8
6 C 1.5 5.4 « 99.9 11.0 83.6 12,0
7 C 1.5 5.2 100.1 11.1 83.7 11.8
8 C 1.7 5.2 98.3 10,2 83.4 11.5
9 C 1.5 5.6 99.4 10.5 84.2 12.6

10 C 1.6 0.4 98.9 10,6 83.3 12.1

fean -.S.E.M. 1.48^0.033 5.43-0.021 99.76^0.63 10,6^0,4 83.77^0.41 11.89-0.3

)ef.for 3 days
*"

1 B 0.8 5.7 94.6 10.2 82.8 13.5
2 B 0.9 5.1 95.7 10.2 80.9 15.6
3 B 0,8 5.4 96.3 10.1 82.1 15.7
A B 0.8 5.0 96.2 9.6 80.9 21.2
5 B 0.9 5.0 97.1 10.7 81.6 12.2
6 B 0.8 5.4 96.0 10.2 81,7 14.0
7 B 0.9 5.1 96.4 10.4 81.9 17.2
8 B 0.8 5.3 95.6 9.9 81.8 17.1
9 B 0.8 5.2 96.1 10.0 80.9 14.9

10 B 0.9 5.3 95.9 10.4 32.0 16.3
Mean-S. E • M. 0.83^0.03 5.23^0.23 95.97^-0.7 L0.17-0.3 81.77l0.55 15.63-2.8]

Def.for 13 days

1 A 0.6 6.3 86,4 12.6 80.9 32.6
2 A 0.7 5.7 90.2 11.9 81.4 12.9
3 A 0.5 5.8 88.3 13.0 81,6 13.6
A A 0.6 5.6 86.2 9.2 83.8 10.2
5 A 0,6 5.8 91.4 9.6 79.2 42.5
6 A 0.6 5.7 94.2 11.7 82.4 15.6
7 A 0.5 5.7 86.7 16.2 80.6 16.2
8 A 0.6 5.8 89.1 12.3 31.4 23.8
9 A 0.6 5.7 88.3 14.1 82.6 20.5

1$ A 0^6 5.§ 8£.l 10.3 80.2 17. 2+
Hean-B.E.M, 0.59-0.02^ 5.8-0.087 89.06-1.14 12.03-0.89 81.41-0.55

1
20.51-4.6
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The characteristic change was noticed in the tubules. Foci of dilated

tubules were seen all over the cortex and outer medulla (Fig, 250), In the

3 dajra deficient animals these foci were mostly localised to the cortico-

medullary zone, but in the 13 days deficient rats they were observed all

over the cortex and outer zone of the medulla in addition to the cortico-

medullary region. In this latter group, the degree of dilatation was more

marked and the number and size of the foci was greater than in the 3 days

deficient animals. The type of tubule which was dilated could not be

always ascertained! some, however, had a definite though frequently

interrupted brush borderj indicating that they are proximal tubules (Fig,

251).

In Group B deficient animals, the lining cells of many of the slightly

dilated tubules were swollen and were frequently vacuolated. As the tubules

got more dilated their lining cells appeared to lose the brush border and

to become flattened so that in the 13 days deficient rats, only a minority

of the dilated tubules had cells with a vacuolated cytoplasm (Fig, 251),

At first sight, the dilatation of the tubules appeared as if it had

resulted from a distally situated obstruction rather than a degeneration or

atrophy of the tubular cells. However, careful examination failed to show

any cause for the obstruction, even in the 3-day oeficient rats at the cortico-

medullary region or in the outer zone of the medulla. Wo hypertrophy or

proliferation of the lining cells and no intraluminal casts could be seen

occluding the lumen in any of the tubules. However, after 13 days depletion,

a few markedly dilated tubules contained in their lamina a deposit not unlike

the nidus of a calculus, which appeared refractile and was thought to

consist of necrotic cellular debris (Fig, 252), However, it reacted



negatively to both the Feulgen and the von Kossa stains.

The von Kossa stain showed in some dilated tubules after 13 days

depletion of magnesium, a very fine tracery of silver-staining granules,

sometimes localised to individual cells and particularly marked in the brush

border when it had not yet completely disappeared.

Electron microscopy.

Group G, The kidneys from the control rats were entirely normal.

Group B, The glomeruli, the arteries and the capillaries from the

3-days deficient rats were normal.

Lesions were noticed only in the tubules, and were seen mainly in the

blocks taken from the outer zone of the medulla and from the deeper part

of the cortex. The tubules at the renal papilla; thin segments and

collecting tubules, appeared quite normal.

The tubular changes were focal, and though some tubules were very

abnormal others, sometimes immediately adjacent were quite normal.

The observed lesions affected principally the pars recta of the

proximal tubules. The affected tubule was dilated and some of its lining

cells showed loss of th4ir microvilli resulting in an interruption of the

brush border (Fig. 253). The cells also showed multiple small cytoplasmic

vacuoles (Fig, 254) and few dense structureless cytoplasmic granuoles of

various sizes, but usually several times the size of the mitochondrion

(Fig. 254 and 255)# More severely affected tubules were markedly dilated

and their cells had scanty microvilli (Fig. 256), were moderately flattened

and eventually lost all their microvilli over extensive stretches (Fig. 257),

The rest of the proximal tubule appeared normal, in particular the
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basement membrane and the mitochondria looked normal.

Group A. The glomeruli and the blood vessels were normal. The thin

and thick limbs of the loops of Henle were also normal (Pig, 258). The

lesions were focal and affected mainly, if not entirely, the proximal tubules

but were more widespread, all over the cortex and outer medulla, and more

marked than in Group B. The fact that the lesions were occasionally noticed

in some tubules, the type of which could not be identified even by electron

microscopy is worth mentioning. Such tubules, encountered in the cortex and

outer medulla, did not conform to the ideal description of either proximal,

distal or collecting tubules (Pig. 259). My impression is that most of them

are proximal tubules that have completely lost their microvilli, the most

characteristic property for their identification, but I cannot be certain

that similar changes to those affecting the proximal tubules in magnesium

depletion do not affect, to some degree, a few distal and collecting tubules.

The changes noticed in the proximal tubules after 13-days depletion of

magnesium were of the same nature as those observed after 3 days: dilatation

of the tubules, vacuolisation of their lining cells, loss of the microvilli

and the appearance of dense bodies in the cytoplasm (Fig. 260), the basement

membrane and the mitochondria remaining normal.

The earliest abnormality to be noted in the least affected tubules

appears to be dilatation of the lumen with little alteration in the cellular

contents or the microvilli (Fig. 261). Vacuoles then appear in the

cytoplasm (Fig. 262) and the microvilli begin to disappear (Fig. 263) and

this gradual disappearance of the microvilli is accompanied by further

dilatation of the lumen (Fig, 264-), untl finally all the microvilli

disappear and the cells become bare just like those of distal or collecting

tubules (Fig. 265). The lining cells of the very dilated "cystic" tubules
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finally become so much flattened that they simulate the squamous epithelial

cells lining the thin segment of the loop of Henle (Fig. 266).

While this is happening, granules appear in the cellular cytoplasm.

These vary in size from under 0.2 ft to over 2 n in diameter. Most of these

granules are rounded in shape (Fig. 267), hit some are ring-shaped (Fig. 267

and 268) and others ere more or less oval (Fig. 268) and some have various

abnormal vacuolated shapes (Fig. 269). The density of the granules varies

significantly from one to another (Fig. 270), From their appearance, these

granules gave the impression as if they had resulted from the deposition of

an insoluble material into the cellular cytoplasm after it had been

incorporated excessively from the tubular lumen in a soluble form, forming

the cytoplasmic vacuoles followed by the absorption of the water to the

blood stream leaving behind a deposit into the cytoplasm* A strong
I

evidence in favour of this suggestion is the fact that the granules usually

appear initially ring-shaped, in close contact with a mitochondrion which

is apparently actively responsible for the absorption of the fluid from the

vacuole leaving the deposit at its rim peripherally (Fig. 271),

An important finding, hitherto undescribed, concerning the role played

by the microvilli in the process of absorption has been demonstrated in the

tubules that have partially lost their microvilli. Apparently two adjacent

microvilli come in contact with each other at their luminal ends enclosing

a droplet of tubular fluid, then by a process of progressive sealing off

towards the lumen and opening up towards the cell, the droplet moves into

the cell, as a bolus of food moves down the gullet, and becomes incorporated

into the superficial relatively clear zone of the cytoplasm as a vacuole

(Fig. 272 and 273). This could be demonstrated in these pathologically
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Flg» 253* Pars recta of a proximal tubule from a 3-day
magnesium deficient rat. The lumen is very wide and some
of the lining cells have lost their microvilli. x 1000

Fig. 25L* Parts of three pars recta of proximal tubules
frorna 3-day magnesium deficient rat are seen. The cells
have largely lost their microvilli and the cytoplasm contains
clear vacuoles and a few structureless granuoies. x 2t500



Fie. 255. Part of a soil of a pare recta of a proximal
tubule from a 3-day magnesium deficient rat. A structure¬
less granule, several times the size of the neighbouring
mitochondria is seen in the basal part of the cell# x 12,000

Fig. 256, Parts of three pars rectae of proximal tubules
from a 3-day magnesium deficient rat. The tubule at the top
has partly lost its microvilli, while the two other tubules
have completely lost their brush border. x 4000



Fig. 2'"7* Pars recta of a proximal tubule from a 3-day
magnesium-deficient rat. The tubule is very dilated, the
cells are flattened and have more or less completely lost
their microvilli. x 4,000

Fig, ^5G. A thin and a thick segment of the loop of Henle
from a 13-day magnesium deficient rat, looking absolutely
normal, x 4,000



13-day magnesium deficient rat, not conforming to the ideal
description of either a proximal or distal or a collecting
tubule. x 4»000

Fig. 260. Three proximal convoluted tubules from a 13-day
magnesium deficient rat showing dilatation of lumen, loss
of microvilli and the appearance of vacuoles and dense
bodies in the cytoplasm. x 1000
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Pars recta of a proximal tubule from a IJ-ciay
magnesium deficient rat o»ly showing dilatation of the lumen;
the microvilli are intact and the cells contain neitner
vacuoles nor granules. x 25,000

Fir. 262. Proximal convoluted tubule from a 13-day
magnesium deficient rat. In addition to the dilated lumen
many vacuoles are seen in the cytoplasm. The microvilli are
more or less intact. x 6,000



Fla. 263> Proximal convoluted tubule-cell from a 13-day
aagneslum-tiof1cient rat. In addition to the large number
of cytoplasmic vacuoles, the microvilli are beginning to
become sparse. x 6#QQC

Fig. 264. Farts of three proximal convoluted tubules from
a 13-day magnesium deficient rat. The microvilli have largely
disappeared and thd cytoplasm Is full of many clear vacu61es
and a few structureless granules. x 2,500



Fig. 265. A proximal convoluted tubule in a 13-day magnesium
deficient rat. The dilated lumen and the absence of micro¬
villi makes this tubule not unlike a collecting tubule, x 2,500.

Fig. 26u„ An extremely dilated proximal convoluted tubule
from a 13-day magnesium deficient rat. The marked flattening
of the cells end the absence of microvilli makes thera
similar to the flat squamous epithelial cells lining the

thin segment. x 2#500



Fla. 267. fart of a proximal convoluted tubule cell from
a 13-day magnesium deficient rat. A large rounded structure¬
less granuole is seen on the left and a smaller ring-shaped
granuole on the right. x 15>000

268. Cell of a pars recta of a proximal tubule from a
IB-day magnesium deficient rat. Note the oval and the
ring-shaped structureless granules. x 15>000



Fie. 269. Fort of a proximal tubule cell froa a 13-day
magnesium deficient rat* Note the curiously shaped, vacuolated
granules* x 24,000

Fig. 270. Part of a proximal convoluted tubule cell from a
13-day magnesium deficient rat# Four structureless granules

are soon amidst the mitochondria. The top one is very weakly
osmiophilic except for its rim, the one on the left is moderately
osmlophllio with several small dense dote, the two on the right,
just above the basement membrane are very strongly osmiophilic.

x 24,000



Fig. 271. Cell of pars recta of a proximal tubule from a
13-day magnesium-deficient rat. In the middle a vacuole
is seen with a crescentic mitochondria closely applied to
its surface. A structureless deposit is seen at the
periphery of the vacuole. A crescentic granule is seen
in the bottom right. x 24,000



Fie. 272. The brush border of a proximal tubule cell from
a 13-day magnesium-deficient rat. Note how the neighbour¬
ing microvilli enclose droplets of tubular fluid. x 30,000

Fig, 273. Proximal convoluted tubule cell from a 13-day
magnesium deficient rat. The droplets of tubular fluid
enclosed between neighbouring microvilli have moved down and
appear as vacuoles in the superficial part of the cell.

x 19,500
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altered tubules, with scarce microvilli while it is apparently impossible

to demonstrate in the normal tubules with very crowded microvilli. This

finding also gives support to the suggestion just made about the patho¬

genesis of the cytoplasmic vacuoles and granules found in these cel-s*

Important negative findings to be stressed are the normal appearances

of the mitochondria, the normal thickness and appearance of the basement

membrane and the absence of any demonstrable obstruction in the dilated

tubules or in more distal sites.

Discussion.

The changes described in the kidney in experimental depletion of

magnesium in animals consisted of a progressive increase in the calcium

content of that organ (38) corresponding to the calcification of the inner

cortical zone observed histologically. This lesion was found almost

invariably in later phases of magnesium deficiency and wqs considered to

precede (13) or to follow (30) more extensive morphological damage 6f

tubular epithelium. Conventional histological techniques were unable to

reveal any alteration in renal cells directly dependent on the induced

electrolyte Imbalance and leading to necrosis and calcification. Histo-

chemical techniques (19) were claimed to demonstrate mitochondrial swelling

and alteration in the enzymatic activity in the cells of the proximal tubule

in dietary deficiency of magnesium. No study of magnesium deficiency

nephropathy by the electron microscope has been previously described.

In the study reported in this thesis, electron microscopy has definitely

shown that the lesion of magnesium depletion is localised at least

initially, to the proximal tubules, and begins in the pars recta then
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extends to the pars convoluta. No swelling or morphological change was

found in the mitochondria. The lesion consists of dilatation of the

tubule, initial swelling and vacuolisation of the cells, followed by the

gradual disappearance of the microvilli, the deposition of dense granules

in the cytoplasm and finally the extreme flattening out of the cells lining

the very dilated "cystic" tubules.

The vacuoles seen in the cytoplasm are apparently hydropic and not

lipoid droplets as described by Hess et al (19)» the latter would have been

very densely osmiophilic.

The exact nature of the dense granuoles cou.d not be ascertained in

this investigation, although various evidences point to them as being calcium

granules. The von Kossa stain (which however is not very specific for

calcium) did not give conclusive results. However, the fact that the

chemical analysis of the renal tissue showed a marked rise in the calcium

content in the kidneys where these granules were encountered ia an indirect

strong evidence that they are calcium granules. They are not the cause

of the dilatation of the tubules or the direct cause for the disappearance

of the microvilli, because these two changes are seen at an earlier stage

that the appearance of the dense granules. Also, they do not follow cellular

necrosis, because no necrosis of cells was observed. They apparently

result from the deposition into the cell cytoplasm of "calcium" reabsorbed

from the tubular fluid.

Calcium and magnesium metabolism seem to be very much inter-related.

The largest amount of both elements is present in bone. It has been shown

that the parathyroid glands influence magnesium as well as calcium metabolism,

hyperparathyroidism being associated with a negative magnesium as well as a
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negative calcium balance (18) and prolonged administration of parathyroid

extract increased the faecal excretion of magnesium (14-). In animals, it

has been shown that magnesium absorption from the gut varies inversely

with the calcium intake and it was suggested that the two elements are

absorbed by a common transport system (l). A common renal tubular

reabsorptlve system for calcium and magnesium has also been suggested by

Berglung and Forster (5) from their work in the aglomerular teleost and

by Alcock and Maclntyre (l) from experiments on the excretion of calcium

in magnesium deficient rats. What seems to occur in magnesium deficiency
++ ++

is that the proximal tubule cells which normally reabsorb Ca and Mg by

a common transport mechanism reabsorb much more Ca from the glomerular

filtrate which is deficient in Mg , The excessively absorbed calcium

ions are largely deposited locally in these cells, and appear as the dense

granules, and do not pass to the general circulation. This would explain

the high calcium content in the kidneys(and the nephrocalcinosis in late

stages) in presence of a normal calcium in the extracellular fluid

(evidenced by the normal serum calcium level in presence of hypomagnesia)

and the normal calcium content of the intracellular fluid (evidenced by the

normal calcium content in the muscles which have become depleted of

magnesium).

The morphologically apparent alterations seen in the proximal tubules

•"ight thus be the direct result of either the magnesium deficiency or of the

calcium excess. Magnesium ions are intracellular ions, present in all the

cells, and essential in the maintenance of mitochondrial structure and

function (32), The facts that the observed changes were localised to the

proximal tubules and did not affect the entire nephron, that the mitochondria

were entirely normal even in the altered cells and that the magnesium content
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of the kidney was normal, exclude the suggestion that a deficiency in

magnesium ions is the direct cause for the lesions. It seems that it is

that segment of the nephron which is reabsorbing calcium excessively in

magnesium depletion, in the interest of the general metabolism of the body,

which succumbs to the toxic effect of a very high level of calcium ions

passing through, loses its reabsorbing microvilli and degenerate.

The studies presented in this and in the previous chapter raise a very

interesting point. In pure depletion of potassium, no lesions were

detected in the proximal tubules and the earliest abnormality in renal

function was the excretion of a large volume of dilute urine. In pure

depletion of magnesium, lesions were localised to the proximal tubules, and

no change in the volume of urine was noticed. In the reported human cases

of what has been termed chronic depletion of potassium, the kidneys frequently

showed lesions in the proximal tubules and the patients nearly always passed

a large volume of dilute urine. When these case reports have been

restudied (as reviewed in the previous chapter) it was apparent that not a

single case could be considered as a case of pure ptoassium depletion. One

group of patients suffered from excessive and prolonged losses of

gastrointestinal fluids and such losses would produce depletion of both the

body potassium and magnesium. The other group were patients with primary

aldosteronism. This condition is well known to produce an excessive loss

of potassium in the urine. But it also produces (though not generally

appreciated) an exces ive loss of magnesium in the urine and faeces as lias

been deraonstrated in the two cases where magnesium balance studies were

carried out (28,29) and as has been definitely proved in experimental studies

in the rat by Hanna and Kaclntyre (17). Most of these reported cases,
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therefore had negative magnesium balance in addition to the negative

potas ium balance, though no effort was made to demonstrate it because the

significance of body depletion of magnesium was not realised* The

lesions in the proximal tubules in the reported human cases, can thus be

very easily explained to be the result of magnesium depletion while the

passage of a large volume of urine to be due to potassium depletion* This

hypothesis can only be definitely proved if, when future cases of primary

aldosteronism or chronic losses of gastrointestinal fluids are encountered,

an accurate potassium and magnesium (and preferably also calcium) balance

study is carried out, a renal biopsy is taken during the deficiency state ad

examined by the electron, in addition to the light microscope, then careful

repletion of one element only is done and a repeat renal biopsy and renal

function studies are performed, then the other element i3 repleted and the

same procedures again repeated.

The demonstration that magnesium depletion results in remote sequelae

in the kidney, eventually leading to the unalterable serious condition of

nephrocalcinosis should urge clinicians to be much more aware of the

possibility of an existing magnesium loss in the patients under their care,

should stimulate them to remove the cause of this magnesium loss as quickly

as possible and should indicate to them the administration of sufficient

supplements of magnesium until the removal of the cause is feasible, in order

to avert this dangerous complication in the kidney.
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SUMMARY.

The technique of electron microscopy, relatively recently introduced

in medical research has been utilised for the study of

a) the micro-anatomy of the normal mammalian nephron.

b) the development of the renal glomerulus.

c) the morphogenesis and pathogenesis of diabetic renal lesions,

d) the mechanisms of concentration and dilution of urine in the mammalian

nephron and the site and mode of action of the antidiuretic hormone.

e) the nephropathy of potassium-depletion, and

f) the nephropathy of magnesium-depletion*

The Normal Glomerulus:

The well known ultrastructural characteristics have been confirmed

in human, rat and rabbit glomeruli. In additions

1) The ultrastructure of the glomerular arteriole has been described.

2) The ultrastructure of the juxtaglomerular apparatus has been described.

3) The presence of a filtration slit-membrane between the foot processes

of the epithelial cells and of attachment belts between the glomerular

endothelial cells irns been confirmed,

A) Only two types of cell were identified in the glomerulus; epithelial

and endothelial. Evidence against the presence of a "third" type of cell

has been discussed.

Gloraerulogenesis.

The renal glomerulus, in the rat, has been shown to develop in situ

by proliferation and readjustment of its cells and not by the invagination

of a hollow vesicle by capillary loops. No "raesangial" cells have been

found.
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The Diabetic Renal Lesions.

A. A study of renal biopsies from young diabetic patients, with recently

recognised clinical diabetis, with no clinical or laboratory evidence of

renal involvement, has shown that diffuse and focal thickening of the

basement membrane of the nephron are present very soon after and possibly

coincidentally with the development of the defect in glucose metabolism.

This suggested that the renal involvement might be an integral part of the

syndrome of diabetes mellitus and not a complication. It was suggested

that the thickening of the basement membrane of the nephron, such an early

lesion, in the diabetic patient, might be related to en abnormality in the

metabolism of mucopolysaccharides which accompanies the known abnormality

in glucose metabolism.

The lesions of diffuse and possibly of nodular glomerulosclerosis were

shown to be lesions of the capillary basement membrane and not inter-

capillary or intracapillary.

B. Rabbits given prednisolone parenterally developed glomerular micro¬

aneurysms and lesions identical ih their light and electron microscopic

appearances with human diabetic exudative 'fibrinoid" lesions. No thickening

of the baseraant membrane was observed. It was concluded that, in the

diabetic patient, the glomerular micro-aneurysffis and the exudative lesions

are probably related to spprarenal cortical hyperactivity.

The Normal Renal Tubules.

The known ultrastructure has been confirmed. The vascular supply has

been studied in detail and the existence of a renal rete mirabile as well as

the presence of two types of capillary in the renal medulla lias been

described. The physiological implications of the micro-otorphology of the

renal tubules and capillaries have been discussed.
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The Mechanism^ of Urfoary^Cpngpiytratiofl QLhrtlogt,

The kidney of rats from acute hydration and acute dehydration experimerfcs,

and of rats to whom pitressin hag been administered intravenously have been

studied by the electron m'croscope. The most important change noticed after

forcible hydration was an immense thickening of the basement membrane of the

descending limb of the loop of Henle, This finding, taken in association

with various data in the literature which were difficult to explain on the

basis of the generally accepted version of the countercurrent theory, has

led to the presentation of a new hypothesis, In this hypothesis it is

suggested that the site of action of the antidiuretic hormone is the

descending limb of the loop of Henle, rather than the distal convoluted and

collecting tubules. The loop thus acts as a countercurrent multiplier only

in the concentrating nephron. It is claimed that this suggested hypothesis

explains all the physiological data in the literature and is more acceptable

teleologieally,

Potassium Depletion nephropathy.

The literature of the nephropathy of potassium depletion in human

patients and in experimental animals has been fully reviewed. Humans

depleted of potassium showed an inconstant lesion in the proximal tubules,

animals showed lesions in the collecting tubules. Functionally, both

humans and animals depleted of potassium passed a large amount of dilute

urine. An inconstant lesion in the human proximal tubules cannot explain

a constant functional defect.

Electron microscopic study of rats kept on a potassium deficient diet

showed very soon, a thickening of the basement membrane of the descending

limb of the loop of Henle very similar to that seen in acutely hydrated

animals. Only when the potassium depletion was marked and had been present
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for several weeks did they show changes in the collecting tubules. No

lesion was observed in proximal tubular cells.

It was concluded that potassium depletion may primarily stimulate the

thirst centre and that the resulting polydypsia may be responsible for the

passage of a large volume of dilute urine. The inconstantly observed

lesion in the human cases of potassium depletion in the proximal tubules is

not due to a depletion of potassium but to some other associated factor.

Magnesium Depletion Nephropathy,

Rats kept on a magnesium deficient diet very quickly developed focal

lesions in the proximal tubules: the affected tubules became dilated, their

lining epithelium vacuolated and the cytoplasm contained dense structureless

granuoles, possibly calcium. These changes were explained on the basis
ft

of excessive reabsorption of Ca by that segment of the nephron which
14"

normally reabsorbs both Ca and Mg «

Since the human patients who were diagnosed as having "potassium-

deficiency nephropathy1 were all cases of chronic and excessive loss of

gastrointestinal fluid or cases of primary aldosteronism, and since those

two conditions result in a negative magnesium as well as a negative potassium

balance, it was suggested that the lesions in the proximal tubules in human

cases of potassium-depletion, are really the result of an as ociated

depletion of magnesium.


